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The proflMuit study oa "AgrlculturaX UiUl«reraploynent In 
Uttar Pradesh t 1.96X-74* soeks to snalyss in deta i l the 
pzoblen of agricultural undennployment or disguised uneraploy-
nent in Uttar Pradesh with oar focus being on Oorakhpur 
Dis tr ic t . 
By virtue of the area i t covers and i t s p^?ulatioa, 
Uttar Pradesh occupies a prominent position in India's economy, 
recording to the 1971 Census* i t i s f i r s t in population exi& 
fourth in area in Zhdia. in the state , according t o the sane 
source, 86 per cent of the rural workers were engaged eitl^ir 
as cult ivators or as agricultural laJbourers and i t i s 
estisMted that nearly 73 per cent of the to ta l farmers own 
l e s s than 5 acres of land. More than two»thirds of the rural 
workers are s e l f employed (or own account} workers or unpaid 
family workers. Overpopulation and underemployment in the 
agricultural sector of uttar Pradesh appears t o be one of 
the most important characterist ics of the s tate economy. 
Chapter Z examines in de ta i l t\vB hypothesis that re lat ive 
backwazdness of agriculture in uttar Pradesh during the 
period under zevisw i s mainly on account of the presence of 
severe undezemployment In the sector. Among the factors 
r«sp«Nisible for the agricultural underesqpleymeat are increase 
in th» supply of labour# limit«d opportunities of Miploymttiit, 
lack oC dsTttlopnsnt in agricultural s«ctor« saasonal fluctua* 
tions* cropping pattam, lass usa of high yialding variat ias 
and t iny holdings* 
Chapter XX daals with laethodology, tachniqua and data 
usad in tha study in order t o neasuze undaxamployinant. Xn tha 
discussion of undaramployioent i t i s gexmrally the macro-
definit ion of disguised unemployioant that i s widely used. 
The 8ituati<m of disguised unemplc^rment i s v isual i sed as 
one where the labour force in agricultural sector i s so 
nuBierous in relation to the resources with which they work 
that i f a nuRiber of theis are withdrawn for woxk in other sectors 
of tha economy the to ta l output, would not dininish. It can 
be seen that th i s nacro-definition of disguised unoiploynent 
i s fosaal and abstract. Thus though indispensa(ble as an 
analytical tool i t nay not be quite helpful as a woxking 
concept in the neasurenent of ummplojjwent and underaiqpleynant 
teehaiqoe. For eaipirical study, i t would be quite necessary 
to identify «hat part of tha population i s affected by 
disguised uneaiployment and t o %fhat degree. 
This underlines the need for siiero-approach. Vron tha 
• iere-angle , land and capital at the disposal of self<-eiq>loyed 
cult ivator and his fanily are too Meagre to «iiable then to 
nake f u l l use of their aTailit>le labour. On th i s basic fact 
i s auparinposad tha seasonal character of agrleultural 
operations. As a result the cult ivators have irregular and 
intKLtticimnt woxk around the y«ar. It i> ttxm this angX* 
that th(i probl^ Mi should be viummA and n«c«ssary primary data 
colXaetad. This adcro-approach would also b« halpful in 
•stinating the surplus agricultural populatioo as a whole* 
Zn practice, the problem of measuring underenploynant 
in agricultural sector fa l l s in to two sepazmte parts» ( i ) 
wage*peid ei^ ployment and ( i i ) self*eBaployed. 
In the case of those persons who fa l l under the category 
of wage-paid maplo^ B^Msnt* the problen of Bmasuranent beciMMs 
relatively direct an^ simple* By a process of siaple 
QoauiBeratioQ of the days on which a l^our i s eo^oyed, the 
total nuB£>er of days ynemployed can easily be determined in 
a l l such cases. This solve the first part of the problem* 
The crvK i^al difficulty arises in regard to the self* 
employment category in which the overriding problwn i s the 
measurement of underemployment and seasonal unemployment, zn 
order to measure underemployment and seasonal unemployment, 
two m«thods have been used# namely "Mork Rorm" and **Time Norm", 
The "Mark Norm** method i s related to the concept of 
''Standard Molding** which would be the ''work norm** of full 
employment, A standard holding can be briefly described as 
**a holding which, under the existing conditions of techniqiiMs* 
provides full emptoyment for a family of an average s ise 
workliig with such assistance as i s cvstomary in agricultural 
opefatims**. 
Mhtn on«e th« *woxlc noxm* ia defined In terns of stendazd 
holding, the degree of wnploynent can be ntasured against 
the "aoms** so fixed, the Ideal case being that of fu l l 
enploynwit when work i s dcme for the standard holding or 
above with the help of hired labourers. All other cases cone 
under underenployinent. Thus with the help of t h i s "nom", 
i t becoiaes possible to identify disguised mklemnploynent. 
Bnploynsnt in agriculture depends on a nusi>er of factors* 
In terms of syiBibolst 
£t w c \ 3 # Qf H , C , X , • • • • / 
where S « Sxtent of employment mi land 
S » Sice of holding 
Q a Quality of land 
M e Method of cult ivation 
c m crop->pattem 
Z m Capital Intensity 
But so far Ti l lages in a particular l o c a l i t y are concerned 
a M wnA C can be taken as c^nslifttants. Thexofore, 
I •* f (S,Z> 
Thus, the extent.of enpleynent on land can be indicated 
by the s l s e of holding duly weighted by capi ta l intens i ty . 
The intensity of disguised uneaployinent can be giyen by 
the degree to which the actual holding f a l l s short of the 
standasd holding. T» put i t syabelieal ly, i f *D* denotes the 
degree of disguised unei^^loynent, *s* the standard holding and 
*C' the actual cultivated holding of each f i a i l y , then a broad 
indication of the dmqrmm of disguised itn«nploy«ent can be 
givfui by tha fonnilai 
It inay b« noted that whan s » c the value of *0* w i l l be 
tero. That i s when t l ^ cultivated holding equals the standaxd 
ttnit^ these w i l l be fu l l enployraent for the cult ivator . 
The method for estimation of saasomal ummployment of the 
cult ivators in tha agriculture sector of the state i s that of 
"Tine Noxm". The approxiaate nuadber of days of mnploynent 
raonthwisa keeping in nind^ land holdings* crop pattern^ 
irrigation f a c i l i t i e s * netlKjda and techniques of cult ivation 
e t c . , were obtaiJted through personal interviews. Thus in the 
study both pslmacy and sac<mdary data hsure been used. 
Chapter I I I i s concernad with the agricultural undar* 
enplQynent in developing econonies and i t s theoret ical founda^ 
t ions . It appaars froie the detailed study of the prcbleia that 
uaeBployMent and underesq^loynient e x i s t s in alnK»st a l l the 
developing econonies including India in varying degrees and 
f o m . I t shows that tha agricultural sactor in developing 
econcMiies* by and large mmm* as a refuga to their surplus 
population without a eorresp«aading ineraasa in output. The 
approach of devalepa^Kital nedels with the ir i a p l i c i t esiploy-
aent policy aining at transfarring workers fresi agricultural 
sector to nenoagrieultural a«y net be irery helpful in view ef 
the Magnitude of ths pxoblasi. A nusiber • f esq^rieal studies of 
disguised un«»ploy««nt In variotia countries ftr« also rsrlswsd. 
Cbai^ tcc Tf i s oonoamed with agricultural undarsn^losmcnt 
in uttar pradash. Zn this chaptar thara ara thraa sactiens. 
Tha f irst deals with tha acononic profile of tha statet Second 
with the efforts nada by the ooveminent during tha Plan period 
in iMtpraviag the situation of agricultural an<tereinployment 
in tha state and the third section contains a xmvimt of the 
enpirical studies on agricultural underemployment in Uttar 
Pradesh, which teiui to sui^ ^ort the presence of surplus labour 
in i t s agricultural sector* 
Chapter V deals with underanployiDent in agriculture in 
Oorakhpur distr ict . la this chapter there are three sections. 
The first section i s concerned with the district and i t s 
importance in uttar Pradesh with special raferenca to 
agriculture* second disoribes the results of the investigation 
in selected vil lages ncynely, RaiB^ 0)ar Urf Chouri, Scmbarsa* 
Manokishunpur, Rantdandi* Khatbhar and Jaddupipra and tha 
third estimates undecenployment in the agricultural sector 
and i t s inpact on district econony. 
The study i s brought to a close by summarising the 
findings and isfarring scwe conclusions fron i t (Chapter VZ)« 
The Main conclusions aret 
(1) The higher pereentags of underenploymant in the agri* 
eultural sector of Uttar pradash i s indicative ef iSbseRce of 
alternative anplcyyiaaiit oppertunltitts particularly of a non-
agricultural natura In th« sural araac and ths long slack 
parlod. 
(2) It appears that an Isqportant aspect of undersMployraent 
Is the seasonal unei&ployi»ent betireen ttm slack and harvest 
period of tins to vhlch those «Eigaged In agriculture are 
subject. 
(3) Further, possibility of i«orwinlng the situation with 
continued growth of population In future Is a threat to the 
econoiBlc da^f l^opnent of the state. 
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Chaptor I 
niTRGDUCTION 
1 .1 THE PROBUD) 
mdla i s pxedOiQinantly an a g r i c u l t u r a l country where most 
o£ the people depend upon agr icu l ture and among c u l t i v a t o r s , 
small and marginal farmers are in numerical majority . 
There has been a general notion for a long time that t r a d i -
t i o n a l agr icul ture provides employment t o many more persons than 
i s necessary t o produce a given l e v e l of output. This notion was 
very strong during the F i f t i e s and s i x t i e s particularly in India, 
and i t was regarded as an almost established fact that the agri-
cultural sector of a developing country, l ike India, suffers from 
a large scale disguised unemployment or underemployment. 
It was f e l t that the resulting surplus labour could be 
considered an asset and u t i l i s e d for capital formation of the 
2 
economy. As Nutkse has saids **... the potential savings 
1 For example Ukiited Haticms, Measures for BCCTBOWJC Development 
of the underdeveloped Countries, Department of BcoatMBJc and 
soc ia l Affairs, New York, 1951, p,3y D . S . Nag, Problems of 
onderdeveloped iccwmv, Bducatienal Publishers, Agra, 1968, 
pp. 75-7t , 
2 See among others, N.A. Majumdar, 'Some Prdalems of underemploy-
m«>t». Popular look Depot, BONbay, 19€lt P.N. Roaesentein 
Rodan, 'Disguised imMiploy»«it •, Wyithly Bulletin of Agricul-
tural Iconomics and s t a t i s t i c s . Vol.6, F.A.O. Rome, July-August, 
1957, pp. l«7i Benjamin Hsggins, 'Brnplovment iwplicatiwi of 
the Application of Science and Technology, in l e s s Developed 
Areas'. Paper »p»sented on Aflenda Item B.4 for United Nations 
19621 Sunil Ottha, 'Rural Manpower and Capital Format ion of 
Dndia *. Academic Book»» New Bollii, 1969, p.79t CKarls P. 
KindleaMrger, 'Bcea—^ PeryoloBment *, New Yozlt, 1958, p. 142. 
concealed in rural underenployraent and purposes t o laoblllze 
3 
the underemployment for c a p i t a l formation,* On the other hand, 
thinking among a large n\Mi>er of economists has been that 
the surplus i s i l l u s o r y and that with inproved agr icu l tura l 
techniques f u l l e r use of the t o t a l supply of labour could be 
loade. 
In the fo l lowing pages we have attempted t o study and 
analyze the prctolero of underemployment in u t t a r Pradesh with 
our focus being on Gorakhpur d i s t r i c t . 
By v i r t u e of the area i t covers and i t s population, Uttar 
Pradesh occupies a prominent pos i t i on in India 's ecaaamf. 
According t o the 1971 Census, i t i s f i r s t in population and 
fourth in area in Ihdia. In the State 66 per cent of the rural 
workers are engac^d e i t h e r as c u l t i v a t o r s or as agr icu l tura l 
labourers and i t i s estimated that nearly 73 per cent of the 
t o t a l farmers own l e s s than 5 acres of land, in urban areas, 
on the other hand, the proportion of u]±>an workers engaged in 
agr icu l ture i s imich smaller, around 12 t o 15 per c e n t . More 
than two-thirds of the rural workers are s e l f employed or own 
account workers or unpaid family workers. Overpopulation and 
underemployment in the agr icu l tura l s e c t o r of Uttar Pradesh 
appears t o be one of the most important c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the 
State ec<»aomfy. 
3 Ragaar Nurkse, 'Prcblems of Capital Formation in Uader-
developed Countries ' , oagford, lgS3. P P . 33-43 . 
4 Praful la Sanghavi, 'auraliis Myipowr in Agriculture and 
IcoiieiBie DevelotsMint*, Asia PKblishino H ^ s e , Wmlbmy, 1969, 
p . 248. 
Among factors responsible for the agricultural under-
eanplo^ ^ment in recent years meiitl«m may be made o£ increase in 
the supply of labour* limited opportimities of employment, lack 
of development in agriculture sector, seasonal fluctuations, 
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cropping pattern and l e s s use of high yielding v a r i e t i e s , 
1.2 HYPOTHEtSlS 
We have made an attempt in the study to t e s t the hypothesis 
that relative backwardness of agriculture in Uttar Pradesh 
during the period under consideration i s largely due t o the 
presence of acute underemployment in the sector. 
There are reasons to bel ieve that the problems of 
disguised and seasonal un«nployment are present there with 
most of the ir characteristic manifestations. This has certainly 
proved to be a hinderance to the econcanic progress of Uttar 
Pradesh, It may be in order to note what Maurice Dobb has to 
say on this* **••. Since agriculture i s the prime source of the 
State's population, i t would add much by way of ef f ic iency and 
progress* provided we secure agriculture, s tab i l i s e i t at 
dynamic l eve l s of growth and productivity*. 
1.3 PREVIOUS STUDIES 
A nuMiber of economists have attempted to estimate the 
surplus agricultural workers both in Sidia as a whole and in 
5 Daniel Thozner, "Agricultural Manpower in India t Ztabourers", 
tetmmtjjc weklv , Vol.9, Nevendser, 1957. 
6 Maurice Debb, 'scwf Aspects of Economic Development*, Ranjit 
Printers and publishers, Delhi, 1951, pp.39-45. 
7 Uttar Pradesh. some of thase w i l l be reviewed In Chapter 2V. 
These s t u d i e s are, by and large, unsa t i s fac tory for a v a r i e t y 
of reasons . lb any case , no study e x i s t s which deals with 
the problem of agr icu l tura l underenployment In Uttar P r ^ e s h 
for the period we are concerned w i t h . 
1 .4 8C0VS AND LIMITATIONS 
This study has part icu lar s i g n i f i c a n c e because very few 
attempts have been made t o look a t the problems of a g r i c u l t u r a l 
underemployment In Uttar Pradesh from the aspect of s e a s o n a l i t y . 
Further no attempt so far has been made t o look at the problem of 
agr icu l tura l underemployment and unenployment In Gorakhpur 
d i s t r i c t . 
Tarlok Singh, 'Poverty and s o c i a l Change*, Hacmlllan Company 
of India I*d . , Calcutta, 1945, pp. 107-331 Mot H a l Gupta 
'Problems of Unemployment In m d l a ' . unlv . o f Rajasthan, 
Jaipur, 1955, pp. 26»30f N.A. Majundar, o p . c l t . , pp. 84«>65; 
J . P . Bhattacharjee, "Underemployment among Indian farmers. An 
ana lys i s of I t s natiire and extent based on data for Bihar**, 
Arthavljnana, Vol .3 , Septesober, 1961| Abdul Qayum, "Agrlcul-
tura l underemployment In Uttar Pradesh**, Econowlc Weekly* 
DeceiA>er 22, 19«2, pp. 1060-63; Praful la Sanghavl* o p . c l t . , 
pp. 9-15f A.L. Agarwal, "some aspect of rural unenployment t 
A s t a t i s t i c a l v i l l a g e study of Ktawah, u t t a r Pradesh", 
ladlan Journal of Bconomlcs, Vol.. 48, April , 1968, pp. 366-
371i Ashok K. smgh, "surplus manpower In laetexn u t t a r 
Pradesh", Indian Journal of Labour gconowlcs. Vol . 9 , Vo^ 4, 
January, 1967, pp. 462-475; R.D. Sharma and s . C . Mathur, 
"A Study of surplus labour on small farms". The Balwant 
Vi^YfPf t^ ^ ^ P * ; . f ; . M i y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g # ^ •"^ f c l e n t l f | e neseareh, 
Vol . XI, January, 1969, pp. 4 3 - 5 0 i N . A . sovanl, "under-
Miployment Miero and Maere and Development Planning", 
mdlan Economic Journal* April , 1955; Ashok Mathur, "The 
AaatoKy of Disguised unemploy»«it", Oxford leansMle Papers 
(Mew s e r i e s ) . Vol . 16, Ho. 2, July 1964, pp. 161-63; Depak 
Majumdar and M. Desal« "A t e s t and hypothesis of d i sguised 
unentployment", i coaea ica (New S e r i e s ) , Vol . XXXVII, Ho.145, 
r ^ r u a r y 1970, pp. 39*51. 
The study covers the period of 13 years •— 1961<o74. 
This period covers the Third and Fourth Five-Year Plans as 
well as the three Intervening years of Plan holiday. 
The ccmcept of underemployment and Its measurement are 
subject to serious l imitations which are generally familiar 
to research workers* In addition to these the present study 
also suffers from the general lack of comprehensiveness and 
r e l i a b i l i t y which Is characteristic of published s t a t i s t i c s 
In India. 
1,5 PLAN OF THE STUDY 
The plan of study i s as follows t 
Chapter IZ deals with methodology and technique used in 
the study. Chapter HZ discusses analytical problems of 
agricultural undereo^loyment In developing economies especial ly 
in the context of agricultural overpopulated countries. The 
next two chapters contain the main findings of the study. 
Chapter ZV^  examines the problem of underemployment in 
agriculture in uttar Pradesh. The next chapter (Chapter V) 
discusses the problem of agricultural undezemployment in 
Gorakhpur d i s t r i c t . Finally* Chapter VZ presents the summary of 
findings and main coaclttsi<Mis of our study. 
Chapter II 
METHODOLOGY AND DATA 
2 . 1 INTRODUCTICai 
The phenomenon of "surplus agr icu l tura l population" i s so 
complex and i n t r i c a t e tha t i t may not lend i t s e l f readi ly t o a 
prec i se assessaent of i t s nagnitwie with the he lp of t o o l s 
designed t o measure indus tr ia l un^nployment. That i s how the 
problem of evolving a technique s p e c i a l l y su i t ed t o the 
condi t ions of agr icu l tura l unemployment and underemployment 
arose . A United Nations* Report, admitting that the quant i ta t ive 
measurement of underemployn^nt i s "d i f f i cu l t" w r i t e s : "We are 
not in a pos i t ion t o say t o what extent they (Estimates of 
surplus Agricultural Population) are accurate". Referring t o 
es t imates of d isguised unemployment, Ragner Nurkse caut ions , 
"Naturally est imates of t h i s sort are h ighly i incertain". 
2 . 2 PR0BLB4 OF MEASUREMENT OP UNEHPLOliMENT AND 
UNDEREMPLOYMENT 
m the discussicm of underemployment i t i s «^nerally the 
macro d e f i n i t i o n of d i sgu i sed unemployment that i s widely used. 
The s i t u a t i o n of d i sguised unemployment i s v i s u a l i s e d as <me 
where the labour force in agr icu l tura l s e c t o r i s so auaerous in 
r e l a t i o n t o the resources with which they work that i f a nuiA>er 
of tbem are withdra%m for work in e ther s e c t o r s of economy the 
1 imited Natiwis, o£ . c i t . , p . 8 . 
2 Ra^aar mixkse, e£ , c i t . , p . 3S. 
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total output would not diminish. It can be seen that this 
macro definition of disguised unemployment is formal and abstract, 
Thus though indispensable as an analytical tool it may not be 
quite helpful as a working concept in the measurement of 
un&Qployment and underemployment technique. For empirical 
study, it would be quite necessary to identify what part of the 
population is affected by disguised unemployment and to what 
degree• 
% 
This tuiderlines the need for micro approach. From the 
micro angle»land and capital at the disposal of self-eooployed 
cult ivator and his family are too meagre t o enable them to make 
fu l l use of their available labour. On th i s basic fact i s 
superis^posed the seasonal character of agricultural operations. 
As a result the cult ivators have irregular and insufficient 
work around the year. It i s from th is angle that the problem 
should be viewed and necessary primary data co l lected. 
Aggz?egates wi l l have t o be derived from these primary data. This 
micro approach would also be helpful in estimating the surplus 
agriculttiral population as a whole. 
The problem of **hours of work" in agriculture has been the 
most elusive concept in economic literatxure. It i s mainly 
because of th is 'alternate tyranny of rush work and idleness in 
constant succession' that eight hour day or some such a l l i ed 
concept cannot be usefully applied to agriculture. Attempts, 
therefore, at measuring undereaqpleyment in terms of hours worked 
3 N.V. Soraai, o p . e i t . , p. 68. 
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do not yield accurate and precise resu l t s . "In truth, the 
practical d i f f i c u l t i e s of applying anything that can be called 
and eight heur day in agri<;ulture are so dbvious that i t 
beco«»es doubtful whether i t i s worthwhile enibarassirtg public 
opinicMi with a discussion theoret ical ly <m the basis of eight 
hour day in agriculture,* 
It i s interesting to note that even in advanced countries 
very few s t a t i s t i c s cm hours actually worked in agriculture are 
available* An indicati(»i of hours worked in agriculture can, 
however, be obtained from countries which regulate the working 
day in fanning; even there different forms which these 
5 
regulations take, hinder the ccxoparability of the data. 
It i s generally known that in countries where there i s no 
regulation, a working day of 10 hours i s usual and at busy 
seasons of the year even one of 14 hours i s not altogether 
uncoranon. More rea l i s t i ca l l y , "within the season the daily 
nunber of hours which can be worked i s fixed by the length of 
the day-lightf t h i s factor i s of great inportanee, as the 
difference in the length of sunamer varies cwtsiderably from 
latitude to latitude especial ly within those sones of the world 
which are the most inportant fran the agricultural point of 
view."^ 
4 M.A. MajuMdar, §£. c i t . , p. 76 
5 For deta i l s of normal working hours in advanced countries, 
see N.A. Majundar, e p . c i t . . Appendix, p*90. 
6 l .L.O., Labour to Agriculture, Geneva, 194S, p. 5 . 
In Uttar Pradesh, £or example, the normal hours o£ work 
per day vary trem, 7 t o 12» This discussion shows that i t i s 
not only unrealist ic t o define a standard 6 hours day in 
agriculture but also that attempts t o measure employment on 
land in terms of hours of work are l ike ly to be frustrated by 
these complexities. 
Even presuming that i t i s possible t o obtain with precision 
the nun3>er of hours worked on farm, there would be the further 
question of deciding whether each hour of reported work was 
necessary. This may especia l ly be Important in the case of the 
ttfork reported by se l f employed persons, because of various 
soclo..econoinic factors* i t i s possible that an operation may be 
prolonged or spread over hours longer than necessary. 
Another aspect of underemployment, as was pointed out, i s 
the seascmal unemployment t o which those engaged in agriculture 
are subjected. The highly seascmal character of farming 
operatlcns creates a problem of seasonal unemployment of a 
large dimension in tYm l e s s developed countries. While the 
nuntoer of working days required per year per unit of cult ivation 
varies with the type of crop coaditlon of the s o i l , method of 
cult ivat ion, poss ib i l i ty of double cropping and many other 
factors, i t can be said, cm the whole, that agriculture in 
these countries i s predomla«ntly a seasonal occupation in the 
sense that the cultivator i s enga5|ed on the farm for only a 
7 Monthly l u l l e t l n of Stat i s t ieg , Government of Uttar Pradesh, 
Allahabad, Vol.vzz, 19S3. 
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part of the y«ar and there i s a significant portion of the year 
vhes the farmer has practically no irork on the fam at a l l . As 
the f i r s t Agricultural Labour Eoquiry CcHRnittee zerealed that 
an adult ntale agricultural labourer i s employed on wages on 
an average, for 169 days in agricultural labour and 29 days in 
non^-agricultural labour* or in a l l 218 days in a year. Here, 
therefore, the problem is not merely on the finding out the 
aggregate number of days unempltf^ yed in a year. To recal l , 
seasonality does not nean, as i& generally supposed, that 
there are %rell->ma2^ ced seasons during which there i s continuous 
and fu l l time work and season in which there i s to ta l uneroploy-
ment* For a nore Bteaningful assessment of seasonal unonployment, 
therefore, i t would be useful, i f the technique i s so designed 
as to bring out these characterist ics . 
2.3 THE TICHNXgUS 
In practice, the problem of measuring underenqployment in 
agriculture sector f a l l s in to two separate parts• ( i ) Wage-
paid employment and ( i i ) se If-employment. 
In the case of those persons who f a l l under the category of 
wage-paid employment, the problem of measurement beconms 
re lat ive ly direct and simple. By a process of simple enumera-
ticHi of the days on which a labourer i s employed, the tota l 
nuaber of days uaeaqployed can eas i ly be determined in a l l such 
8 AgricMltural labour l«cniinr, Vol. Z, Mew Delhi, p. 28, 
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cases. This solves the first part of the problem. 
The crucial difficulty arises in regard to the self-
enployiRent category in which the overriding problem is the 
measurement underemployment and seasonal unemployment, ifhile 
suggesting a "norm" with reference to which the intensity of 
employment is to be measured, the problem whether it should be 
"work norm" or "time nom" is always there. 
2.3.1 THE "WORK NORM" MBTHCS) 
The "work norm" method used in terms of holding, that brings 
us to concept of "Standard Holding" which would be the "work 
norm" of full employment. A standard holding can be briefly 
described as "a holding which^ ^ under the existing conditions of 
techniques, provides full employment for a family of an avera^ 
size %iorking with such assistance as custonary in agricultural 
operations" • 
It nust be pointed out iMire that full employment thus defined 
is consistent with the seasonal unemployment to which all 
cultivators are subject. That is to say, even a farmer with a 
standard holding who is deemed to be fully employed, remains 
unemployed for a i^rt of the year. Here again, there is the 
need to demarcate what is described as the "off season", in a 
more meaningful manner. 
The sise of such a holdimg, obviously, cannot be the same 
for all regions, it has to vary from region to xegien and also 
according to type of farming and crop etc. All the same. 
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the determination of such a holding with reference t o a geogra-
ph ica l ly homogeneous unit« i t would not be d i f f i c u l t t o arrive 
at such a standard u n i t . The assumption of e x i s t i n g techniques 
again i s an important po in t . No Change in the method of c u l t i v a -
t i o n , in techniques of production or in organisat ion of 
agriculture are v i s u a l i s e d . 
When once the "wozic norm** i s defined in terms of standard 
holding, the degree of employment can be measured against the 
"norms'* so f ixed, t h ^ . i d e a l case be ing that of f u l l employment, 
when work i s done for the standard holding or above with the 
help of hired labourers . Al l other cases come under under-
9 
employment or more s p e c i f i c a l l y d i sguised unemployment. Thus 
with the he lp of t h i s norm, i t becomes poss ib le t o ident i fy the 
d isguised unemployment. 
An i l l u s t r a t i o n would help t o c l a r i f y the p o s i t i o n . 
Suppose the ''work norm** i s defined as X acres with reference t o 
a part i cu lar v i l l a g e , then in the f i r s t instance, the fami l i e s 
of the c u l t i v a t o r s %rcmld be c l a s s i f i e d in to two broad c a t e g o r i e s ! 
( i ) those c u l t i v a t i n g *x* acres and abovei and ( i i ) those 
c u l t i v a t i n g l e s s than 'X* acres . Obviously, here while 
c u l t i v a t o r s under category ( i ) are f u l l y employed, a l l cases in 
category ( i i ) w i l l co«e under d i sguised unemploymwit. 
With the he lp of the s ine of c u l t i v a t e d holding, i t might 
become p o s s i b l e t o express ttm extent of present employment 
q u a n t i t a t i v e l y in terms • f tlie r a t i o of c u l t i v a t e d holding t o 
9 N.A. MaJ«MdiLr, S£. e i t . , p, 8 4 . 
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the defined holdings. 
These two indiees* one ^ 1 1 «»»ployi!)«Eit end the other 
underefflployment together wi l l indicate the extent of lulditional 
enploi^aent needed in order that the underutilised labour of the 
fans family i s fu l ly u t i l i z e d . 
"The work^Rora* ~ Used Ccaacept of Standard Holdings? 
Determinants of Rmployaent onnEand. "" 
Employment on land i s a function of many factors* the more 
important among them being s ize of holding, quality of land« 
climatic conditions, crop pattern* capital intensity, e t c . 
When, however* the reference i s restricted to a geographically 
homo^nous small region or, for that matter, t o only a s ingle 
vi l lage* many of these variables can be assumed to be constant. 
Smployx^nt on land wi l l then be a function mainly of the s ize 
of the holding. 
The sane thing can be expressed syidoolically as follows! 
If I « Extent of employnKent cm lands 
S m s i ze of holding 
Q m Quality of land 
M « Method of cult ivation 
C » Crop-pattern 
I « Capital Intensity 
then 'E' w i l l be a function of a l l factors put together* i . e . * 
E » f {S,aM*C, I, ) 
^0 a>id.. pp. S2-S3. 
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But so far as nany particular v i l l a g e s are concerned Q, M and C 
can be t^cea as consflktanta. Tbarefore, 
E m f is, 1) 
Thus, the extent o£ employment on land can be indicated by the 
s ize of holding duly weighted by capital intensity. 
jPeqree of Disguised Unemployment 
We may now proceed to i l lus tra te the analysis of the 
phcmomenon of disguised unemployment with tYm help of t h i s 
method, the intensity of employment may be quantitatively 
expressed by the ratio of the cultivated holding in question 
to the standard holding. 
Conversely, the intensity of disguised unemployment can be 
given by the degree to which the actual holding f a l l s short of 
the standard holding. To put i t syobolically, i f *D' denotes the 
degree of disguised ttn«u»ployment, *s* the standard holding and 
•C* the actual cultivated holding of each family, then a broad 
indication of the degree of disguised unemployment can be given 
by the following formulat 
It may be noted that whwa 8 « C the value of *D* w i l l be 
zero. That i s when the cultivated holding equals the standard 
unit , there w i l l be fu l l wnployment for the cult ivator . 
U a>id., pp. 212-13. 
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2.3 .2 THE "TIMS NORM* METHOD 
Tbe other nrtbod for eatinatiea o£ sotasonal unenployoMint 
of the cult ivators in the agricultural sector of the state i s 
that of "Tiiae-Norm". The approxinate nunjber of days of 
OEBployioent inonthwise and the normal working hours per day 
monthwise, ICK k^ing the land holdings^ crop pattexm« irrigati<mal 
f a c i l i t i e s , methods and techniques of cult ivation, e t c . , are 
obtained from them through personal intervi^fs . This estimated 
data of nuniaer of days and working hours are helpful in 
formulating a fa ir ly correct idea of the maispiitiide of employment 
in each v i l l a g e . These are then compared with the standard 
"Time-Norm" of 300 days or 5o weeks in an agricultural year and 
e hours each day to arrive at estimates of the extent of 
un^Baployment or "surplus working force*,** 
2.4 LIMZTATIONS 
» 
Such an assessiaent of underemployment therefore, indicates 
(i) how many are underemployed? (ii) to what extent they are 
underemployed? This indication becomes possible because those 
unemployed in disguise are in a position to take up additional 
«nployment in the sane sector and not outside, unless there is 
a radical change in the technique and organisation of agriculture, 
This approach thus, takes into account the 'reality of social 
and economic structure' which the "Time-Norm" ignores. It is 
12 8. Nehra, "Surplus Labour in India Agriculture", The Indian 
Icencmic mview, April lf66, p. llSi Government of India, 
"Aqriculturel Labour in India", Report of the Second 
enquiry, 1962, Vol.1, pp. 405-6. 
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in t h i s sense therefore that the "Mork-Norm" does not s u f f e r 
froD the short-ccxnings of a "TiBieoNoxm** method. 
While ca l cu la t ing the degree of d i sguised unemployment, 
the underlying presumpticn here i s that employment on land 
v a r i e s almost indirect proportion t o the s i z e of the holding. 
I t should be, however* pointed out that t l ^ r e are acms 
operations which could be considered as "over heads", i . e . , 
which may not vary with the var ia t i on in s i z e . Time spent on 
going t o f i e l d , or on watching the crops are instances in po in t , 
m the large content of the t o t a l VOIUB^ of employment on land, 
however, such operations might not form any s i g n i f i c a n t part . 
Moreover, the formula should a l s o , be viewed move as indicator 
or order of magnitude than as anything e l s e having high precissicm. 
Again, i n t e n s i t y of employment a l s o takes in to account only 
the labour quantum put in , i t does not l ink th& labour input 
t o i t s remuneration in cash or kind 
2 .5 M£THOD AMD DATA USED ZN THE PRESENT STUDY 
The above «etlK)ds, "V#ork-Norm" and "Time-Norm" have, 
therefore , been used t o broadly assess the dimensicms of both 
f a c e t s of underemployment, the d i sguised and the seas^aal 
for each family included in the surrey. Such indiv idual family 
measurements of the degree of unemployment have been 
consol idated in t o convenient d i s t r lbut ioBs for each v i l l a g e 
and for a l l the v i l l a g e s in the aggregate. The e s t t a a t e s are 
a l s o compared with each es t imates t o re inforce and v e r i f y the 
17 
findings of both the methods. 
The da ta axe based on secondary as l iel l as priaairy sources . 
The secondary data have been col lec ted nainly from government 
repor t s , seminar repor ts and research jou rna l s . Soem s t a t i s t i c s 
have a l so been gathered frora relevrant records of blocks and 
t e h s i l s * 
Further for intensive study of GoraHhpur d i s t r i c t , primary 
data were gathered by f ie ld inves t iga t ion , including discussions 
with experienced c u l t i v a t o r s , v i l l a g e leve l workers. Block 
X^velopoent of f icers , e t c . 
C h a p t e r XIX 
AGRICUUrtmAL UHDEEEMPZiOYMENT IN DEVELOPING 
ECCHSICilXES 
3.1 rninoDvcrxm 
Vlany developing economies are faced with a problem of 
persistent un^aaployntent and underen^lofment, bulk of which i s 
located in agriculture. A major cause i s over crowded agri-
cultuze. This situation prevails in a large part of Asia, 
some areas of Middle East, South Europe and Latin Aooerica. In 
a l l these areas most faxns axe too small t o make fu l l and 
ef fect ive use of a l l the available resources. 
Most of the regions with surplus population in agriculture 
are situated in the tropical zone. Agriculture in the tropical 
BOnes i s a more hasardous and l e s s productive enterprise than 
in the temperate zones. Consequently, irrigation assumes 
exceptional importance in tropical agriculture and an irrigated 
acre of land produces about three times as much as an acre of 
dry land. Besides,the nature of tropical rainfal l creates 
2 
serious problwns of floods and s o i l erosion* 
m t h i s chapter an attempt i s made to survey the problon of 
underemployment in agriculture especial ly in the context of 
1 Xntemational Libour Organisatiwi (X,L.O*)« mployment 
fflblective in iconemic Pevelecment, Report of a Meeting of 
Experts, Qeneva, If61, py . lC- l? . 
2 Prafulla Saaghvi, o p . e i t . , p«5. 
I t 
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over populated developing co i intr ies . s ec t i on 3 ,2 examines 
the t h e o x e t i c a l foundations o£ underemployaient. Section 3 .3 
dea l s with sorae recent e n p i r i c a l s tud ies of underenploynent in 
developing economies. Sect ion 3 .4 t epor t s the broad conclusions 
of s imi lar s tudies on India. F ina l ly s e c t i o n 3 .5 makes soxoe 
concluding observations on the chapter content . 
3 .2 THE TRBORBTICAL FOUNDAXXONS OF AGRXCUI/nJIUa 
UNDESUSHPLOtMENT W DXVSLOPZNG ECONOHZBS 
Habler opines that *lfhat X think i s wrong with the theory 
of d i sgu i sed unemployment by s t a t i n g p o s i t i v e l y what in my 
opinion i s ac tua l ly true in* varying degrees in various co\ intr ies , 
not only in underdeveloped but in developed countr ies as w e l l ; 
Xf i t %iere poss ib le t o improve methods of production in 
agr icul tures i f the a ^ i l l of farm labourers i s increased; i f 
s o c i a l habi ts could be changed, a new s p i r i t implanted and the 
res i s tance t o moving t o land l i v i n g inc i t ed and t o working in 
f a c t o r i e s could be changed so as t o working in f a c t o r i e s could 
be overcome; i f technology in industry could be changed so as 
t o eaqploy unsk i l l ed rural workers; i f c a p i t a l and e ther cooperate 
ing fac tors could be provided in large (quantities and b e t t e r 
qua l i ty ; i f and t o the ex tent that a l l these th ings happ«a or 
are done# agricul ture can re l ease a l o t of labour without l o s s 
3 
of output and indus tr ia l output be stepped up a t the same t ime." 
3 Gottfr ied Habler, "Cr i t i ca l obsezvaticms on some current 
nat ions in the theory of econMiio Amvmlmfmmnt'*, h* 3hdustria, 
No.2, 19St, pp. 3-5 , reprsduced in Gerald M. Meier ( I d . ) , 
Imadinq Issues in Develeiaient Economics; Se lected materia ls 
and cowMffitmry, (^ford waivers i ty Press . Oxford. 1 X 4 , 
p . 78 . 
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surplus laanpower In agr icul ture I s often described as 
d i sgu i sed onemplo^ment or underea^lofmeat and def ined as the 
ex i s t ence o£ a portion of labour force which can be removed 
without reducing output. 
Same s tud ies presented s t a t i s t i c a l data for China, Xastexn 
and south-Sas tem Europe, t o suggest that a large percentage of 
4 The term "disguised uneaqployment" was o r i g i n a l l y used by 
Mrs. Joan Robinson in 1936 t o describe a s i t u a t i o n o f 
inadequate aggregate e f f e c t i v e demand in which workers 
were forced t o take up low product iv i ty Jdbs of a type 
i n f e r i o r t o those for which they were su i tab le and t e c h n i c a l l y 
q u a l i f i e d , see Joan Robinson, 'Disguised unemployment*, 
Econanic Jom^al , Vol . 46, June, 1936, pp. 225-237 
5 For example, U&ited Natipas, 'National and tote m a t ional 
Measures for Ful l Employment*, New York, 1950; Ragner 
Nurkse, o p > c i t , , p . 33f Alferdo Navarrate and M. de 
Navarrate, "Underemployment in Underdeveloped Economies", 
Internat ional Ecwiomic Papers, Vol . ZZZ, 1953, pp. 235-239; 
Harvey Lsibenstein, **Theory of underemployment in backward 
Sc^aomies", Journal of P o l i t i c a l Ec<Mao«y, Voi . 65, April 
1957; Proful la Sanghatvi, o p . c i t . . Chapters XZ, ZZZ; 
P.N. Rasenstein Redan, o £ . c i t . , p . 7 | Gonnar Myrdal, 
*Asian Drama*. Vol . ZZZ, Chapter 26, p . 1255; Arthur 
Lewis, 'Economic Development with unlimited suppl ies of 
labour*• The Manchester School, May 1965, pp. 139-162; 
K.M. Raj, 'mpleyment aspects of planning in underdeveloped 
eccmomies, Cairo, 1957; Chiang Kasieh, "tmdereiiq^leyment 
in As l a a Nature and iart:ent«. International Labeur Review. 
Vol . 55January-June, 1952, pp. 703-25; G. ^amisand 
J . C . Fe i , "A theory of eemieiiic development", American 
Ecenomic Review, Vol . 51 , September 1961, pp. 538-65; 
R.S. Sekaus, "Factor Proportion in imderdeveloped Countries, 
American Eeonomle Review, Vol . 45, Septesber, 1955, 
pp. 5^9-65. 
6 John Lossing Buck, ' ^ i n e y e Fatm Ecomomy', The Univers i ty of 
Chicago Press, Chieafo, 1930; wnrrHer Derean, 'Econemics 
of Peasant Farmino'. Qxfozd Univers i ty Press, l4>»do», 1939; 
P.N. Rosenstein ROdan, "Problems of i n d u s t r i a l i t a t i o a of 
Eastern and South-eastern lurppe", Eeeiiemic Jouma 
June-Septeirider, 1943, pp. 203-211; K. MaudeIbattM, 
' zndi^f t f i f ^ i j 
and Holt , Uti 
' Z n d i ^ f t f i t ^ i | f t i g ^ t f ) | i | | | | | | | td ^f^f\ Bas i l Blaekwell 
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agr icu l tura l la]t>our were i d l e or redundant for subs tant ia l 
periods of tbe year . la 1945 HaadeXbaum es t inat^d that 
"about 27 per cent of a c t i v e rural workers in Greece, 
7 
Yogoslavia, Poland, Rucnania and Bulgaria were redundant*" 
After that 1^ presented a "Mechanical Model" of planned 
i n d u s t r i a l i z a t i o n t o absoxb the surplus labour within one 
generat ion. In f ac t the widely quoted TJnited Nations Report 
in 1951 by a group of experts including w. Arther Lewis, 
T.w. schul tz and U.R. Gadgil, c i t e d ^these s tud ie s and added 
that i t seems "safe t o assume that for many regions of India 
and Pakistan, and for cer ta in parts of the Phi l ippines and 
Indonesia, the surplus rural population cannot be l e s s than 
the pre-war average for East Suropean region (20-25 per c e n t ) . ' 
9 
Most Of the econ^nists l i k e , Nurks l ewis , Nwr rrate , 
Eckaus and others suppozrt the views of sero marginal 
product iv i ty of labour or surplus labour in underdeveloped 
agr i cu l ture . Kckaus explained the other fac tors l i k e 
l imi ted t echn ica l sv ibs t i tu tab i l i t y of fac tor of producticm 
in agr icul ture a l s o responsible in the e x i s t e n c e of d i sguised 
unemployment. 
7 Mandelbaum, I b i d . , p . 2 . 
e united Nations, Measures for Iconomic Development of 
underdeveloped Countries, o p . c i t . , p . 4 . 
9 s ee , for reference, foot note 5 . 
10 Ebkaus, 0£ . c i t . . p . 556 
8 
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Concerted opposition to disguised unemployment came 
£rom Koestner« Schulte^ Viner and Khusro. Sgyp^^ )^" economist 
Koestner was among the f i r s t who cr i t i c i zed disguised unemploy-
ment doctrine. Khusro cr i t i c i s ed the NUrkse ideas that 
development could be ini t iated by forming capital through 
employment of redundant rural lab(»ir. while schultis c i ted 
examples in Latin American countries where t l ^ removal of 
agricultural labour resulted in a decline in output, Viner 
was strong opponent of disguised unemployment who cr i t i c i s ed 
Eckaus that the limited technical subst i tutabi l i ty of ^factors 
of production i s not strong reason in explaining disguised 
unemployment. 
Some of the relevant questions which must be answered 
before the hypothesis of eero marginal productivity of labour 
could be accepted aret (1) i f labour i s unemployed or <;^herwise 
wasted, why are techniques not introduced which useless land 
and capital relat ive to labour* (11) with given technology 
(fixed capltal«land labour rat io) , why i s labour used to the 
point where no returns are forthcoming? employers of hired 
11 N.Koestner, "Cootments on Professor Ilarkse*s Capital Accu-
mulation in Underdeveloped Countries", ^L'Egypte Conteroporine, 
Vol.44, pp.I'-S,Cairo,April, l f53, reproduced in Elcher 
and Witt (Ed.), 'Agriculture in Economic Development' 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1964, p. 131; Theodre' W. 
schults, the Doctrine of Agriculture Labour lOf Zero Value', 
'Transformino Traditional Agriculture', Yale university 
Press, Mew Haven, Conn7, p,70,1964; Jaceb Viner, "Sooie 
reflection on the concept of disguised unemployment**, 
Jtodian Jour, of ECCTiemics^  Vol,3«, Jtoly 1957, pp.17-23; A.M. 
Khusro, 'Economic Develepwent with no population Transfers', 
Asia Publishing House, New Delhi, 1962, pp.2-5. 
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labour lose money when they pay a wage to labour whose product 
is zero or negligible. The sel£ eaiployed who produce nothing 
would do better to hire out their surplus labour for a wage« 
(iii) why are wages higher than marginal product? If large 
nunber o£ people produce nothing or very little« wages normally 
would be bid down to the marginal product of labour. 
several economists deal with aie or inoi« of the above 
12 questions in this manner. Sckaus described that disguised 
tinemployment exists when, "with agricultural techniques 
r^ pnaining unchanged withdrawl of farm family labour would 
not reduce output.** He then asks why if labour is in surplus, 
more labour intensive techniques are not in use. Bo believes 
that even the most labour intensive agricultural process 
requires some minimum amount of capital per unit of labour, 
there is some minimum ratio of capital to labour, but many 
underdeveloped nations have less capital than is required to 
utilize their whole labour force. Hence, a portion of the 
available labour sufiply is unused. £clcaus left it to others to 
•sqplain why labour is used until its marginal productivity is 
sere but c<»itinues to be paid a positive wage. 
13 Lswis, analyses the relationship between the subsistence 
and capitalist sectors of an underdeveloped country. The rural 
labour surplus is disguised in the sense that every one is 
12 Kckaus, ojg). cit., p. 545. 
13 Liwis, 0£. eit., pp. 139-192. 
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working out if sane proportion i s witMrawn« output w i l l not 
f a l l ; the rentalning %forker Just work harder. The urban 
surplus leddour i s openly unemployed, porters waiting £or the 
next ship to cKmm in, re ta i l irraders waiting for custoosr, 
messengers s i t t ing in the courtyard. Workers, rural and uxi>an, 
do not receive the ir mazrginal product, but a higher tradit ional 
wage. Labour employed in the cap i ta l i s t sector i s also paid 
the tradit ional wage as long as there i s a surplus of labour 
in the subsistence sector. 
Lewis* chief contributicai to t l^ concept of disguised 
unemployment i s his explanaticm of the existence of a greater 
than zero wage when the narginal product of labour i s eero. 
He explains by tradition and lack of alternatives the existence 
of se l f employed labour which receives a posit ive wage but 
whose marginal product i s negl ig ible . In peasant agriculture, 
each family meniber receives the family's average product 
regardless of his cwitributicMa. since there are no opportunities 
for receiving a wage higher than the average product on the 
family farm, there i s no motivation to leave the farm and the 
average product w i l l be greater than marginal product. 
Ranis and Pel present an ingeniously elaborate model that 
may be regarded as a variant of the Lewis model. They give 
considerable emphasis t o the reinvestment of profits in 
industry, m fact, the central aspect of the ir model i s the 
financing of industrialisatiMt from an agricultural *Surplus*, 
14 Ranis and Fei, oj;. c i t . , pp. 533-58. 
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a surplus of Inccane as well as labour. They further explain 
that as surplus workers leave the agriculture sector, 
consunptlon per capita axoong those remaining remains constant. 
Thus the food previously consumed by the workers who leave, 
is sold to the industrial sector, where the same workers buy 
it on the market out of their industrial wages. But all of 
IS the incoB» received by cultivators fron its sale is saved. 
Leibenstein provides another explanation of a greater 
than zero wage rate, when labour is unemployed and the labour 
market is coitq;»titive« wages would be bid down to very low 
levels. Be explains the phenomenon of greater than zero 
wages through an interact i<»} between labour product and wa^ 
rates. 
17 Nurkse associates disguised unemployment with zero 
marginal product of labour when some organisational changes are 
introduced. If minor changes such as consolidation of land 
holdings are permitted then a substantial amount of agricultural 
labour can be used in other projects, such as building, dams 
15 "SO far as t h i s direct ef fect i s concerned, the level of 
incoiM elsewhere in agriculture remains unchanged, and 
labour continues to be available at the subsistance plus 
wage. However, food c<»isumptic»i in the families from 
which m«i>ers depart wi l l r i s e . (This i s the effect which 
imwis f a i l s t o censider) . so t«wis' assumpti«m of an 
unlimited supply ef labour i s a c l a s s i c a l one", tvert t 
S. Kagen, 'The icyawiics of Development*, Richard, D. Zrwin 
inc . , HWMWoed, 111., IfM, i^. 304>306. 
16 Leibenstein, S£. c i t . , pp, 91-103. 
17 Niirkse, £|». c i t . , pp. 3t-39. 
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and rural roads. He suggests that through reorganisat ion 
enough labour tiiae can be served t o laeke f e a s i b l e the u t i l i z a -
t i o n o£ labour in o ther c a p a c i t i e s . 
18 A study by Khusro rules out the a p p l i c a b i l i t y of the 
growth model of Nurkse and lewis in so far as they base the 
p o l i c y of l i ldus tr ia l i sa t i on on the explo i ta t l cm of the saving 
p o t e n t i a l inherent in the d i sguised unemployment as soc ia ted 
with agricul ture in the underdeveloped c o u n t r i e s . In h i s 
opinion the modem s e c t o r should absoz±> surplus labour from 
subsis tence sector , t o prooaote development. A very rea l and 
ser ious d i f f i c u l t y i s the supply of food necessary for 
addi t iona l ind us tr ia l employment. 
If only the food consumed by these unproductive workers 
could be transported t o t h e i r new l o c a t i o n s and made avai lable 
t o them, the most ser ious impediment t o growth would be got 
out of the way. 
While the s tra tegy of t ransferr ing men who are not doing 
anything use fu l t o s e c t o r s , where they might be!something i s . 
obviously sound, there has been an awareness on the part of 
Nurkse as wel l as o thers , of some p i t f a l l s in such a s t r a t e g y . 
Nurkse had noted that when some men are transferred away from 
the farms, those who are l e f t on the farms may consume more 
than before , so that the surplus or saving p o t e n t i a l w i l l be 
l e s s by the extent of increased consumption. Secondly, those 
18 A.M. Khusro, «£ . c i t . , pp. 2 -5 , 46-47. 
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vho are transfered to uzban industrial areas perhaps working 
with greater regularity and under conditions of industrial 
disc ipl ine and strain, may consuBie more food than before< 
Thirdly* there are costs of transfer of food which Nurkse 
raentioned and the cost of transfer of men which he did not. 
The surplus that restains to be transfered does not natch the 
nonoal demand for food by the transfered workers. 
There i s poss ib i l i ty of yet another p i t f a l l . The transfered 
workers w i l l require some capital t o work with. This wi l l 
come from the savings of the noa-agricultural sector. Savings 
which are admittedly in short supply for underdeveloped 
economies* and hence have to be most ecoaomically used as they 
could have gone into alternative use i f they had not been 
used as capital required by the transferred men in new ventures. 
llhen transferred workers are employed in non'-agricultural 
occupations, they are given a wage at the end of the working 
day or week or mcmth. As they spend the wage on food, stocks 
of food get depleted and prices tend t o r i s e . Attracted by 
these higher prices, producers of food may presumably market 
a large proportion of the ir crops or indeed grow more food 
and market i t . But a l i t t l e reflecti<Mi (as well as empirical 
evidence) shows that i t i s a far cry from increase of food 
prices t o the actual avai labi l i ty of food in the non-
agricultural sector. At least three serious leakages can be 
eas i ly dlscemedt 
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( i ) Zb the f i r s t place, the price i a sens i t i r i ty of farmers 
and the consequent price i n e l a s t i c i t y of supply in under-
developed agriculture i s a well-known phenonenon. Thus food 
prices w i l l r ise but food production might f a l l to oblige to 
any signif icant extent. 
( i i ) Sven production of sose fanners might be reduced owing 
to increased food prices. Ixx other %rords in some cases at 
least the backward sloping curare of agricultural supply may 
manifest i t s e l f ; and t o the extent t h i s happens, the price 
machanism wi l l f a i l t o del iver the goods. Food wi l l not 
reach the non-agriculture sector in desired q;uantities and 
inflation wi l l continue. 
( i i i ) Finally« there i s a hoarding propensity of farmers, 
wholesale traders and re ta i l traders to contend with. Rising food 
prices* consequent upon transfers of workers, may eas i ly lead 
to expectations of further price increase. 
19 Mellor*s approach to disguised unemployed assumes a 
deficiency of demand. He argues that the peasant in under-
developed country works hard to achieve a&mm tradit ional ly 
determined minimum standard of l iv ing, but has no motivation 
for increasing his income above that level because of tradit ion 
bound consumption patterns. 
19 John H. Mellor, "The use of productivity of faxm family 
labour in early stages of agricultural develofment*, 
Jewgaal of Farm Iconomics^ Vol. 45, Migust, 1963, 
p». S17-34. 
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3.3 BMPZRICAL STUDIES OF DISGUISSD UHIMPIAKMBIIT 
h nuBber of enpirical studies o£ disguised unenploynent 
In various countries have been made. Some of the Important 
among them will be sunreyed In the following pages. The 
discussion will centre, in the main, on two aspectst the 
methodology adopted and their empirical results. 
Study on Thailand 
20 
Mellor and Stevens undertook a study of the average and 
marginal product of farm labour in Thailand^ which was based 
on labour income zrecords obtained by personal interviews in 
104 rice farms at Bangchan^ Thailand. All farms were assumed 
to have a identical rice production function. The total output 
of rice was estimated with a high degree of accuracy because 
most of the rice was taken to the local miller for polishing. 
21 
Labour inputs were measured in texms of man equivalents on 
the basis of interviews concerning the QuiA>er of persons 
available for farm work on each farm, m fact the study suggested 
that y ie lds can be raised by greater use of labour. 
20 John H. Mellor and Robert D. Stevens, **The average and 
marginal product of faim labour in underdeveloped 
economies"* Journal of ftrw Ecwiomicg. vo l . 38,. August, 
1956, pp. 780-7*17 
^^ Rephraset Oshina i s c r i t i c a l of the conclusions of t h i s 
study mainly en grounds of methodology and regards i t as 
in conclusive for e i ther theoretical or policy use. For 
de ta i l s see, Harry T. Oshima, "imder employment in back-
ward economies I An Impirieal Comnent", J^imal of 
Po l i t i ca l icenemy. IPol. 66, June, 1958, pp. 259-264. 
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Study on SOMtham Italy 
22 
2)Bi 3.957, fios«ssteia«Bedem vx&te that i t uas his first 
be l ie f that disguised unemployment of more than 5 per cent 
existed in many, though not a l l otrer populated countries/ he 
supported t h i s be l i e f by measuring disguised unemplon^nent in 
southern Italy . According t o them tha amount of population in 
agriculture, which can be removed without any change in the 
method of cult ivation and without leading t o any reduction 
in output. Hence, the marginal product i s ssero or disguised 
unemployment * 
7he following major assumptions and cr i t er ia were usedt 
( i ) only agricultural S B ^ U holdings of peasant owners and 
tenants were included! 
( i i ) the active population was assumed t o be between fourteen 
and s ixty- f ive years of age» 
( i i i ) surplus %iorkers were assumed t o be involuntarily 
unemployed I 
( iv) labour hours required for each type of cult ivation over 
tha whole year, month by month, were counted and compared ifcith 
available labour hours. An average of 270 a v a i l s l e work-days 
per year was assumed; 
(v) a distribution was made betwe«i (a) removable disguised 
underemployment or disguised unemployment; (b) seasonal under-
22 P.N. Resensteia-Rodan, o]». e i t . , pp. 1-7. 
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employBoent due to climatic factors . These dist inct ions trere 
taken into accoxint in calculating the nuat>er o£ labourers 
affected by disguised uneaqployaenti and 
(vi) a s l ight deviation from the rigid concept was allow»a 
in the analys is . 
The author used the direct method of questionnaire t o 
distinguish different types of cultivaticm, difi^rent s i s e and 
forms of property, the composition of the labCHtr force, and 
the nuxriber of labour hours required and supplied. Rosenstein-
Rodan observed that "in southern Italy around 10 to 12 per cent 
of the actual population in agriculture are removable. Ha i s 
including among the removable surplus the individuals who 
are needed for 50 days or l e s s . If the E^re rigid def init ion 
which i s a lso the more sensible one, i s adopted, the removable 
surplus i s reduced to 5 per cent,* 
Study on Greece 
24 The macro level study of Pepelasis and Yotopeulos was 
designed t o measure the veliuM of removable surplus labour as 
23 Carl Icher and La«rerence Witt ( Id . ) , 'Agriculture in 
Iconowic Develowent*. McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 
1964, Chapter VIZ, p. 139, reproduced frem BerdJ Kenadjlaa, 
"Disguised unemployment in underdeveloped countries*" 
unpublished Doctoral Dissertation. 
24 Mam A. Pepelasis and Pan A. Yotopoulest Surplus Labour 
in Greek Agricultiure, 1953-1960, Centre of Bconemic 
Research. Research MonogragliY lor i e s 1, Athens* Greece, 
1962* pp. •6-138. Reproduced in Agriculture in Konomie 
DevelOB—nt, Bdited by ijeher and wltt , ekapter YIX, 
pp* 140-141, McGraw-Hill Book Company* Haw York, 1964. 
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welX as the seasonal surplus labour in Greek agriculture £or 
the pericx3 1953-1960. The authors measured surplus labour by 
comparing the labour available with t)% labour required for 
a given volume of output withio the agriculture sector. The 
indirect method^ using sec^idary data, was employed to derive 
estimates of labour avai labi l i ty and labour requirements. 
Separate estimates of the annual agricultural labour require-
ments for farming, hu^andary, forestry, fishing and agricultural 
transport were computed. Given each year's agricultural 
a c t i v i t i e s , Fepelasis and Yotopoulos derived annual labour 
requirements by product by applying a "Xiabour-intensity 
coefficient",that i s , a labour/land and/or a labour-capital 
output rat io . The labour coeff icient were "expressed in terms 
of man and supplementary nine-hcur work days estimated to be 
used per stremBa of animal or unit of output to prodtice the 
given volioae of agricultxiral output of the year". The authors 
found that "chronic (removable) surplus labour in Greek 
agriculture i s v ir tua l ly non-existent, m the eight years of 
study i t existed only in 1953 and 1954 to a degree of 3.5 and 
2»3 respectively. The other years of the period are narked 
by a seasonal s)x>rtage of labouri therefore, i t cannot exactly 
determine how nuch chronic surplus labour i s feasible to 
remove, i t s s ixe can only be determined through a disaggregative 
microecenomic investigation based on the direct method of study-
ing a sample of farm households". The imfortant point of 
th i s study i s the ncm-existence of disguised unemployment in 
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Gzeek agriculture during 1955*60• 
Study on Ghana 
Zaternational Labour Organisation (XLO) appointed an expert 
In 1957«*58 to Investigate the development of an employment 
25 Information programme In Ghana where most of about 60 per cent 
of population was engaged In agriculture and agricultural all l«!l 
ac t iv i t i e s* Xt was reported that "there Is v ir tua l ly no 
completely unemployed agricultural labour, although under-
^nployment Is fa ir ly common, as a result both of seasonality 
and low leve l s of production, because much of the faunolng In 
Ghana Is seasonal between April, Septendser and October (when 
harvesting Is completed )•** X>urlng the off-season a l a r ^ 
nutdDer of farmers from the north migrated to the southern region 
of Ghana In season of manual employment, Xn cocoa farming 
the main crop Is harvested from October t o February and the 
mid-season crop from April to July. This means that employment 
Is rather iMre evenly spread throughout the year. 
Study OP Indonesia 
A Labour force Simple Survey of Ihdonesla was conducted In 
26 
1958 with the help of I.L.O. tecYmlcal ass istance. The Survey 
25 Z.L.O., expanded PrograMm of Technical Assistance, 
Kspert t o the Gofvemment of Ghana on the Pevelopient 
of an implovment Proqra—e. Geneva* 1959. 
26 I.L.O., |mploy»nt eblect lves In iconemlc Pevelowaent, 
Geneva, 1961. 
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consisted of the study of a aanple of 10»700 rural and 1«300 
utban households, rural being defined as a loca l i ty with less 
than 50,000 inhabitants and uzban as one with 50,000 or more. 
In agriculture^ according to the estieoates of the sunwy, 
there were 15.74 million persons aged 12 years and over at work 
in the peak season of the agrictiltural year of vfhma 7.37 Bi l l ion 
worked for seven hours or more per day, 7J.0 million four to s i x 
hours and the remaining 1.27 million for one t o three hours. 
The estimated nuRft>er of man->hours of work in both seasons 
worked out at 22,352.9 mil l ion. If, however, a l l 15.74 millicm 
workers had fu l l <»nployment for 305 days in the year, and i f 
they had worked for seven hours a day, the to ta l nunt>er of 
man-hours would have been 33,604.9 mi l l ion. The maxinum under-
employment in agriculture would thus seem to be 11,252.5 
mill ion man-hours or 33 per cent . This rough figure,o£ course, 
takes no account of the fact that many of the 15.7 million 
persons engaged in agriculture in the peak season were not 
actually available for employment for seven hours per day a l l 
the year round. 
Study oa Philippines 
Several rounds of a s«nple survey of households were 
conducted between October 1956 axid March 1957 and Hay 1957 in 
27 the Philippines with the tibjeet of co l lect ing coMprehensive 
information various aspect of the labour force. 
27 X.L.O.* o p . c i t . , 1961, pp. l t9-92 
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The concept of uodereniplofiRent of wozkers used In th i s 
study was very different from those adopted by other surveys. 
Persons working below than 40 hours a week or above, who 
wanted additicmal work were considered invariably underemploy-
laent. In October 1956 the number of people working l e s s than 
40 hours a week and seeking additional work was 1.6 ntilllon* 
Ih May 1957 the figure s t i l l stood at 1.4 mi l l ion , under-
employment« as could be expected, was aaore serious among 
agricultural workers than ainong non-agricultural workers, but 
the difference was not large. 
Studies on aadia 
Few attempts have been made to study the problem of 
agricultural underemployment in Xndia. It i s only after 
independence that an interest has been shown in the problem 
resultijag in some studies* Hore important amcmg them are -
SchultB studied in influeaxa epidemic o£ 1918-19 in India to 
t e s t the hypothesis that the marginal product of a part of the 
labour force in agriculture was sero.* schults estimated the 
existfloace of disguised unemployment by comparing the reduction 
in average sown with the reduction in the labour force. Si^ ch 
a comparison assumes that i f any disguised unemployment e x i s t s , 
the acrtags sown wi l l not be reduced as a result of a sudden 
reduction in the labour force. Thm raticmale for such a 
ccmpariscm was, "where there are many people relat ive t o land 
28 jschults, o p . c i t . , pp. 6-9. 
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and nuch land i s cultivated intensively, the expectation 
would be that acreage sown would be l e s s sensit ive to a 
decrease in the labour force than the tota l yield**, therefore, 
the acreage sown "would be a more decisive t e s t than a 
29 
reduction of the same percentage in agricultural production. 
Schultz found that the agricultural labour force in India 
was reduced by about 9 per cent . 
Hajundar in his study of 'Soooe problems of U&der~ 
employment* studied two facets of underemployment in agri-
3o culture, namely disguised and seasonal un^oployment. 
Field investigations covering three months in 1954-55 
were conducted in nine selected v i l l a g e s of Boiribay and 
Kamataka regions to measure the degree of disguised unemploy-
ment. The author interviewed vi l la^^ off icers and studied 
v i l l age records t o determine the population, occupations, 
land use, number of l ive stock, labour movements, work schedule 
and standard cultivated holdings in each v i l l a g e . He 
intensively interviewed titenty-five families in each v i l l a g e 
to determine family s i s e , occupation, source of income, s ize 
of holdings and annual work schedule. 
Majumdar found in his study of small farmers that 71 
29 Sehalts, 2£. c i t . . p. 11. 
30 M.A. Majumdar, f £ . c i t . , p|i. 83-269. 
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per cent of farmers were affected by disguised uneisployinent* 
and cool<^ be removed froiR the region w i t h ^ t lowering 
production. He f e l t no need t o estlaiate the productivity 
of farm ox the productivity of the groups, using the standard 
holdings approach to undereiDployinent. This i s defined as 
"taking the s i ze of labour force as given, disguised 
unemploinnent may be described as a situatictn in which the 
withdrawl of a. certain quantity of the factor labour t o other 
uses w i l l not diminish the to ta l output of the sector frosa 
which i t i s witl^rawn, given a laeasure of reorganisation in 
sector." 
Three agricultural and rural labour enquiries were 
conducted by the Ooveminent of India in 1950«'51, 1956-57 
and 1963-64 with the main objective of col lect ing information 
<m certain socio-ecoaomic conditions of agricultural 
labourers (workers) in rural areas. The f i r s t condiKsted in 
1950*51 studied a sample of 11«000 agricultural labour 
families spread over 800 v i l l a g e s , second in 1956.57 covered 
21,000 agricultural families in 3,600 v i l l a g e s . In 1963-64 
the scope of enquiry was entended to include other rural 
labour household covering over 37,000 household in 8,500 
v i l lages« 
Table 3.1 makes a comparative study of the scope, methodo-
logy and the main findings of each of their eaqfuiries. 
31 A lM>use hold i s dif ined as a group of persons who commmily 
l i ve together ond would take the ir meals from a cosmon 
kitchen and help in their family work. 
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3,4 CQKCLUDZN6 REMARKS 
The foregoing review o£ studies of agricultural rm-
employment and underemployment in India and elsewhere seems 
to sug^^st i t s presence in varying degrees and form. The 
conclusion appears to be warranted that the agricultural 
sector in developing economies, by and large, senres as a 
refuge to the i r surplus population without a corresponding 
increase in output. Zn t h i s context the ai^roach of the 
develoi^a^ital nt^Sels with the ir implic i t employment policy 
aiming at transferring workers from the agricultural sector 
to the non-agricultural may not be very helpful in view of 
the magnitude of the problem. 
chapter ZV 
AGRZCUIfl^ URAL UliDSRSMPZXmiEMT IS 
xrSThR PKADKSK 
4 . 1 SSTRODtJCTZOa 
The prenrieuii chapter has reviewed aome of the naticMaal 
studies on agricultural underemployraent in developing econ<»s)ies 
including India» New i t i s equally necessary t o view the 
whole problem o£ agricultural undereaqployoMsnt in Uttar Pradesh. 
Unemployroaat and underemployinent are well known endenic 
features o£ oar rural economy* se l f enployatent in state 
agriculture tends to be characterised by severe undersanploinaiient 
because of small s i s e of holdings, heavy pressure of population 
on land, seasonal variations and lack of adequate alternative 
avenues of employnient • 
The f i r s t section deals with the eccmomic profi le of 
Uttar Pradesh and importance of agriculture in the State 
economy, secondly, the problem of unemployment and the 
underemployment in the agriculture in Uttar Pradesh during 
Five Year Plans« and the la s t ly , investigations in few selected 
v i l lages in different parts of the f t a t e . 
41 
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SSCTZON X 
XCQUGHXC PROrZUS 07 THE STiCFB 
The economy of a xeQion depends t o a considerable extent 
on i t s physical environinents • Natural resources materially 
condition the progress or backwardness of the region, with 
such a large segment of {wpalation of Ihdia l iv ing within i t s 
boundaries, econ<»Bic development of Utter Pradesh assumes 
special s ignif icance. By the sheer weight of i t s naturally 
affect the anrerage level of l i v ing of the country as a whole. 
4 .2 VmaiQGBikPfK 
Although uttar Pradesh as a whole i s a backward State, yet 
there are cexrtain regions where backwardness i s a l l the more 
conspicuous, fmoag these are the eastern d i s t r i c t s , the Bundelkhand 
Divisicms and the h i l l d i s t r i c t s . 
In Bundelkhand Division a large part i s not f i t for c u l t i -
vaticm on account of i t s h i l l y terrain . The agricultural 
productivity of t h i s reglcm i s lower than the state average on 
account of low f e r t i l i t y of the s o i l and lack of irrigational 
f a c i l i t i e s . The region i s a l so deficient in drinking water 
f a c i l i t i e s . ^ 
1 Kripa Shanker, 'iccocmic Development ef Ottar Pradesh'. 
Arthik ABusandhan Kendra, Allahabad, If70, p. f. 
a M.D. Joshi, Seminar en "Backwardness of Uttar Pradesh**, 
Thiaker's yo"»» (mder the auspices of Bharat Seva sansthan, 
Xttcknow), 16 March, If 72, p. 20. 
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in the h i l l region the prttolema of tran8portati<»a and 
conmmications, irrigaticm, driskla^ water and naaampK^pmnt are 
particularly acute, floods axe a regular feature in Uttar 
Pradesh. Practically every year, vast areas are inundated* 
This causes damage t o crops and takes a heary t o l l of cattle* 
and hoioan l i f e , ssvery year about 10 lakh hectares land are 
affected in low flood and 40 lakh hectares land during a year 
of high flood. 
So far as minerals are concerned, Uttar Pradesh i s not 
well off in th i s respect, soeie mineral deposits l ike bauxite, 
dolcmite, iron ore, gypsum« lin^stone^ coal and copper ore are 
found in the Nozthem Himalayan d i s t r i c t s and the d i s t r i c t s of 
Hixzas^r, Jhansi and Banda. 
The State of Uttar Pradesh stands f i f th in respect of 
forest area among a l l the s tates of the country* The area under 
forests in Uttar Pradesh works out t o 16.63 per cent of the 
to ta l geographical area in the s tate as compared t o 22*98 per 
cent in India and the per capita forest area in Uttar Pradesh 
i s only 0.06 hectare, as against 0.15 hectare in the country. 
The state is« therefore, deficient particularly in fores t s . 
The l i teracy rate in the state at the 1971 Census comes 
to 21.64 per cent, the respcKstive percentages of l i teracy among 
3 Praft Fifth yiare yuar Plan, uttar Pradesh. Vol.Z, Planning 
Department of uttar Pradesh, 1973, p. 13 . 
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nales and fenales btting 31.74 and 10.20. The low leve l of 
iKlucation In iTttax Pradesh ia not nerely and inden of itve 
backwardness but a lso an Isipedinent in I t s growth, (Yhe per 
capita expenditure on education In Uttar Pradesh was Rs. 6.36 
In 1967-68 as against a l l J^dla enrera^ of Rs. 10.37) . On 
medical care and public health for 1967*68 per capita expenditure 
in Uttar Pr«edesh was Rs. 1*27 and 1.12 as against the correspoid-
ing a l l £adia onrerage of Rs. 2.44 and 1.64 respectively. 
4.3 GENERAL POPULASPION 
The populati^i of tJttar Pradesh, according to the Census data 
of 1971, workes out at 883 lakh of which 469 lakh are nales and 
414 lakh females. The ntisdser of females per thousand raale i s 
883. The population of the state constitutes 16,1 per cent of 
India's populaticNQ though i t extends over <»ily 9.1 per cent of 
the to ta l area of the country. The population has registered a 
greater rate of growth (19.73 per cent) during the decade 
1961-71 as conpared to the previous decade of 1951-61, when the 
population of the state rose by 16.66 per cent . It raay be 
interesting to note that uttar Pradesh has ntore population than 
most of the countries ef the world. 
Density of populatiwn in Uttar Pradesh i s one of the highest 
in the world. (The State's population has higher rural composition 
5 Fifth Finance Ceamiissioii ftf IMia, 1969. 
« Census of mdie 1971 tmtmw >g«4*f*>>- Series 16, Part Z, 
Provisional Populatloii t o t a l s , 1971, p . 22. 
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compared to a l l Dad la* Accoxdlng t o Census of 1971, 86 p^r cent 
of s ta te ' s to ta l population lived in vlllagee,conpared to about 
75 peir cent for the entire country), within the s tate the 
eastern region has the highest density of popnlation and has the 
lowest cultivable area per wozlcer. The percentage of rural 
population i s very high in th i s region, for instance i t i s 98,5 
per cent in Basti d i s t r i c t , 97*6 per cent in oeoria and 96.6 
7 per cent in Ghacipur. 
4.4 LXVSLZHOOD PA3PTSRN 
The whole State i s characterieed by high density of 
population coiapletely dependent on agriculture, small and 
scattered agricultural holdings, low agricultural productivity, 
inadequate irrigation f a c i l i t i e s , lack of nonagricultural 
labourers, recurrence of floods and drought and low level of 
l i teracy . According to the 1961 census, the male agricultural 
labourers in India were 31.48 mill ion, formed 16.71 per cent 
of the to ta l male population and t o t a l male agricultural workers 
inclusive of cult ivators «-» about 69 per cent of the to ta l male 
population, Agricultural labourers formctd 11.30 per cent of 
t o ta l workers in the State, and t o t a l cult ivators including 
agricultural l«ibourers formed 75.3 per cent which became 79.6 
per cent in the 1971 Census. Thus 79.6 per cent of the %rorking 
force of the state was «agaged in agriculture as compared t o 
67 per cent for the country. However, the proportion of troxkers 
7 See Appendix Tables Ai and All . for d e t a i l s . 
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among r u r a l and uri^an population in the s t a t e formed 53.55 and 
28.41 per cent as mentioned in the Appendix t ab le s A IXZ and 
A ZV. In br ie fs as shoim in Table 4 . 1 , t h e d i s t r i bu t i on of 
workers under three categor ies of c u l t i v a t o r s , ag r i cu l tu ra l 
labourers and other wozXers in t o t a l in Ut tar Pradesh and 
India . 
Ut ta r Pradesh, l i k e the r e s t of the country, i s predo~ 
minantly an ag r i cu l t u r a l State and niost of the persons are 
engaged in ag r i cu l t u r a l p u r s u i t s . There aire 15,910,591 c u l t i v a t o r s 
and 5^497,317 agricultxiral labourers in the S t a t e . The workers 
engaged in a l l other a c t i v i t i e s are only 70#08«963. I t w i l l 
be se^i t h a t the Qund;>er of c u l t i v a t o r s i s about th ree per 
cent of a g r i c u l t u r a l labourers . 
4.5 STATE AMD VBR CAPITA INCCME 
A comparison of t o t a l and per cap i t a income of Ut ta r 
Pradesh with the t o t a l and per cap i ta income of India br ings 
out the r e l a t i v e backwardness of Ut ta r Pradesh. The share of 
Ut tar Pradash in the t o t a l incooie of the country a t current 
pr ices declined fxxm 13.5 per cent in 1960-61 t o 129 per cent 
in 1970*71 because ef a r e l a t ive f a s t e r r a t e of growth in the 
na t iona l income than tha t in the State income. While the per 
cap i ta incocpe of the country in 1960*61 at constant pr ices was 
Rs. 306 t h a t of Ut tar Pradesh was only Rs. 246. Further whereas 
by 1970*71 t h a t a l l Ihdia est imate was Rs. 347 (an increase 
of Rs. 41), for Ut ta r Pradesh the f igure est imate was Rs. 276 
47 
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(an Increase of Rs. 30) . 2h current prices the per capita 
Income of the country In 1970-71 has been estimated to be 
lUi. 633, for Uttar Pradesh 523. The gap between per capita 
Inccme of the state and of country In terms of constant prices 
of 1960-61« vhlch was Rs. 60 In 1960-61, widened further to 
about Rs. 70 In 1970-71.® 
The structural composition of the s ta te ' s Income over 
different sectors brings out t l» variations In percentage from 
year to year. The Table 4.2 below shows the percentage d i s t r i -
bution of the state Inccone by Industrial origin at constant 
prices from 1960-61, 1968-69 and 1970-71. 
Table 4,2 t Percentage Distribution of State Income by Sectors t 
1960-61, 1968-69 and 1970-71. 
(At constant prices 19 60-61 
8*^o, Particulars 1960-61 1968-69 1970-71 
2 
3 
4 
Activ i t ies 
Mining, quarrying, large 
and siRall scale manufactur-
ing and const ructicoi 
Commerce, transport and 
CMMun icat iwns 
Other services 
60.9 
10.2 
12.3 
16,6 
57.5 
10.7 
13.8 
18.0 
56.8 
12.5 
13.6 
17.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
sourcet Draft rifth rive Year Plan, Uttar Pradesh, Vol*!, 
1973, p. 47. 
8 See Appendix Tables A.V and A.VI for details. 
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AS 0«MMRs firon tym tftbl« th» coatrlbutlcm of agriculture 
to the State incona has fal len from 60*9 per cent tn 1960*61 
t o 56,e i^r cent in 2970-71 correapondJUigly the cootrlbutlcNa 
o£ tert iary aactor haa 9cme i>p. Thia upward traiMS i s eachlbltad 
by commree, transport and comninicationa and other serv ices . 
Thia decline in th« contributi<m of the agricultural sector 
indicates that there has been a faster increase in the non-> 
agricultural incorae than that in agricultural inccmie since 
1960*61• 
Per capita inciMne fron agriculture, industry and raining 
i s anotl«»r indication of backwardness which t^a been loaatic^^ed 
by the working gjcoup, " . . . that J^ 1964-6S at 1960-61 prices 
the per capita ccmtribution by industry and laining in IJttar 
Pradesh was its. 11 as against al l -India average of Rs* 33* and 
Rs. 81 in Maharashtra and Rs* 68 in nest Bengal.* 
4«6 GROMTH RATE 
The period for which the es t inates of the atate incone 
of Uttar Pradesh are available covers the f i r s t four rive 
year Plans and as such I t would be worthwhile to compare the 
growth rate of different sectors (i*e.* the s tate ineoeie at 
constant prices) and have aa idea of the overal l develos»ent 
of the State*8 eeonearf during the Plans. 
The per eayita outlay in Uttar Pradesh has been consis-
tent ly below the a l l States* outlay throughout t h i s period. 
9 Report of wsrlciao Oro^p OP lacowe. new Delhi* 1964-65, p . l 6 . 
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This i s one of the main reasons for the re lat ive ly low growth 
rate in income in the s t a t e . The Table A,^ shows that while 
to ta l income from 1960-61 to 1970-71 in Uttar Pradesh advanced 
at a rate of about 2.8 per cent, per capita inc^ae rose by 
O.S per cent at 1960-61 prices . In t }» country, on the other 
Table 4,3 t Rate of Growth in India and Uttar Pradesh t 
Different Periods. 
{% per annum) 
P e r i o d 
F ir s t Plan 
Second Plan 
Third Plan 
Three Annual Plans 
1969-70 t o 1970-
1960-61 t o 1970-
-71 
-71 
Total 
income 
Xndia 
3 .4 
4.0 
2.5 
4.3 
5 .4 
3 . 6 
Per c a p i t a 
incdtte 
India 
1.6 
1.8 
0.3 
2 . 1 
3 .0 
1.3 
Total 
income 
U.P. 
1,9 
1.8 
2 ,1 
2 .1 
5 .5 
2.8 
Per cap i ta 
incOTie 
U . P . 
0.5 
0.2 
- 0 . 1 
- 0 . 2 
3 .0 
0.5 
sourcet Tribuvan Prasad, "Rate of Economic Growth in Uttar 
Pradesh and Reasons for i t s Retarded Deve lopnent**, 
Seminar on Economic Backwardness of U.P.^ lioveat>er, 
1971, lAicknow, pp. 9-10. 
hand, the national income had been ris ing by about 3 to 4 per 
cent and per capita incone had also advanced by 1.5 per cent 
during th« same period. During the f i r s t rive Year Plan, the 
growth rate in Uttar Pradesh was 1.9 per cent as against a l l 
India rate of 3.4 per cent,^ During the Third Five Yiear Plan 
the corresponding figures were same as the Seccmd Five Year 
Plan and during the Annual Flans of Ottar Pradesh, growth rate 
were 2.7 per cent as against a l l Itadia rates of 4.0 per cent . 
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So far as per capita growth rattts are cGacemed. in the State, 
these were 0.5, 0.2, •>0,1 and 0.3 during the Firsts Second, 
Third and three Annual Plans respectively, whereas the corres-
ponding a l l India rates were 1*6, 1.6, 0.04 and 1.5 respectively. 
The true picture of the economic condition of the rural people 
in India during Plan period has been drawn by shenoy. 
Tt» rates of girowth in various sectors of Uttar Pradesh 
and Snidia had shown large variations during different periods. 
As explained in the appendix Table A.VZI, the rate of growth 
in agriculture which was 1.1 per cent in the First Plan, 3.8 
per cent in the second Plan, 0.4 per cent in the Third Plan, 
f e l l to 2.1 per cent during the three year period of Annual 
Plan giving an overall rate of 1.7 per cent during the income 
year period ending l9i69-70 in the Uttar Pradesh. ZJJce 
agriculture, industrial sector showed varying trends. large 
scale Rtanufacturing sector was niostly responsible for these 
variations in the s ta te . 
4.7 AimiCUXffURAL PRODUCTZOH 
Uttar Pradesh i s mim of the najor food-grains producer of 
the country. During l$68-»69 to 197o*>71 the average foodgrain 
10 An idea of the general deterioration in the eoiiditi€«i of 
the rural poor in India during Plan period can be had 
by the following observations of shenoyt "••• during the 
First Plan per capita income averaged 27 per cent of the 
average urioan incoMe. This percentage came down to 24 
in the Second Plan, t o 20 in the Third Plan and only 18.5 
during the feurth year period 1969*70''• B.R. Shenoy, 
"iRdian iconenic Malaise, The Tiiwes of India. Oct.23,1973. 
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production in the State aatoiioted t o 11.6 EOIIIIOQ tonnes o r 
1T*6 per cent of the country* s t o t a l foodgrains prod«cti<aa» 
Among food crops„ Ut ta r Pradesh r a n k s ' f i r s t in the production 
of wheats bar ley , maixe, gran and pulses* Among non-food crops, 
Ut ta r Pradesh leads among a l l the s t a t e s in the production of 
sugar-cane, cmpeseed and oustard, ses^num, l inseed and po ta to . 
In t he year 1970-71 the t o t a l cropped area in the s t a t e was 
22.2 mi l l ion hectares , of t h i s 19.5 mil l ion hectares o r 88 
per cent %rere under food crops and the remaining 12 per cent under 
non-food crops . This c^oopared t o the nat ional pa t t e rn , the 
cropping jpattem in Ut ta r Pradesh i s based towards foodgrains, 
liHiring the past deeade ending 1970-71, the area under wheat 
and maize expanded ra ther sharply while the avecage increase in 
area under bar ley t o t h a t c£ wheat* 
The State i s net expor ter in r i ce , ba j ra , gram and pu lses . 
I t a l so exports la rge c ^ a n t i t i e s of sugar, gur, khandarari and 
Oil seeds, pa r t i cu l a r l y rapeseed and mustard and t o a smaller 
• x t e t ground«^ut. But i t iM^tta la rge quan t i t i e s of ground-
nut o i l i Though the s t a t e acc<»mits for about one t h i r d of the 
coun t ry ' s t o t a l wheat producticm, i t imports subs t an t i a l 
q u a n t i t i e s . 
During the period 1952-53 t o 1964-65, the growth r a t e of 
11 The preduet i«i of t o t a l foodgrains were 19.59 mi l l ion 
tonnes in 1970-71 as c<Mipared t o 15.73 mil l ion tonnes in 
1973-74. I t means there was a subs t an t i a l decrease in 
food prcK^cticKi in 1973-74 as compared t o 1970-71. See 
Appendix Tables A.VZZI and A.ZX for d e t a i l s . 
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agr icu l tura l production in the s t a t e was 2 .4 per cent per 
annum as compared t o 3 .6 per cent for the country. During the 
same period the growth rate of food grains production was 
comparatively small , whi le i t was coiRparatively high in the 
case of non-food.grains as given in the Table 4 . 4 . 
Table 4 .4 i Index znimbers of Agricultural Production in 
Uttar Pradesh t 1952-53 t o 1970-71. 
(Base Year t 1966-57) 
Y e a r Pood grains good„qrains Commodities 
1952-53 9 5 . 1 82 .9 91 .3 
1956-57 100,0 100.0 100.0 
1960-61 113.5 111.9 113.0 
1964-65 117.1 133.1 121.8 
1968-69 127.9 105,9 121.0 
1970-71 156.7 119.4 145.0 
iUinual Compound rate of . - . ^ 9 . 
growth between 1952-53 , . % ( f.**\ (J^'*. 
and 1964-65 ^^•^' ^**^' ^^'^' 
1964-65 & 1970-71 ^35^0 -^Xj6 ^^2.9 
1952-53 & 1970-71 2.6 2 .1 2 .6 (3 .3 ) (3 .1 ) ( 3 . 3 ) 
Notes Figures in brackets indicate a l l -Xndia growth r a t e . 
source} ( i ) For 1952-53 t o 1964-65, Government of m d i a . 
Ministry of Food and Agriculture, Directorate 
of Scoaonics and s t a t i s t i c s . Growth Rate in 
Agriculture 1949-50 t o 1964-65. 1966. 
( i i ) For 1965-66 t o 1970-71, Government of Uttar 
Pradesh, s t a t e Planning I n s t i t u t e , iconomic 
and s t a t i s t i c s D iv i s ion , s t a t i s t i c a l Diary, 
1970, 1971 and 1972. 
Talcing the long period, i . e . , 1952-53 t o 1970-71, the 
growth rate of agr i cu l tura l production in Uttar Pradesh was 
lower (2«6 per cent ) in eomparison t o the whole country (3 .3 
54 
per cent ) . However, a veXccme trend during 1964-65 and 1970-71 
in agricultural production in food<»grains vaa highest at 5 
per cent annum against the national average 3.2 per cent. This 
i s mainly due to the fact that tYe& wheat revolution in Punjab 
i s spreading t o Western d i s t r i c t s of uttar Pradesh. The to ta l 
food production i s expected to r ise from 205 lakh tonnes in 
1973-74 to 260 lakh tonnes in 1976-79.^^ Among the States 
with below average growth rate, uttar Pradesh i s having 
lowest productivity, i . e . , 0»9 per cent per annum in 1952-53 
and 19 64-65. •'•^  
4.8 AGRZCUI/TURAZ. fSOIOXNGS 
The disguised unemployment or underemployment in the 
agricultural sector i s due to t l^ presence of small farms or 
holdings, which are not able to give fu l l employment to the 
cultivatox?s family. It has been asserted in the Table 4.5, 
the 65 per cent of land holding of about 95 lakh, agricultural 
households, own holdings below 5 acres, covering nearly one 
third of the to ta l crop growing area in Utter Pradesh, 21.69 
per cent of the holding within 5-10 acjces range ccmsisting of 
27.67 per cent of the to ta l area. 6.4 per cent holding are 
within the group 10-15 acres occupying 13.49 per cent of 
the to ta l area and 5.9 per cent of holdings are within the 
12 Draft Fifth Five Year Plan, Uttar Pradesh, e p . c i t . , p. 101. 
13 For Statewise growth rates of food production and produc-
t i v i t y see Appendix Tables AX and AXi, for d e t a i l s . 
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group of 15 and above acres In the S t a t e . The pliencnoenon of 
clecllninQ s i e e of land holdings due t o Increase In populat ion. 
4.9 LAND UTILIZATION, IRRIGATION AND YIELD 
OF PRINCIPAL CROPS 
The a l l u v i a l s o i l with rich water resources provides 
e x c e l l e n t opportunit ies for development. It i s therefore , 
not surpris ing that the percentage net area sown (as percen-
tage of t o t a l reported area) i s 56.6 per cent in Uttar Pradesh 
against 44.8 per cent in the country. The area sown t o more 
than <sace (as percentage of t o t a l reported area) i s 17 per 
cent in the State against 7 per cent in the country. S imi lar ly 
percentage of net area i r r iga ted (as per cent of net sown area) 
i s 36,1 per cent as compared t o 20 .1 per cent of the country 
in 1968-69,^* 
As the tab le Xl l in the Appendix i n d i c a t e s , the reported 
sown area and the area under fores t both s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
increased fr<Mn 1950-51 t o 1970-71, while the barren and 
uncul t ivable land, land put t o non-agricul tural uses , c u l t u -
tahle waste, pemanent pastures e t c . dec l ined , s imi lar ly the 
net area sown and the area sown more than once considerable 
increased during t h i s period while the area under current 
fa l low was reduced from 1076 thousands hectares t o 638 
thousands hec tares . The percentage of doi^le cropped area t o 
net area sown increased from 23 t o 33 during the two decades 
under review. 
14 Ministry of ^ood. Agriculture, Comrrunity Development and 
Cooperation, Indian Agriculture in Brief , Tenth e d i t i o n , 
1970, pp, 30-31* 
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The proportion of double cropped area to net sown area 
in the eastern region abruptly increased from 30.4 per cent 
in 1966-69 to 34 per cent during 1970-71. Western region 
has the highest percentage of double cropped area to net 
area sown, AS a result of these changes^ the intensity of 
cropping has increased from 122*9 in 1950-51 to 133.8 during 
1970-71.^^ 
The net area irrigated in Uttar Pradesh increased from 
4,840 thousand l»ctares in 1950-51 to 7,219 thousand hectares 
in 1970-71. The irrigation potential created by the end of 
1973-74 through major and medium works was 41.03 lakh hectares 
as against the fourth plan t a r ^ t of 46.19 lakh hectares. The 
Fifth Plan proposed t o create additional irrigation potential 
of 32.85 lakh hectares through private works. In respect of 
irrigation f a c i l i t i e s in Uttar Pradesh had 42 per cent of the 
cultivated area under irrigation in 1970-71. This State 
has the largest area (66 per cent) of the area under canal 
irrigation and about half of under tube-well irrigation in 
16 
the country. 
The Ihtensive Agricultural Programme was ini t iated in 
1960-61 in three d i s t r i c t s . The progranme was subsequently 
expanded in stages to another 13 d i s t r i c t s . The object of 
th i s prograaene was to try to meet as far as possible a l l the 
15 See Appendix Table A.XZIX. 
16 see Appendix T«ble A.XZV. 
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requirements of inputs in selected areas and t o see how 
output responded t o th i s type of e f for t . The result obtained 
varied a ^reat deal frocn d i s t r i c t t o d i s t r i c t but brought 
out c learly the high effectiveness of a coordinated effort 
in achieving better results in agricultural production. The 
concept of "Package" of inputs and of appropriate supporting 
measures which came to be established from 1964-65 on the 
programme called the "intensive Agricultural Area Programme" 
were extended to several parts of the country* Programme of 
various high yielding variet ies were extended to fa ir ly large 
areas in 1966^ and by 1967-66 over 6 million hectares were 
brought within i t s puirview. 
Concentrated efforts were made t o increase agricultural 
pr<y3uction by increasing the use of inputs l ike improved 
seeds* ferti l issers and irrigation f a c i l i t i e s . A major break 
through in agriculture was made, by introducing seeds of 
high yielding var ie t ies together with complementary inputs. 
The area under high yielding v e r i t i e s increased from 2.03 lakh 
hectares in 1966-67 to 25,77 lakh hectares in 1972-73.* Jx). 
absolute term the l a r ^ s t area under high yielding var ie t i e s 
of wl^at in 1970-71 was in the state of Uttar Pradesh (about 
2 mill ion hectare)I but i t accounted for only 44 per cent of 
the to ta l irrigated area under wheat in the state* Soine 
16 progress was a lso made in paddy and naise in t h i s regard. 
17 Draft of Fifth f ive Year Plan, Uttar Pradesh. Vol.1, 1973, 
P.S6. 
! • Agricultural Census 1970»71. Govt, of mdia,Ministry of 
Agricultural Irrigation, Department of Agriculture, Hew 
Delhi, septeift>er 1975« pp. 66-67. 
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The fol lowing tab le shows the Increase in the average 
y i e l d witnessed by the pr inc ipal crops during 1950--51 t o 
1970-711 
Table 4 .6 t Average y i e l d of some pr inc ipa l crops in 
Uttar Pradesh s 1950-51, 1960-61 and 
1970-71. 
<Oaintals per hectare) 
Crops 1950-51 1960-61 1970-71 
Rice 
juar 
Bajra 
Maise 
Wheat 
Barley 
sugarcane 
4.86 
6.66 
6.44 
7.85 
8.19 
6 .66 
91 .03 
7.32 
5.53 
3 .94 
5.95 
10.09 
9.23 
410.20 
8 .01 
6.62 
7.87 
11.90 
13.29 
10.66 
406.42 
sourcet Draft of F i f th g ive Year Plan« Uttar Pradesh, 
Vo l .1 , 1973, p . 6 0 . 
I t would be evident from the above t a b l e that during the 
two decades from 1950-51 t o 1970-71, there was subs tant ia l 
increase in the y i e l d per hectare of a l l major crops and 
more in the case of r i c e and wheat, where the percentage 
increase in y i e l d in 1970-71 over the period of 1950-51 were 
65 and 62 r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
4.10 FBiANCB 
According t o the feurth plan of Uttar Pradesh, during 
18 years period (1951-69) as a s s i s tance of Rs. 822.6 crores 
was rece ived by Uttar Pradesh out of a t o t a l centra l a s s i s tance 
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o£ Rs. 6«226 crores t o a l l the s t a t e s . The share of Ut ta r 
Pradesh was only 13,2 per cent of count ry ' s populat ion. In 
the matter of investment by f inanc ia l i n s t i t u t i o n s a l so 
Ut ta r Pradesh's sJ:are i s vary low, 
tJ t tar Pradesh has been i l l sei:ved by ccMSomercial banking 
system. There were 59 unbanked towns in Ut tar Pradesh as 
of mid-April 1969 (uzibanked towns are those towns where there 
i s no of f ice of a commercial bank) . So far as ru ra l sec to r 
i s ccmcemed, s t a t e occupied very low posi t ion in the ranking 
Of Sta tes according t o the developnent of banking f a c i l i t y , 
on the ba s i s of nuaSaer of v i l l ages^ gross cu l t iva ted area and ' 
population, Ut tar Pradesh has been ranked 12th in the l i s t of 
s ixteen s t a t e s of India frcfit the point of view of niiiit>er of 
cent res with banks in ru ra l a r e a s . 
According t o the Fourth Five Year Plan of Ut ta r Pradesh, 
t he s t a t e contributed 7*9 per cent of ttm t o t a l depos i t s of 
the coHmercial banks but i t s share in the bank c r e d i t was 
^nly 4.1 iNir cen t . 
Thus we find t h a t t h e f inanc ia l resources ava i l ab le t o 
Ut ta r Pradesh fxtm various quar ters in the period under review 
have been inadequate for the developnient of the s t a t e . 
19 Reserve Bank of India. Bul le t in . Ajpril, 1969. 
20 A l o t of pxogxmsM in banking has since be«o made« Joshi , 
o p . c i t . . p . 23 . 
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4.11 GENERAL 75ATURES OP UHIMPLOYMBNT AND 
UMDSRIMPLOYMENT 
The major pert of the economy i s s t i l l «mderdeveloped and 
there i« a vas t nasa of unemployment and underenqployment* This 
has resulted in deficiency of income, aggregate demand and saving. 
There i s a lso a marked deficiency of enterprise in the State. 
According t o 1961 Census, the to ta l <|uantum of manpower 
in Uttar Pradesh was 39.23 million and to ta l wo£)cing force 
was 28.65. Of the to ta l manpower about 86.89 par cent belonged 
to the rural areas and 13,11 per cent to the uzi>an. This gave 
an overall rural-a:d:>an ratio of about 6«8i l . 
The Table 4,7 derived from the 17th rounds of National 
Sample survey (NSS) indicates that in the rural sector those 
who are working l e s s than 28 hours or severely underemployed 
(23.83 per cent) and the gain fu l ly employed, is about 29 
per cent* As appears from the tables in the previous rounds, the 
position of rural employment i s s l ight ly better than the under-
21 
«Rpleyment. * 
It Gbsenred that on an average the working population of 
Qzban areas i s engaged in the ir primarily occupations for 23 
21 Among the recent estimates of the number of previous un-
employed in the country are those of Raj Krishna. His e s t i -
mates include the unemployed as irnll as those underemployed 
are available for additional work based on the average 
percentage derived from 17th t o 19th rounds of NSS of 
the persons who are unearployed, severely underemployed (working for 28 hours or l e s s in the reference week; or 
moderately underemployed (working for more than 28 but l ess 
than 42 hours in the reference week). Raj Krishana, Presi-
dential Address, Ihdisn Agricultural icenomic Conference, 
Kanpur, December, 19^i, 
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Table 4.7 t Percentage of OainfulXy Employed Persraas In 
Uttar Pradesh Reporting Arai labi l i ty 7or 
Additional Vtork by Houra at work t 1956-57_ 
and 1961-62. 
(XI and XVII Rounds of NSS) 
Hours at Work XI ROUNDS Xyil ROUNDS 
Rural urban ' Rural Urban 
Less than 28 hours 37,60 23.73 23.63 25.83 
29>42 hours 30.58 31.04 28.62 8.38 
43-56 hours 13.56 7.60 0.29 0.06 
57 and above 3.59 7.90 0.00 0.00 
Total 13.71 12.79 5.15 1,30 
Source I 'Employment and unemployment in uttar Pradesh, * 
Quarterly Bulletin of S ta t i s t i c s , Directorate of 
Economics and s t a t i c s , Uttar Pradesh, August-
June, 1963-64. 
days in the month; while working population in the rural parts 
22 Of the country is engaged only for 18 days. Obviously there 
i s an incentive on part of rural population to move a%ray 
from the cultivation of land and household occupations to 
non-agricultural occupations and from seasonal or intermittent 
work to regular employment. Support th i s be l i e f i s forthcoming 
from the results of e n ^ i r y en internal migration to urban 
areas in 1963-64, which shewed 58 per cent, of migrants to 
urban arnas are frMi rural areas ef thw* (reporting occupation} 
23 27.3 per cent were agricultural labour prior t o migration. 
22 Uzban unemployment and employment in Uttar Pradesh, 
Quarterly Bulletin of iceweiiic and s t a t i s t i c s . Directorate 
of BcwMmic and s t a t i s t i c s , Uttar Pradesh, August/- lUne, 
1959. 
23 National Sample Surrey (1188), Report No. 182, 18th round, 
P. 147. 
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Thus out of 1»07 million persons observed to have 
migrated in 1963->64 from rural t o uzban areas and laany as 
0.292 million were agricultural labourers prior to migration. 
This would account for about 1«90 mill ion, agricultural 
labourers migrating to uiA>an areas in the period of s ix and 
half years intervening between the Second Agricultural Labour 
Enquiry Report (ALB) and Kural Labour Enquiry fieport (RLE). 
As we have described in the proceeding chapter, an 
agricultural labour household i s one which derives a major 
portion of i t s incc«ne from wage-paid es^loyment in agricultural 
25 
operations. It can be seen from the t ^ l e 4.8 that agricul-
tui^l labour households formed 21.3 per cent of the to ta l 
rural households in the country. More than half of the 
agricultural labour twuseholds do not own any land« thus 
maKing them dependent on wage-paid employment. The incidence 
of landless population also varies among agricultural labour 
households from State to s ta t e . While in Punjab roughly 68 
per cent of the agricultural labour hoseholds have no land, 
the correspcmding figures for Uttar Pradesh was 46.1 as Kerala 
was Just 30 per cent . 
Xt cannot be «iverl€N>ked, however, that both men and women 
in agricultural labour households worked for part of the year 
24 N.S.S. , Report No. 186, p .3 . 
25 Roughly one out of every five rural households, belong to 
an agricultural labour family in 1964-65, Leela Gulati, 
"unemployment among female agricultural labourers**, 
leonomic and Political Wieklv, Vol. XI, No, 13, March 27,1976, 
P. A-33. 
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on different farms. This i s reflected in the days of s e l f 
araployn^nt as shown in the Table 4*9«for 25 days in a year, 
nen workers were s e l f onployed^ the corresponding nuniber of 
womcm was 18. In Uttar Pradesh nuniber of days se l f employed 
for 52 days in a year which i s largest days among other 
States and unemployment was 35 days in the man, while men were 
gainfully occupied in Uttar Pradesh for 225 days in a year; 
woz^ing wcoinen in agricultural labour households were occupied 
for only 115 days. 
This re lat ive ly higher incidence of un©nployment of 
working women has not however* remained unnoticed. Raj 
Krishna's estimates for 1971 show that the incidence of both 
unemployment and underemployment i s higher among women 
and the Bhagavatl Cc»nnlttee*s subsequent estimates for 1970-71 
only confirm the findings* 
In short* heavy pressure on land, together with small 
s i s e of holdings, poor organisation and backward technique 
have resulted in chronic redundance of man power in agriculture 
The surplus manpower in agriculture e x i s t s mainly because 
the growth of n«)-agricultural sector has not been fast 
26 Raj Krishna, "imemplo^ent in Ibdia**, tod Ian Journal of 
Agricultural Icenomles, January<-M«zrch, 1973. According 
to him, of the to ta l uneiiiplo:i^»nt persons (9.25 million 
in 1971} 4.88 mill ion were females. AS a proportion 
of the estimated labour force, unemployment of females 
worked out t o 6.70 per cent as against 2.68 per cent 
for males. Report of the Committee on imemployment. 
Government of todla. Report of Labour and ittiployment (1973). pp. 54-55. 
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enough t o provide employment t o t rans fe r ing tiunt>ers from 
ag r i cu l t u r e there has been tendency in ncm-agricul tural 
s ec to r t o re lease forces which have accelerated the pressure 
of populaticm on land. 
4 . 1 2 CONCLUDXHG REMARKS 
Improved performance of agr icu l tu re in Ut ta r Pradesh in 
the period under review has changed development and the 
c a p a b i l i t i e s of the econewffy as a whole over the ccaaing years, 
68 
SECTION IZ 
THE VROBUK OF UZTtMPLO'XMSHT AND UNDBREMPXiOliMSNT 
IN A6R2CUZXtURB XN UTTAR PRADESH DURXNG 
FIVE YEAR PLANS 
4 . 1 3 ZNTROOUCTION 
Over the past two decades, i t has not been poss ib l e t o 
expand work opportuni t ies on a s c a l e s u f f i c i e n t t o proo'ide for 
new entrants of labour force much l e s s t o zeduce the back logs 
of unemployment. Zn varying degrees* in most parts of Bidla 
the task of providing employment has beccwie more d i f f i c u l t . 
The problem has s p e c i a l features for d i f f e r e n t s e c t i o n s of 
population, for instance , for small farmers, l andless 
agr icu l tura l workers, rural ar t i sans and pezrsons engaged in 
t r a d i t i o n a l i n d u s t r i e s . Unemployment and underemployment of 
agr icul tura l labourers l i e s at the root of the probl^ar t h i s 
i s not only by far t h e larges t c l a s s in terms of numbers but 
a l s o the c l a s s which rece ives , t o the l a r g e s t ex tent , a l l 
accruals , which re su l t from the growing populati<»i and 
unemployiaent • There i s enough problem of un«iployment and 
underemployment in agr icul ture in u t t a r Pradesh. An attempt 
i s made in t h i s s e c t i o n t o a s se s s the magnitude of unemployment 
and underemployment in the State during the Five Year Plans . 
27 Tarlok Singh, India 's Develoweent ftKoerience, The Macmillan 
Co. Xndia Ltd. , Benbay, 1974, p . f l . 
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4.14 UNEMPLO'mEHT AHD UNDIRBMfljOtMENT 
While the state economy waa in a state of ecohcanlc sltiMber 
during 1971-76, It added 4.00 million to i t s labour force. 
Uttar Pradesh had a backlog of unemployment amounting to 9.46 
lakhs during the Second Five Year Plan. Fresh entrants to the 
labour force during the Second Plan were 16.59 lakhs, so 26.05 
lakh jobs were needed in the Second Plan for achieving fu l l 
employment in the s ta te . It i s estimated that as against th i s 
requirement only 7.36 lakh additional Jdbs were created in the 
State during the Second Plan and thus the backlog of unemploy-
ment at the start of the Third Five Year Plan amounted to 16.67 
lakhs. It means the backlog in tlie unemployment position in 
Uttar Pradesh in the Third Plan was double of that in the 
Second Five Year Plan while in India as a whole i t was l e s s 
than double. The following Table indicates the extent of 
unoiployaent during the Five Year Plans in Uttar Pradesh. The 
new entrants to labour force also continuously increased upto 
2fi Third Five Year Plan. 
The extent of underemployment in agricultural sector had 
not been estimated upto Second Five Year Plan, but a nxabmr of 
reports such as these of National sample Survey, Agricultural 
Labour Inquiries and Director General of Employment and Training 
(D.G.B.T.} indicates that underemployment in rural areas of 
2S Report of the C«weittee of Ixoerts on Unemployment 1stimates. 
Planning Commission, Government of India, 1970, p.7. 
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Uttar Pradesh are wide spread.* 
The estimates of the Directorate o£ Xconc»nics and 
S t a t i s t i c s o£ Uttar Pradesh in 1956«57, however* indicate that 
25 per cent of the to ta l labour force in the v i l l ages was 
underemployed and that was reduced to 14 per cent in 1959-60* 
m the year 1964*65 again a survey done by the Goveztunent of 
Uttar Pradesh^ Directorate of £c<»3iO»ics and s t a t i s t i c s on 
"Employment and indebtedness in cural labour households in 
Uttar Pradesh**/ that 66,90 per cent agricultural labour house 
holds employed in agriculture, against 4.74 per cent in non-
agricultural occupations as i t i s n«ie, that there i s a l e s s 
opportunity of employment in non-agriculttiral pursuits in 
uttar Pr<^,h due to lack of development In c a p a t i l l . t sec tor . '" 
Etowever, n<»)e of these estimates can be rel ied upon completely 
and i t i s d i f f i cu l t to come t o any quantitative conclusion 
regarding the extent of the seasonal unesnployment and agricul* 
tural undezemploymwit. 2ja some parts of Uttar Pradesh, the 
implementation of rural works project undertaken during Third 
Plan has brought forth reports of shortage of labour while 
29 Third Five Ytar Plan, Planning C<»nnission, Govt, of UDttar 
Pradesh, Volume, I,, p. 63* 
30 Mohammad Shabbir Khan, "Rural underemployment", i d . V.K.R. 
V. Rao, 'Employment unemployment*. Allied Publishers Private 
XJimitiid, BcMt>ay, 1968, p. 80. 
31 An interesting case of t h i s nature was noted in Mathura 
Distr ict of Uttar Pradesh, see. Planning research and 
Action inst i tute . Planning Department, uttar Pradesh, Pilot 
Prelects ia Uti l iaation of surplus manpower in rural areas 
of ut ter Pradesh (An evalution study), Backnow, 1962, 
pp. 4S«4e. 
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th i s can be explained as an erroneous selection of the project 
areas i t i s alleged that even In the areas with a high incidence 
o£ seasonal tmemployment and single crop cultivation^ and 
presumably, theurefore with high incidence of seasonal unemploy-
ment and underemployment« the requisite labourers often do not 
come forth t o work cm rural projects . 
So expansicm of employment opportunities commensurate with 
33 
the reduction in the labour force over the Plan period 
conceived as one of the employm^it objective before the s ta t e , 
Uttar Pradesh i s to reduce t l ^ proportion of the population 
dependent on agriculture from the present l eve l . It w i l l be 
possible t o employ the labour force in nonagricultural sector, 
but the fresh addition to the labour force was around 2.72« 
3,51 and 4,75 million in the Third, Fourth and Fifth Five Year 
34 
Plans of uttar Pradesh. This was highest in the uttar Pradesh 
among different s tates of 2&dia, 
The yearly new entrants of labour force in the Third Five 
Year Plan in Uttar Pradesh were constant during 1962-6S but in 
the year 1965o66 i t eachibited an increase of one per cent in 
32 see Appendix Table h.Xf for d e t a i l s , 
33 Zn Zndia# i t appears that there was a shi f t towards 
agriculture between 1951-61, i^rt ieularly due to the 
fai lure of the n^Eiagriculture sectors to employ enough 
workers from the new entrants to the labour force, 
gconcroic Surroy of Asia and Far l a s t . If 64, united 
Nations Publication, 
34 See Appendix Table A,XVrz for d e t a i l s . 
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the t o t a l new entrants o£ the labour force* The estimated 
Job regulrements for the Third plan iras 40.17 lakhs^ but in 
the consequences of Chinese aggression towards the end of 
the year 1962^the country resources had t o be mobil ised on a 
large s c a l e for defence and other nonplan expenditure. The 
Chinese aggression was fol lowed, at no considerable i n t e r v a l , 
by the h o s t i l i t i e s with Palcistan in 1965. These two events 
c o s t a heavy shadow over the impl^noentation of the Plan 
projec t s and a ser ious i n d u s t r i a l recess ion coenmenced in 
1966<-67. Thds recessicm pers i s t ed t i l l the end of 1967->68. 
As a r e s u l t the unemployment and underemployment s i t u a t i o n 
worsened considerably a f t e r 1965. Xt has been est imated that 
in the beginning of the Fourth ? ive Year Plan, the ntitdaer of 
unemployment persons was about 10 lakhs in which rural unemploy-
ment has about 6 lakhs . iM^ainst t h i s i t i s est imated that with 
an investment of Rs. 6,700 crores , ^uaploysMnt opportuni t ies 
for about 40 lakhs persons may be created during the F i f t h 
Five Year Plan, leaving about 14 lakhs persons as unennployed 
35 
or t h i n l y eaoployed at the end of the F i f th Plan."* I t means 
the r i s e in the unemployment and underemployment has been 
approximately f ive times over that F i r s t Five Year Plan. 
4.15 BXrSNT OF ASRICUZZTURAl* UNSMPLOYHBNT AND UNDBIOEKPLOYHBNT 
AT Tm CGHMENCSMSNT OF THE FIFTH FIVE YSAR PLAN 
According t o National Sample Survey (NSS) in Uttar Pradesh, 
35 Draft of F i f th Five Year Plan, Uttar Pradesh, o p . c i t . , 
p , 9 7 . 
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aibout 15 per c«Qt o£ tbs tracking population had l e s s than 42 
3fi hours' wozk tn a veek but mere than 14 hours. All such 
persons are underemployed and the ir nuinber in 1972 would stand 
around a2 lakhs. 0£ these 16 lakhs persons had work l e s s than 
even 28 hours in a week and these persons could be stated to 
37 
be eactensely underemployed. 
The intensity of tsnemployment end underemployment in 
agriculture in 1972 and at the commencement of the Fifth Five 
Year Plan could be summed up as in the table 4 .11. 
Frean the Table 4.11 i t can be inferred that there shall 
be an increase during the coming Plan period in the sisse of 
the unemployment and underemployn»nt in both ucban and rural 
areas. Keeping in view the broad observation of the Dantwalla 
38 CcHnnittee, i t would be more appropriate to include unefllploy-
ment and underemployment among the unemployed persons. Taking 
parsons with work of l e s s than 2 h<^r3 a day a lso as unemployed, 
the s ize of rural unaiiplo)^nent adds upto 13*5 lakhs. The nuaber 
of intensely rural underemployment comes to about 15.5 lakhs 
since they had worked for 14 t o 18 hours only in a we^k. In 
addition there %f«re 26.7 lakhs persons who can be deemed to be 
36 Draft of Fifth Five Year Plan, Uttar Pradesh, op*ci t . ,p .269. 
37 For deta i l s see section X, Table 4.7 of the same chapter. 
38 The dist inct ion between seasonal uncuRployment and under-
employment should be c learly recognised and i t would not 
be appropriate to aggregate the estimates of full<-time 
unemployment in terms of Mm-years, Dantwalla, M.L., * Report 
of the C—wittee of Bxperts oa tmewyloywent ist iwates*. 
Planning Commission* Gevemment of India, 1970, p.25. 
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moderateXy unaeremployed because they had worked between 
IB"^ hoars is a week* As £^r a» the ruraJL uadexeiap3.o^»ent 
In Ut tar Pradesh i s concerned, the re i s a 3,22 per cent v a r i a -
t i on in in tensely underemployment and the imsderately under-
employed va r i a t ion i s 3,37 per cent and on the whole ru ra l 
undereiaployiBent i s 2*74 per cent va r i a t i on between 1972 and 
tl:^ beginning of the Fi f th Five Year Plan. This i s indica t ive 
of the fact tha t in the coming year the magnitude of a l l 
types of unemployment and underemployment w i l l be on increase . 
The advent of the high y ie ld ing v a r i e t i e s , howevert ra ised 
essypectation of ea r ly and, one may say, a cos t l e s s so lu t ion . The 
new v a r i e t i e s "Generally require ga^eater in production and allow 
grea ter in tens i f i ca t ion tlmreby providing a bas i s for expended 
employn^nt of ag r i cu l t u r a l labour. They can cause a sh i f t ijn 
the demand s t ruc tu re towards ag r i cu l tu ra l commodities which 
39 
r e h i r e iMore leOsour.** This view i s ref lec ted in est imate 
prepared by the Hational Connission mi tabour t h a t about half 
of the addi t iona l labour force in Indian agr icu l tu re would be 
absoxbed in productive employment when the t a r g e t s for the 
HYVP and the intensive mult iple cropping programae are achieved 
by 1973-74.*° 
39 John w. Me H e r , "Report oa Teclmological Advance in 
Indian Agriculture as i t r e l a t e s t o the d is t r ibut icm of 
incflne," Mimeographed, De@«iift>er 12, 1969. 
40 Government o£ Xndia, Ministry of Labour, Report of the 
Maticmal CMffluission c« Xiiboar, 1969. 
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In practice, apart £roin recent develosxnents associated 
with high yielding var ie t i e s , the Impact on rural eiaployment 
has depended on eactenslon of Irrigation, through large and 
small works, develo];»aent of ecoQonilc and soc ia l OTer-heads 
the provision of sieans for Individual fanners to increase 
agricultural output. Irrigation undoubtedly leads to 
changes in cult ivation practices and crop patterns vhicb 
increase the demand for labour. 
4.16 ccmcummo RSHARKS 
It can be concluded that there i s a serious agricultural 
unemployment and underemployment conditions prevailing in 
DTttar Pradesh. It has been deteroratlng in the state £rom 
one Plan to another. Planned deivelopment has fai led in 
achieving any of the most cherished eflbjectives. The nuunber of 
unemployed and underemployed people has increased during the 
Plan period. 
41 Ministry of Food, Agriculture, Commmity Development 
and Cooperation, Farm Management of India > h Study 
based <m recent invest igatlims, April 1966, |:p.46>47 
and 89-93. 
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SSCTZ(»I ZZZ 
ZNVESTZGATZONS ZN A nSW SSI£C¥£D V Z U A 6 B S ZH 
DZfFERBNT PARTS 0 7 THE STATS 
4.17 ZNTRODUCTZOH 
small farsQs have focussed foost of tlid a t t en t ion in the 
recent years s p e c i a l l y for t h e i r low producticm and high man-
land r a t i o . These two aspects are universa l for our Zndieun 
conditicms and have been Judged by severa l s t u d i e s . The 
s t a t i s t i c s of 1971 Agricultural Census show that 73 per cent 
of the t o t a l farms in our country are below the average s i z e 
of about 5 acres* Although touch has been writ ten about t h i s 
there are l i n i t e d ^npir ica l s t u d i e s . Therefore, the objec t ive 
of t h i s survey i s t o review some of the empirical s t u d i e s on 
agr i cu l tura l underemployment in Uttar Pradesh, A few of such 
empirical s tud ies on agr icu l tura l underemployment in Uttar 
Pradesh are by A . L . Agarwal, Asluak K. Singh, Abdul Qayum, 
R.D. Sharma, S.C. Matlwr and Ashok K, Hi tra . 
4.18 AiGARWAXi STUDY CM ITAWAH DZSTRIET^^ 
The study re fers t o a small v i l l a g e Birapur located in 
eastern c o m e r of Btawah d i s t r i c t , Uttar Pradesh. The v i l l a g e 
survey o f c u l t i v a t o r s , agr i cu l tura l labourers, a r t i s e n s and 
others has been done during 1966*67 according t o t h e i r economic 
s t a t u s l i k e small , medium and l a r g e - s i z e c u l t i v a t o r s . 
42 A.L. Agarwal, o p . c i t . , pp. 366-371. 
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The enqployinent data pertaining to each work o£ the 
agricultural as well as of non-agrictiitural labour lusfuseholds 
were col lected for four different weeks of four different months 
over the year. The reported hours of work spent on productive 
en^loyment during the reference week, has been deducted from 
56 hours* the standard t ine norm of work t o obtain ectent of 
underemployment. Agriculttiral labourer, who «rorked for l e s s 
than 56 hours during the reference week were treated as under-
employed, agricultural labourer, who worked more than 28 hours 
but l ess than 56 hours during the reference week were treated 
as iBoderately underemployed* Agricultural labourers yfho worked 
for 28 hours or l e s s during the reference week were treated 
as severely under^aployed. 
He ccmcluded that the mcmth of July and May presented 
<pccess in the employment s i tuation, employment per irorker in 
July being about cme third of that available in May. The 
nenthiof November and January presented Intermediate situatleans, 
the former being a moderate slack period and the la t t er a 
moderate peak, Ih the month of January there was no any 
severe unde]»mployment, a l l the workers being i^?derately 
underemployed. 
4.19 SBiGH STUDY ON lASTERN UTTAR PRADESH*^  
An attempt was made to find out surplus labour in agriculture 
in l a s t e m Uttar Pradesh in aggregate and over a period of one 
43 Ashek K. Singh, 2£. c i t . , pp. 462-475. 
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year (1961-62 )• On the basis of the days for which workers 
report at work was tak^aa JUi t o aeeouat through to ta l available 
labour days and to ta l labour days required, by aussning the 
to ta l labour days needed for raising t}% various crops and days 
required for maintenance the c a t t l e . 
His conclusion was that only SO per cent of the available 
labour days can be gainfully u t i l i s ed in agriculture. Thus 
the surplus comes to 49.9 per cent which in terms of labour 
days in more than 90 crore days of work. In sp i te of the fact 
that Gorakhpur and Deoria are amcmg the d i s t r i c t s where to ta l 
labour days required in agriculture are very high, these 
d i s t r i c t s recorded highest amount of surplus. These d i s t r i c t s 
are followed by Jaunpur« Basti and Azamgarh. 
4.20 OliYUM STUDY ON UTTAR PRADESH. 
44 
Xn an ar t i c l e Qayum studied three facets of under« 
employment in agriculttire in uttar Pradesh namely, v i s i b l e , 
invis ible and potential undex?enqployment• He also defined 
chronic and seascmal contents of various forms of underemploy-
ment. Field investigations covering two months in 1955 were 
conducted in different government agricultural farms of Uttar 
Pradesh. Qayum interviewed nust>er of agricultural families 
t o find out their occupations, land use and labour movements. 
Other data was col lected from secondary sources. 
44 Jdodiil Qayum, » p . c i t . , pp. 1960-1963. 
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Qayua used the difference between the to ta l available 
vork force ejx& the work force actually required in agriculture 
at the exist ing level of technique and organisation in estimat-
ing imdereniployraent* Me not <»ily showed the macpsitude of 
surplus labour power under exis t ing conditions of producticm 
but he a lso tried to estimate the magnitude of uruieremployraent 
when following changes «»ere ushered in agriculture t 
i } Use of n^ipower implements that do not involve not 
additional outlay. 
i i ) When the s ize of holdings remains intact the 
individual farmers^ cult ivators independently. 
i i i ) l^ hen farmers cult ivate on cooperative basis on 
conbined holding of not less than 10 acres. 
iv} When power farming was introduced involving not 
additional outlay. 
He concluded that agricultural employment could be 
expanded i f the s i se of holding was 7 acres as a minus.um. The 
agricultural develoi»ient shall* however, be accoepanied by the 
development of secondary and tert iary industries* the develop-
ment of c o t t a ^ and mechanised industries axiA the development 
of transport* e t c . , which may absorb surplus agricultural 
labour. 
4.21 SHMIMA MID MATWR STUDIES ON MIIRUT DZSTRICT '^ 
fat attempt was made in the year 1964-65 to study the extent 
of surplus labour mk small farms in Meerut d i s t r i c t approaches. 
The limit of small farms was fixed at half of the 'Plough 
45 R.D. Singh and S.C. MathMr* f £ . c i t . , pp. 43-50. 
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unit *, whix:h varied from 6 to 10 acres in different zones. 
Fareoers having l e s s than <»ae acre of land were not included 
in the study since they tie re not mainly farmers. The study 
was based on f i e ld data collected from 310 small farms, spread 
over 9 villaQes of Meerut D i s t r i c t . The v i l l ages trere selected 
by s trat i f ied randcsa sampling and investigated by survey method* 
For s tra t i f ication« the d i s t r i c t was divided into blocks and 
ss<mesi four blocks in sugarcane area and two sones under 
wheat on the basis of land uti l isat ion^ cropping pattern and 
irrigation resources, sugarcane and wheat were the main crops 
of the d i s t r i c t , 
surplus labour was estimated by the different approachesi 
1} On the basis of actual amount of labour available 
and labour required in individual families; 
11} On t ^ basis of plough unit for individual block/ 
eone under studyi and 
i l l ) On the basis of deducting actual requirement of 
nandays frcmi available mandays in the farming 
famil ies . 
With these different approaches t o the surplus manpower 
measurement, the estimates differed even for the sane period 
and in the same l o c a l i t y , m Meexut d i s t r i c t GO. small farms, 
the surplus i^npower were estimated as about half of the to ta l 
earners dependent oa faming, i . e . , the then leve l of production 
could be maintained i f half of the population of these earners was 
46 Plough unit was defined as a part of land whtoh can be 
manaffsd by cme plough with the help of average sisad families; 
i t prorlded fu l l employment for two earners. 
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diverted from farming on those fame. 
4.22 PANDBY, SHAH AND SINGH STUDIES ON UTTAR PRADESH "^  
This paper studied on farm u t i l i s a t i o n of farm family 
labour with a view to quantify the surplus farm family labour 
oxk different farm s izes in different regions of Uttar Pradesh, 
and to investigate the prospects of i t s nobi l isat ion for 
accelarating the process of economic growth of the s t a t e . The 
tota l raandays of family labour available on farm was computed 
by multiplying the t o t a l working units in the farm family with 
300 working days in a year. While calculating the to ta l working 
units in the farm family, only those family monbers in t ) ^ 
age group of 15o59 who were available for farm work on regular 
armual basis were accounted for. In the case of female mesbers 
in the age group 50 per cent working days were ccmsldered. 
The data used in the study in the year 1973-74 pertained 
to a sample of 309 farmers selected in three s ize groups, i .e .# 
zero to l ess than 5 acres as small, 5 t o l e s s than 10 acres 
as medium and 10 acres and above as large, from four regions 
of the State, v i z . , Saatern, cantral, western and Buadelkhund 
of uttar Pradesh. 
It was observed that a wide variaticxa in the percentage 
of surplus farm labourers among different s i ze groups in a 
47 V.K, Pandey, s .L. Shah and A.K. Singh« "Surplus farm family 
l ^ e u r in uttar Pradesh and i t s Mobilisatien fer eeanomic 
dcvelepMent", iftdian Journal of Agriculture lecnciiics. 
Conference Nuntoer, Vol.XXX* No.3, July-—gt. , 1975,i^p.3e-44. 
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different regions exis ted. TT% percentage of surplus farm 
labour was lowest in western region and highest in Bundelkhand 
region in a l l the respective s i ze groups» indicating in general 
a high intensity of faioily labour use in the westezti region 
and a lower intensity in the Bundelkhand region. The extent 
of surplus farm family labour anKMOig different s i ze grcftips 
varied frcoi 17 per cent on the large farais t o 53 per cent 
on the small farms in the Mestem region* frcoa 42 per cent on 
large farms to 67 per cent on small farms in the Central region; 
from 39 per cent on the large farms to 60 per cent cai the small 
farms in the Eastern regi<M}f and from 51 per cent on the large 
farms t o 75 per cent on the small farm in Bundelkhand region. 
They concluded that the prevailing family system and strong 
attachftient to the agricultiiral employment came in the way of 
mobilising suzrplus labour in agriculture. The workers needed 
some incentive to snap the t i e s of their tradit ional family 
system and strong attachment to be agricultural employment 
to go for work some where e l s e . It was suggested that the 
workers would not go for the wage employment unless i t gave 
additional remuneration t o make up for the loss of advantages 
of the prevailing family system. 
4.23 COSCUODmo RmAMCS 
from the foregoing discussions, i t becomes quite c lear 
that there i s surplus labour in agricultural sector of Uttar 
Pradesh. Zt also appears to be true that thexre i s a difference 
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between the alack and hazvest period of time among the surplus 
agricultural workers. To verify the presence of this surplus 
a field siurvey was conducted In selected villages o£ 
Gorakhpur District in Uttar Pradesh. Its findings are reported 
In the next Chapter. 
Chapter V 
UNDBRI^ PLOIMENT IN Al6RXCUL!FURB ZS 
GORAKHPUR DISTRICT 
5*1 IBTRODUCTION 
The d i s t r i c t of C^rakhpur i s a part of the Eastern region 
of Uttar Pradesh which has a predominantly subsistence 
agricultural economy. According t o t )» 1971 Census 92 per cent 
of population i s depending on agriculture for the ir l i v ing . 
There has been very l i t t l e increase in agricultural production 
over years. It has been estiaaated by the 1971 Census that 
about 70 per cent of the t o t a l fanners in India, orni land l e s s 
than 2.5 acres. This overpopulation in agriculture instead of 
resulting in unemployment of some has led t o underenaiplo:^nent 
of a large nuiriaer of «;orkers. The transfer of t l^ t part of 
Manpower which cannot obtain productive employnent in agriculture 
to other occupations i s hainpered by the lack of alternative 
occupatiMis. The d i s t r i c t of Gorakhpur i s no exception to 
these characterist ics . 
Jn th i s chapter an attempt i s made to estimate the extent 
of underemployment in Gorakhpur. This i s done by attempting 
to measure the surplus labour on different farm s i s e s in 
different t ehs i l s of the d i s t r i c t . In addition, an attempt i s 
•6 
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alao made t o examine the p o s s i b i l i t i e s and d i f f i c u l t i e s of 
mobi l i z ing the surplus agr ica l t t i ra l manpower for eccmomic 
growth. Accordingly, the chapter i s divided in three s e c t i c m s . 
Sect ion Z d i scusses the inportance of the Gorakhpur d i s t r i c t 
p a r t i c u l a r l y with reference t o agr i cu l ture . Sect ion 12 presents 
the r e s u l t s of i n v e s t i g a t i o n s in Individual v i l l a g e s In t l ^ 
d i s t r i c t and Section ZZZ analyses the ccmseguences of under«> 
employment on the d i s t r i c t eccmomy. 
SBCTim Z 
THE DZSTRZCT AHD XTS IMPORTAlKas m UTTAR PRACKSH 
WZTK SPBCZAL RBFSRINCE TO AGRZCUZ/TUIUi 
5.2 The econcMsy of a d i s t r i c t depends on a considerable extent 
on i t s phys ical environments, natural resovirces and a v a i l a b i l i t y 
of manpower both s k i l l e d and u n s k i l l e d . Hence i t w i l l not be 
out of place t o say a few words about the phys ica l features 
and f a c t o r endowments of Qorakhpur d i s t r i c t . 
5 .3 PffYSZCAL ZMAGS OF Tm DZSTRZCT^  
The present d i s t r i c t of Gorakhpur has been carved out of 
the o ld d i s t r i c t of the same name which was s p l i t up in 1946 
in the d i s t r i c t s of Deorla and Gorakhpur. The d i s t r i c t occupies 
1 Census of India, 1971, D i s t r i c t Handbook, Gorakhpur D i s t r i c t , 
9mxt (X>A)« Ser ies 21, Census of iTttar PraAesh, 1971, p . 3 . 
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the North-Sastem comer o£ the state along with the d i s t r i c t 
of Deoria and ooa^isea a large proportion o£ country lying 
t o the North of the river Gaghara, the deep stream of which 
forms the southern boundary with d i s t r i c t Asangarh, In the 
west of boundary loerges with d i s t r i c t Basti and cm the east 
with District I^oridt the dividing l ine being partly a r t i f i c i a l 
and partly formed by the l i t t l e Gandak river and further south 
by Jhama nala. To the north l i e s territory of Nepal separated 
frcMn Gorakhpur by ccmventional boundary l i n e . The d i s t r i c t 
as a whole covers an area of 6,317 sg* lem according to the 
Sunreyor C^neral of Xadia. Total area i s l ike ly to vary frcoi 
year to year owing to the errat ic course of the river Ghaghra. 
The d i s t r i c t cc»tsists of four t e h s i l s , nanely Phaz»nda, 
Haharajganj, Gorakhpur and Bansgaon, Haharajganj i s the largest 
in area i s 1,755.2 sq. kra. Tehsil Haharajganj and Pharenda are 
2 t o t a l l y rural and the other two have one town each. 
According to their area in 4tf:res the aonber of v i l l ages 
having an area of nore than 100 acres but not nore than 500 
acres are highest claining the percentage of 55.65. The 
a 
v i l l a g e s which l i e within/radius of 26 t o 50 IOB have the 
least nunber of instituticms 30.74 per cent . 
As many as vil lages of the d i s t r i c t are connected by ra i l , 
out of the to ta l nuiiaer of 2«614 v i l l a ^ s , 35.28 per cent are 
connected by pacca read and 7.15 per cent by kuchcha and fucca 
2 See Appendix Table A.XVXX. 
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roads* The percentage of v i l l ages having only kuchcha roads 
i s 15*06 per cent. 
The forest in t h i s d i s t r i c t are of great economic value 
although they are far l e s s extensive than before* These are 
situated in Maharajganj« Pharenda and CSorakhpur t e h s i l s . The 
loost important titdber species supported by t h i s i s Sal* 
Climate of the d i s t r i c t i s far more equable than that of 
western tracts* As usual maxisaxm heat i s experienced during 
the month of May and <3\ane. 
The average rainfal l of the d i s t r i c t during las t decade 
(1951-61) was 123*2 cm (48*5** }*slightly below the nortoal average 
of 126.8 cm (49.9''). 
5*4 POPUZATZON TRSNDS 
Distr ict occupies the fourteenth position in area and 
second position in population in Uttar Pradesh. Mscording t o 
the 1971 Census the t o t a l population of the d i s t r i c t i s about 
3«038 lakhs in which ,1580 are nales and 1,456 lakhs females. 
The rural populatiwi of the d i s t r i c t i s 2,798 lakhs. As shown 
in the AppMidix Table A.XVIZZ, the percentage decade variation 
betw««n 1961->71 i s 18.43 per cent, which i s greater than 
previous decades and that variation w i l l be widened up to 1989. 
3 Fifth rive Year Plan, Gorakhpur Dis tr ic t , Dis tr ic t s t a t i s t i c a l 
Office, Gorakhpur, 197S, p* 4. 
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5 . 4 . 1 POPULATION ACCORDING TO LIVELIHOOD CLASSES 
The econcmy of Oorakhpur d i s t r i c t being agrarian, the 
majority of workers are engaged in agr i cu l tura l a c t i v i t i e s . The 
1971 Census describes three ca tegor i e s of workers, v i z . , c u l t i -
va tors , agr icul tura l labourers and other workers. Table 
5 .1 shows thfi nuKiber of workers in these c a t e g o r i e s in Tehs i l s 
of the d i s t r i c t for 1971. 
Table 5 .1 t Workers, Cul t ivators and Agricultural 
Labourers in Tehs i l s of Gorakhpur 
D i s t r i c t t 1971. 
— — Cult ivators ^ ^ i c u l t u r a l Other Total 
^^"^ '^^  Q>^^"^a^og8 labourers Workers tl&rkers 
Pharends 108,738 54,195 14,737 177,670 
Maharajganj 128,297 85,152 15,299 228,698 
Gorakhpur (sadar) 129,927 132,712 99 ,811 362,252 
Bansgaon 92,269 100,399 22,646 215,314 
Total 458,961 372,458 115,578 983,934 
sourcet D i s t r i c t Census Handbook, 1971, Part 13, Ser ie s 21, 
Uttar Pradesh. 
According t o the 1971 Census, of the t o t a l workers 84.50 
per cent were working in agr icu l ture , and 46.6 per cent were 
c u l t i v a t o r s and 37.8 per cent agr icu l tura l labourers . Only 
1 5 . 4 per cent of the workers were engaged in non>agricult\ iral 
a c t i v i t i e s . The pexcentage of fenale workers among t o t a l 
workers was 10.5 and as c u l t i v a t o r s and agr icu l tura l labourers 
were 18 .3 and 7.5 per cent r e s p e c t i v e l y . Aieong the t o t a l 
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vforkers the percentage of a c t i v e female vrorkers was higher in 
agr i cu l tura l a c t i v i t i e s . 
The large nuBft>er of woricers was in the age group 15-.34 
accounting for 46.6 per cent of t o t a l population followed by 
the age grcmp 35-59 accounting for 37 .3 per cent in 1971. The 
5 
percentage of workers belcm the age of 15 yeaxrs was 8 .3 and 
in the age group 6o and ewer was 7.8 per c e n t . The larges t 
QUGdber of persons at work other than c u l t i v a t i o n was in 
s e r v i c e s l i k e transpoxtatio«i« railways and aianufacturing. 
ivoemg othsr vrotSa&rs in riural areas were engaged in rural 
c r a f t s l i k e basketery, pot tery , woollen blankets and carpets , 
7 
e t c . These c r a f t s accounted for about 8 ,000 persons . 
5 .5 hfUm tJTZLIZATZON AND ZBRZ6ATX0N 
The population pressure in the d i s t r i c t has e f f e c t e d the 
average s i x e of holding and has brought acute pressure on the 
land. The net area sown is 446,226 hectares in 1971, i . e . , 
94 .45 per cent of the t o t a l holdings in the d i s t r i c t . The net 
cropped area was 472,427 and 474,351 hectares respect ive ly* 
4 See, Appendix T ^ l e A.XZX and A.XX for d e t a i l s . 
5 According t o the definiticNa adopted in 1971 Census, a 
*worker* i s a pers<x) whose wain a c t i v i t y i s par t i c ipa t ion 
in any ecoaonical ly pir^duetive work by h i s phys ica l and 
SMntal a c t i v i t y . Mork involves not only actual work but 
e f f e c t i v e supervis ioa and d i r e c t i o n of work. 
6 See Appendix Table A.XXI fwc d e t a i l s . 
7 see Appendix Table A.XXZZ. 
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During 1960-61 and 1973-74, i t i s obs«rved that in the d i s t r i c t 
the area luader agricultuzB has reiaained aliaost stationary. 
The area under forest i s 56,996 hectares, which occupied 
considerable proportion of the to ta l area of the d i s t r i c t . 7he 
s i s e of holdings are very ssiall and uneconomic, the majority 
of farmers haying holdings below one hectare. Jn the d i s t r i c t 
only 24 per cent land i s cultivated more than cmce. 
Since 1965-66 irrigation f a c i l i t i e s in the d i s t r i c t have 
been increased by the different sources, i . e . , canal, tube-
wel ls , tanks, e t c . , and i t i s a lso confinned that the holdings 
betireen 1.00 to 2.00 h€K;tare8 are much benefited by irrigation 
f a c i l i t i e s . The cropwise gross irrigated areas were conti-
niously increasing right from 1961 to 1975, particularly in 
o 
the case of paddy, wheat and sugarcane. 
5.6 CROPPING PATTERN AND YZBXD 
The chief crops in the State are rice , wheat, barly, gram, 
pulses, oi lseeds and sugarcane. The following table shows the 
area under the main food and non-food cxops for 1951, 1961 and 
1971. The kharif i s the main harvest of the d i s t r i c t . The 
principal kharif crop i s paddy, while the principal rabi crop 
i s barley follow<K3 by pea, gram, o i l seeds , e t c . The contribu-
t ion of different main crops to production as well as average yield 
8 See Aj^pendix Tables A.XXZZiand XXZv for d e t a i l s . 
9 see Appendix Table A.XX v . 
10 See Appendix Table A.XXVI. 
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o£ soiae principal crops XiJce wbeat, r i c e and sugarcane has 
increased due t o the o t i l i s a t i e a o f hi^h yteldJUig v a r i e t i e s . 
The production as wel l as y i e l d has increased in the year 
1971, whi le average y i e l d has decreased from 490*46 quintal 
in 1970-71 t o 403.45 quinta l in 1971-72. 
Table 5.1.1:Area under Principal Crops t 1951, 
1961 and 1971 
Principal 
Crops 
(area in acres) 
1951 1961 1971 Percentage var ia t ion Between(1961-71) 
FOCD CROPS 
Paddy 
Wheat 
Barley 
Jwar 
Bajra 
Maise 
Gram 
Potato 
Other foodcrops 
37,12 
11.26 
21.54 
0 .01 
0.03 
1.42 
3.49 
0 .41 
24.65 
39.11 
13.87 
X 9 « H^ 
0.03 
0.06 
1.75 
4.29 
0.53 
24.33 
38.9 
28.2 
6.8 
1.6 
wm 
• 
7.8 
0 .6 
«w 
- 0 .21 
4-14.33 
- 8 ,68 
+ 1.57 
-
-
• 3.51 
+ 0.07 
-
Total 
NOH-FOQD CROPS 
Sugarcane 
Cotton 
Jute 
A l l types o£ 
Oil seeds 
rodder 
Other than NOQ' 
food crops 
Total 
93.99 93.50 89 .6 
3.12 
0.00 
0.009 
12.61 
0.80 
3.92 
0 .00 
0.02 
1.35 
0.68 
3.8 
1.5 
0,80 0.50 4,5 
6.00 6.49 1 0 . 4 
- 3 .9 
- 0.12 
+ 0.15 
-I" 4.00 
+ 3.91 
sourcet ( i ) Agricultural census of Ottar Pradesh, 1971, 
Board of Kevenue, Uttar Pradesh, 1974. 
( i i ) Percentage decade v a r i a t i o a s are ca l cu la ted 
by t h e author. 
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SlCTZQtT ZI 
RSSUI/rs OF INVBSTIGASE'IONS IK aElMCfm) 
V1ZJLA6ES IN THE OZSTRICT 
5 . 7 SCOPE mo ZNVE8TZGATZ0N 
The problem of agricultural underenployment in the 
Gorakhpur d i s t r i c t i s of losg standing. Xn the agricultural 
sector, small farmers and agriculttiral labouxrezB are not able 
to get productive employment for even half of the year. Since 
small fars^rs and agricultural labourers are numerically large 
in nuidber, i t i s considered necessary to make a detailed study 
to obtain a general review of agro-econcnnic s i tuation, growth 
trends in agriculture and devise suitable pol ic ies for the 
u t i l i sa t i on of agricultural surplus manpower. 
There are four t e h s i l s in Ctorakhpur d i s t r i c t ~- Gorakhpur 
Sadar, Bansgaon, HaharaJganJ and Fharenda. For a representative 
study i t i s essent ia l that a l l four t e h s i l s are represented in 
any selection of v i l l ages for detailed st\;^y. of these Pharenda 
t e h s i l i s more prone to floods and also suffers from a severe 
lack of transport f a c i l i t i e s . Hsnce i t was decided to exclude 
th i s t e h s i l coapletely from our investigations and confine t t t o 
the remaining three, 
5.6 SILBCTION OF VILLAC^ S 
While select ing the v i l lages from the Gorakhpur d i s t r i c t . 
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an att«mpt was i»ade to include v i l lages with different cropping 
pattern, land u t i l i s a t i o n , urban influence, population and other 
factors influencing the agro««conomic picture of the agricultural 
sector of the s t a t e . The selection of different v i l lages was 
laade spec i f ica l ly to ensure that at least one v i l lage was 
selected from every t e h s i l of Gorakhpur d i s t r i c t representing 
varying agro^economic situations under different climates, 
socio-econcMfiic conditions, trends of population growth and 
crop pattern, e t c . To study the u^an influence on rural l i f e 
two v i l l ages Ramghar urf Chauri and ^xibarsa were se lected. 
Another v i l l age was selected frotn the t e h s i l Bansgaon which was 
flooded are^ with l e s s f a c i l i t i e s to develop other subsidiary 
occupation. The following table l i s t s the v i l l a ^ s selected 
with the ir development blocks and t ehs i l s t 
Table 5.1.2: Selected Villages iNccording to the ir 
D«relopnent Blocks and Tehsils in 
Oorakhpur Distr ic t ! 1974«-75. 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
S 
6 
Tehsil 
Gorakhpur Sadar 
Gorakhpur Sadar 
Bansgacm 
•anagaen 
Bansgaon 
MaharajganJ 
Block 
Korabar 
Chargaon 
Kouri Ran 
Bansgaon 
Bansgaon 
Pattawal 
VUlage 
Ramghar urf Chouri 
Sonbarsa 
Maaokishanpar 
Rantdandi 
Xhtttbhar 
Jaddupipra 
5.9 MSTHOD OF ZNVBSTIGATXON 
investigatiwns were condiKsted during 1974«>75. The procedure 
for investigation are broadly indicated under different heads. 
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5 . 9 . 1 VZLIAGE RECORDS 
Vi l lage records vere consulted t o e l i c i t information on 
the general ecoacmic backgrouc^ of the v i l l a g e s , such as t h e i r 
population* occupational c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of f ami l i e s , land 
u t i l i s a t i o n , area under d i f f erent crops , double cropped area, 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of c u l t i v a t e d holdings , s i ibsidiary occupations, 
e t c , 
5 . 9 . 2 DISCUSSION WITH EXP8RISKCS0 CUZ/rXVA3?0RS 
AND VILLAGE OFFICERS 
Apazrt frcsD the data which could be obtained from th@ 
v i l l a g e records, a questionnaire was used t o obtain addi t ional 
information frc»a those who had intimate f i r s t hand knowledge of 
tlie v i l l a g e and i t s agr icu l tura l c o n d i t i o n s . Hence on a l l such 
po ints , tlwrough d i scuss ions were carr ied out with experienced 
a g r i c u l t u r i s t s of the v i l l a g e s and the v i l l a g e o f f i c e r s . 
Such discussicms were use fu l in d e t e m i n i n g the s i z e of 
the 'standard c u l t i v a t e d holding' for the v i l l a g e s , for 
est imating f igures of seasonal migraticMn or emigration of a g r i -
c u l t u r a l labourers, for preparing crop calendear, e t c . Data 
emerging from such d i s cus s ions are incorporated in the v i l l a g e 
schedule . 
5 . 9 . 3 BITSHSIVS FMULY INVtSTZGAXZON 
The "Family Schedule" appended at the end was intended 
mainly to elicit data on various aspects of employment of the 
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family, l ike t o t a l ntmiber of raenibers, working wevcbers, or 
BvhBiAi&wy oc€«i3^ti«Ha, seasonal imcmploi^naent, s i ee of 
cultivated holding, l ivestock, crops-cultivated, anployaent 
outside of the v i l l age , engagement of outside labourers, e t c . 
Ten per cent of the families were selected from each v i l l age 
in the following manner. 
The t o t a l nunber of families in the v i l l age was divided 
into ik) mainly agricultural families and (B) mainly non<» 
agricultural famil ies . Ten per cent of the families from each 
category were chosen. Agricultural families ware further 
sub-divided into (a) Cultivators and (b) Agricultural 
LflJ^ourers. Cultivator families were further grouped into three 
categoriesi 
12 i ) those cult ivating holdings smaller than standard unit , 
cal led small Farmers; 
i i ) those cult ivat ing holdings equal to the standard unit, 
cal led standard Farmers, and 
i i i ) those cult ivating holdings larger than the standard 
unit , cal led Big Farmers. 
11 For our purposes we have taken 2.5 acres as the standard 
holding i^ Gorakhpur d i s t r i c t . 
12 "Standard holding can be br ie f ly described as a holding 
which, under the exis t ing conditicms of techniques, prcnrides 
fu l l employment for a family of average s i ce working with 
such assistance as i s customary in agricultural operations", 
K.A. Majuadar, e£. c i t . , pp. •3 -84 . The s i se of such 
holding obviously, cannot be the same for a l l regions. It 
has to vary from region to region and also according to 
type of farming and crop, e t c . Al l the same when the 
determination of such a holding i s with reference to a 
geographically homogenous unit, i t would not be d i f f i cu l t 
t o arrive at such a standard uni t . 
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5.10 hm7TPa:ima 
In addition t o the d i f f i cu l t i es* both conceptual and 
empirical, in estisaating the s ize o£ a standard holding, %m 
also came across the problem of holdings spread out in different 
v i l l a g e s . As figures of the land of a particular family, 
cult ivat ing outside the v i l l age l imits , i . e . , neighbouring 
v i l l a s was not available in the v i l l age records«information 
on th i s point was gathered from the head of the family and 
with the help of t i ^ v i l l age Officers. 
The farmers do not keep any records of the time u t i l i s e d 
in agriculture e i ther of the household mentoers or hired workers. 
Hence i t i s not possible to determine the actual nuixft:>er of 
mandays or labour days u t i l i s e d in agriculture, similar 
d i f f i cu l ty also arised in the case of non-resident cult ivators 
of the v i l l a g e . In their cases, v i l l a g e Officers furnished the 
informaticm. 
5.11 SMPLOYMENT DATA 
As the schedules indicate, i t was our intention to obtain 
correct data on the extent of employment monthwise. Thus as 
the actual survey progressed i t was found that i t was not 
X)Ossible to obtain the necessary data with the required 
precision at a point of tijHe.^^ 
13 The d i f f i c u l t i e s pertaining such data relat ing to the las t 
agricultural year have been aftMittcd even for such a vrell 
organised survey l ike the Agricultural jLabour lnq(airy. 
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For detenalnlng the extent of seasonal tmemployment 
it wouM hav« been stecessary to nalntain day today record of 
employment of selected families for a period of years. That 
was of course beyond the resources of both time and cost. 
Hence the distribution of employment or unemployment over all 
the twelve mcaaths could not be presented. 
It was found that seasonality can be conveniently 
divided into tifo parts* (i) tt» "off Season" or significantly 
described as "Dead season" and (ii) Sitermittent seasonal 
unemployment. Data on both aspects of seasonal unemployment 
have been collected and presented in the case of each 
village 4 
5.12 RBSUI/TS 07 VZLLAC^ INVEST ZOATIONS 
We now report the results of our investigations for villa^i^s 
mocitioned in the year 1974«75. 
5.13 RAHGHAR UKT CHOURI 
lUmghar urf Choari, a v i l l age under Xhorobar Block* in 
Oorakhpur Sadar Tehsil, l i e s 12)em from the c i t y on Gorakhpur-
Deoria road. The nearest railway stat ion La % "km away* kno«m as 
Kttsni railway stat ion. Motor and Bus f a c i l i t i e s are available 
throughout the day. 
5.13.1 ABBA AMD POPULATXfiM 
Area of the v i l lage in 19t4*7S was 1,404 acres and the 
to ta l population 3 ,M4. The distribution of population 
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according to occupation was as pzpesented in the Tatble 5.2 
Table 5,2 t Distrilmtion of Fopulaticm According to 
occupation in Raaghar tJrf Chouri t 
1974-75 
S,No. Occupations ^^SJSff"* 
, , , , ,, ^ persons 
1 Agriculture 2,984 
(a) 0«mer Cultivators 2«025 (b) Tenent cultivators 
(c) Agricultural labourers 959 (d) Non-cultivating Owners 
2 Non-Agriculture 700 
(a) Noa-Famt production 405 
(b} Co«anerce 85 
(c) Transport 95 
(d) Miscellaneous 115 
Grand Total 3«684 
Of the to ta l populaticm, about 81 per cent belonged to 
agricultural occupations and renaining 19 per cent to non-
agricultural. Owner cult ivators fonted about M per cent of 
the agriculture populati»i« while agricultural labourers 
constituted 32 per cent of the sane. Men-cultivating owners 
of land as also tenant cult ivators were conspicuous by the ir 
absence. A considerable proporticm of the population^ v i s , , 
11 per cent were dependent en non-fasn productieo for the ir 
l ive l ihood. 
5.13.2 lAMDD UTXLZSATXGN AND JPRXNCXPAL CHOPS 
The to ta l area of the v i l l age was 1«404 aexes, asieng then 
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200 acr«s iras under grazing land, tanks, gardens, e t c . , and 
130 acres ttnder forests and barren lands* The to ta l cult ivable 
area was about 1,074 acres, of which 23 acres were not c u l t i -
vated due to lack of irrigation f a c i l i t i e s . So, the to ta l 
cropped area came to about 1,051 acires. 
As shown in the table below, the following are the 
principal crops of the v i l lages 
Table 5.3 i Principal Crops and the ir Acreage in 
fUuaghar urf Chouri s 1974<-75 
S.Ho. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Crop 
Paddy 
Wheat 
Barley 
Sugarcane 
Arhar and Oilseeds 
Acreage 
189 
331 
229 
96 
108 
Itotet The tota l acreage used in different crops 
may exccMBd the to ta l cultivated area 
because of double-cropping nainly wheat 
and paddy. 
Thus wheat occupied about 32 per cent of the to ta l 
cult ivated area, sugarcane in t h i s area was one of the important 
cash crops due to cl is iatic conditions, and f a c i l i t i e s for Making 
sugar. 
5.13.3 DCUBUB CROPPING 
Double cropping was a general practice in the v i l l a g e as 
i t was usually free from the ravages of floods and ether natural 
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calaraltles. Qalte a few fazners were growing three crops in 
a year. Only 18 per cent of land van tinder the paddy and 
269 acres of land were cropped once, due to the Inadequate 
f a c i l i t i e s of irrigati^a, and some areas being flooded in the 
rainy season. The following table gives relevant information 
about land-utilisatlcaa in the v i l lage t 
Table 5.4 i Land u t i l i sa t i on in Ranghar urf Chorit 
1974-75 
(Thousand Acres) 
Land 
^'^^' ^ Uti l igat ion 
1 Total area of which 1,404 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
(a> Cultivated 
(b) Hot cultivabile 
i ) iJnder tanks, gracing 
land, house and 
s tree ts 
U } Others 
Net Area Sown 
(a) Irrigated 
(b) Hen-irrigated 
Area Sown More than (tace 
Area cultivable but not 
cultivated 
(3) as percentage of (2) 
2(a) as percentage of 2) 
1,074 
330 
200 
130 
1,051 
614 
437 
782 
23 
74.4 
S8.4 
5.13.4 ZIOtXGATZOil 
As shown in the Table 5.4, 614 acres of land in the v i l l age 
was under irrigating while to ta l cropped area was 1,051 acres. 
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The v i l l a g e experienced sone d i f f i cu l ty In getting water for 
Irrigation on time txom eeaxals and goveznioent t\ft}e-wells* 
Private tube-wells could not be taken advantage of as they 
charged a high rate for irr igat ion. 
5.13.5 DISTRXBUTZOU 07 CUI/rXVAiTSD H0Z2)ZR6S 
As mentioned ear l i er 2.5 acres of land in every crop 
constituted a standard uni t . The families owning cultivated 
land were 422 and distrlbtition of holding by s ize i s given 
in the t£j>le belowt 
Table 5.5 t Distribution of Holdings by s i s e in 
Ranghar urf Chouri i 1974-75 
S.NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
S i se of Holdings 
Below 2.5 acres 
2 .5 - 5 .00 acres 
5.00 - 7 .5 acres 
7.5 - 10 .00 acres 
10.00 - 15.00 acres 
15.00 - 20 .00 acres 
Above 20 aczes 
Total 
Cttltivatdrs 
NVBdoer 
300 
95 
10 
9 
5 
2 
1 
422 
Percentas^ of 
the t o t a l 
71.09 
22.51 
2.37 
2 .13 
1.13 
0.47 
0.23 
100.00 
Motet Percentages may not add upto 100 as a 
result of xotmding. 
As seen from the table the agricultural holding of the 
v i l l age i s generally generally small and uneconomic —> more 
than 71 per cent of the holdings being below the standard. 
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ift>out 23 p«r cent of cult ivators possessed standard o n l t s . 
fi>ottt 6 per cent of lK>14iiigs vere si:tostantially higher than 
standard uni t . 
5 . 1 3 . 6 mRVESTUaG VBRICS> 
The sionths and duration of harvesting of the main crops 
are showrn in the following tablet 
Table 5.6 i Harvesting period of Main Crops in 
Ramghar urf Chouri t 1974-75 
—-~-- "ZZZ Months during Approximate' 
s.NO. crop vhlch harvested duration 
Paddy ) 
Sugarcane ) 
Arhar } 
Barley ) 
Wheat } 
Oilseeds ) 
6 others ) 
Moveisber 
to Decwciber 
Mid March 
to May 
2 months 
2.5 ncmths 
It i s €ibytioum that tha harvesting season of wheat, barley, 
o i l seeds and arhar are nore important in view of a large porticm 
of cultivated area (63 per cent) being under them. That i s why 
the duration of th i s harvest was longer than that of paddy and 
sugarcane, which tegather claimed 30 per cent of cult ivated area. 
5.13.7 atASONAL MOVEMENT OF LABOUR 
As saen earl ier , wheat i s the most dominant crop and cul -
t ivat ing labourers in the v i l l age are in large nurtsers. There 
i s not enough work for most of tha labourers throughout the year 
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as laajority of cult ivators are small in the sense that they 
cultivated l e s s than the standard holdinfi* Therefore, they 
locked for employnient an other's fans* ftoout 35o persons of th i s 
v i l lage vent out for en^loyraent during haxvesting season* Such 
^nployment was usually in the neighbouring v i l l a g e s mostly in 
KUsmi (2 km away) and Sardamagar (5 km away). They ifeat every 
moraing and returned t ^ same evening. Mages paid to them were 
on an averac^ rupees 4,00 for men and Es* 3.00 for w(»nen workers. 
In no part of the year, the outside labour immigrate to th i s 
v i l l a g e nor i s scarcity of labour experienced. 
s.ia.e nm-mRiasjjrvRkh EavijofmBm 
The pattern of non-farm employment i s reflected in the 
following figures which give t):» nufli>er of persons engaged in 
these occupations. The four dominant groups among them appear to 
be weaving, professions, dairy farming and carpentery which 
together acco\int for iRore than SO per cent of n<(m~agricultural 
workers. 
Table 5.7 t N<NSi-agricttltural Imployment in Different 
Occupations in Ramghar urf Cheuriil974«»75, 
_ _ Occupations ^ 
25 
12 
24 
12 
6 
2 
(Contd.) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
S 
6 
Mtaving 
Pettery 
Professions 
Cazpentery 
Blaekamithy 
Penltry farming 
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Table 5.7 (Contd,) 
S*No. 
7 
6 
9 
10 
11 
IRjtal 
Occupation 
Oairyfanoing 
T a l l o r i 4 9 
Fishing 
XjQather woirk 
Trading 
Muober o£ 
i^raonc 
22 
3 
a 
4 
21 
139 
5.13.9 SMAIX SCALE HAIiUFACTUillHO 
Of the many industries in the v i l l age blacksmithy accounted 
for 6 workers. There vas a gamaxene factozy^ employing 20 
persons for the whole year. A large nunber of persons was 
engaged in a i lk business. There irare seven traders engaged in 
se l l ing %rood to the nearest narket and few engaged in transport-
ing bricks on bullock carts . About 22 traders are engaged in 
col lect ing milk from agriculturists and exporting to the c i t y . 
Besides* there are t%io big factories -t- Sarriya sugar and 
Sarriya s t ee l Factory situated only 5 kn away from the v i l l a g e . 
Large number of male workers are employed there. 
5.13.10 SIG CUUnVATOIbS 
Small siee of Iwldings appeared to be almost universal 
in the village. Table 5.8 showe the data of five cultivator 
families owning more than 2.5 acres chosen at random sheds 
interesting light on their land holdings and wozk force 
employed from within and without the f«nily. Ih spite of the 
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fact that they had more land than most of the vil lages^ the big 
cult ivators yearned of more land. Which they thought they 
could cult ivate with the available equipment and workers. The 
extent of their land hunger i s indicated in the last column. 
Table 5,8 t Data Relating To Big cult ivators in Ran^har ur£ 
Chouri I 1974-75. 
Sise of ^*^*^^ adult Fazm labourers Total cu l t i* additional 
S.No. fMiilv *«>rlting employed on vated land land needed 
°^*^^ meBfeers permanent basis (in acres) (in acres) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
9 
7 
18 
5 
3 
3 
4 
4 
3 
2 
1 
-
-
1 
20 
15 
10 
5 
4 
-
10 
10 
15 
16 
5.13.11 flMAIL CUIJrXVATORS 
Similarly s i x small cult ivators whose average holding came 
to 1.25 acres wtre investigated. Among them five cult ivators 
had no bullocks at a l l and they got the ir land cultivated on 
rental bas is or borrowed the pair of bullock from big cul t ivators . 
5.13.12 CROP CAZJEMDBt 
As noted e a r l i e r woirlc was not availiitole for labousers within 
the v i l l a g e throughout the year . There are periods of r e s t forced 
on them by the s e a s o n a l i t y of a g r i c u l t u r e which provides most o f 
t h e j o b s . Table 5 .9 g i v e s the crop ca lender o f Ramghar ur f 
Chauri and i n d i c a t e s broadly the period of id l eness* which i s 
as followst 
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1) About one and a half month £ran February t o middle 
of Marchi 
i i ) ^Cmt a fl^nth in jiine diie t o the r&imy sease^f and 
i i i ) about a month and a hal£ in September-Octoiber bet%ieen 
harvest ing o£ paddy and sowing of wheat. 
m the above th ree periods a g r i c u l t u r a l labourers na tu ra l ly 
had no work. Jn addit ion between August and September, a l so the 
workers experienced days of i d l enes s . 
I t was found t h a t in "off season" qu i t e a few agr i cu l tu ra l 
labourers moved towards Qorakhpur c i t y in search of oaployment. 
Table 5#9 I Crop calender of Raroghar Urf Chourit 1974-7S 
(Standard Unit j2 .5 acres for each crop) 
Month Agricultural 
operat ions 
Additional cmt- /)^ >pi»ximate 
side labour duration of 
required Dead Season 
January 
February to 
Mid-liarch 
2nd half of 
March, April 
and May 
June 
July and 
August 
September 
October 
NoveB&>er 
December 
Crushing of 
sugarcane 
Sowing of Sugarcane, 
haxveating of wheat, 
ba r ley , crushing of 
o i l - s e e d s . Threshing 
of wheat 
Preparatory work,vow-
ing, t ransp lan t ing and 
weeding of paddy 
Dead Season l .S months 
Dead Seas<^ 1 month 
Dead Seastm- 1,5 months 
Harvesting and threshing 
of paddy, and sowing of 
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5^14 SONBARSA 
Village sonbaraa in the block Chargaon o£ Gorakhpur Sadar 
t e h s i l l i e s 10 km north of the c i t y on Gorakhpur-Pharenda road. 
The railway station and bus station are very near to the v i l lage . 
BUS f a c i l i t i e s are available throughout the day. The v i l l age 
i s a lso uni<|uely situated in that i t i s a bare 3 km away from 
a unit of the Fert i l izer Corporation of Zndla. 
5.14.1 AUSA AND POPULATION 
The area of the v i l lage in 1974-75 was 459 acres and the 
to ta l pofiulation 1^476 of which 797 were males and 681 females. 
The distribution of population according to occupations i s given 
in the following table . 
Table 5.10 t Distribution of Populatlcm According 
t o occupation in Sontbarsa t 1974-»75 
S.No. occupations "iSlg^f 
1 Agriculture 1,390 
(a) Owner cult ivators 765 (b) Tenant cult ivators (c) Agricultural labourers 625 (d) Non^Cultivatlng 0%mers 
2 Non-Agriculture 68 
(a) Non-farm production 18 (b) OMBnerce 18 
(c) Transport 29 
(d) Miscellanesous 23 
Grand Total 1,478 
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of the t o t a l population 94 per cent depended &a agr i cu l tura l 
a c t i v i t i e s for l i v e l i h o o d and the ceniaining 6 per cent non-
agr icu l tura l a c t i v i t i e s . Oimer c u l t i v a t o r s fonsed about 52 
per cent of the t o t a l agr icu l tura l population and were the 
predominant group among the agr icu l tura l populat ion. Agricul tural 
labourers were 48 per cent of the agr i cu l tura l population and 
non-cu l t iva t ing owners of land were cc»npletely absent . 
5 .14 .2 lAND UTILISATION AND PRINCIPAL CROPS 
As mentioned e a r l i e r the t o t a l area of the v i l l a g e was 
459 aczes , of which 59 acres were under grazing land* tanks, 
groves, e t c . , and 26 acres under f o r e s t s and barren lands . The 
t o t a l cu l t i va ted area i s about 460 acres , another 2 acres of 
land i s c u l t i v a b l e but not cu l t i va ted due t o lack of i r r i g a t i o n 
f a c i l i t i e s . 
The principal crops of the v i l l a g e are wheat, paddy, jowar, 
sugarcane, o i l s e e d s and p u l s e s . The fol lowing t a b l e ind ica te s 
the acreage of each of them. 
Table 5.11 t Principal Crops and Their Acreage in 
Sonbarsa t l974-75 . 
S.No. Crop Acreage 
1 Paddy 205 
2 f«heat 225 
3 sugarcane 93 
4 Jowar and Bajra 20 
5 AThar 65 
6 Oilseeds and others I t 
Note} The t o t a l acreage used la d i f f e r e n t crops 
may exceed the t o t a l c u l t i v a t e d area because 
o i double-cropping mainly wheat and paddy. 
I l l 
Thus wheat, paddy and sugarcane occupy the larges t 
population, sugarcane in t h i s area vas veiry important cash 
crop due t o c l i ioate condit ion , and f a c i l i t i e s for naking sugar. 
5 .14 .3 DOUBI£ CROPPSSTG 
It was found that double cropping was ccmnon pract ice in 
the v i l l a g e . About 305 acres of land were cropped more than 
once. The fol lowing t a b l e g ives relevant information about 
land ut i l i sat i<»a, i r r iga ted land, e t c . . 
y 
Table 5«12 i Land U t i l i s a t i o n in sonbarsa i 1974«>75 
(in acres) 
S.No. Xtem land u t i l i g a t i o n 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Total Area of which) 
(a) Cultivated 
(b) Not cultivable of which> 
(i) under forests, tanks, grazing 
land and houses, street and 
barren land, etc. 
(ii) Others 
Net area sown 
(a) Irrigated 
(b) Non-irrigated 
Area sown more than once 
Area cultivable but not cultivated 
(3) as per cent of (2) 
2(a} as per cent of (2) 
459 
400 
59 
28 
25 
398 
208 
192 
305 
2 
76.6 
52.2 
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5.14.4 XKRXGATIOR 
fts shown in t h e T i^ l e 5,12» 208 ac£«s of land comes tmder 
irrigation, while to ta l cropped area was 400 acres. The 
v i l lage experienced some d i f f i cu l ty in getting water for 
irrigation on tinte from canals and government tube-wells . 
Private tUbe-wells could not be taken advantage of as they 
chared a high rate for irrigat ion. 
5.14.5 DlSTRlBWPKai OP COIfflVATED HOLDINGS 
It was estimated that 2.5 acres of land in every crop 
would constitute a stand and unit . The nuiifi>er of farm families 
cult ivating their own land was 133 and the distribution of 
holdings by s ize as given in the following tab le . 
Table 5.13 t Distribution of Holdings by s iee in 
Sonbarsa s 1974-75 
(in Acres) 
S.NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
S ize of Holdings 
Below 2.5 acres 
2 .5 - 5.00 acres 
5.00 - 10.00 acres 
10.00 * 15 .00 acres 
15.00 - 20.00 acres 
Above 20 acres 
Total 
murise 
102 
13 
7 
9 
1 
1 
133 
Cult ivators 
Psrcentags of 
'^ the t o t a l 
76.61 
9.77 
5.26 
6.76 
0.75 
0,75 
100.00 
Notet Percentages siay not add up t o 100 as a result of 
rcmadlng. 
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It seems from the table that the agricultural holdings of 
the village were generally small and uneconomic and nore than 
76 per cent of them being below the standard unit. More than 
22 per cent of the holdings were substantially higher than 
standard unit. 
5.14.6 KAHVSSTZK6 PBRZQD 
The months and duration of. harvesting of the main crops 
aze shown in the table below. 
Table 5.14 t Harvesting Period of Main Crops in 
Sosdbarsa i 1974-75. 
S.No. Crop Months* during Approximate which harvested duraticm 
Paddy 
Sugarcane 
Jowar and 
Bajra 
Arhar 
Wheat 
Oilseeds 
and ethers 
November to the 
end of December 
.or beginning of 
January 
Mid fobruary to 
April 
2.0 to 2.5 
months 
3.5 mohths 
It i s obvious that the hanresting season of wheat, 
arhar, and oi lseeds was more important in that i t was longer 
as compared t o the harvesting season for paddy, e t c . Although 
about 76 per cent of the cultivated ar«a was under p«3dy, 
sugar and bajra, e t c . 
5.14.7 SIASQUAL HOVWSm OF LABOUR 
Wheat and paddy were the most important crops and the 
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agricultural laboucvcs In the v i l l age i#ere large In nundaers. 
Most of the labourers did not have whole-time work for the 
entire year within the v i l l a g e . This can be explained by the 
fact that majority of cult ivators in the v i l lage were sraall. 
So they sought enployment in the neiglibouring v i l lages* 
^ o u t 135 persons of th i s v i l l age went out for eraployioent for 
varied agricultural operations during July, Aisguot, Septes^aer, 
October, Deceot>er and March-April« As such employment i s 
usually in the neighbouring v i l l a g e s they returned to the 
v i l lage the same evening. Wage paid to them was on an average 
Rs. 3,50 for male and Rs. 3,00 for the female workers. Iniring 
no part of the year, outside labour immigtates to th i s v i l l age 
nor i s scarcity of labour experienced. 
In addition to seeking employnent in the neig}i3>uring 
v i l l a g e s , a nuBber of persons go out to work in an industrial 
estate , a plant of the Fert i l i zer Corporation of India (fCX), 
and thB railway loco workshop. 
S.14.t NOM-AlCatlCUUrUBAL IMPU>YM£IIT 
As usual in Indian v i l l ages the non-agricultural avenues 
of eiaplo:i^ nent were confined t o tradit ional occupations, l i k e 
dairy*far»ing« weaving and brick working, e t c . The following 
table indicates the nen-agricultural enployment in different 
occupations in sonbarsa. 
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Table 5.15 t Ncm-Agrleultural Snploynent in 
Different Occupations in Sonbarsat 
1974-.t5 
a.No. occupations ^istL 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
e 
9 
MOanring 
Pottery 
Professions 
Carpentery 
Blacksmithy 
Poultry-fanning 
Dairy Faming 
Tai lor ing 
Traidiag and others 
Total 
? 
1 
18 
1 
1 
2 
8 
1 
51 
90 
5.14.9 SMALL SCALE HAMUFACTURXNG 
The indxistrial estate l i e s at a distance of 4 km t o the 
south of the v i l l a g e . The industrial es tate employed about 
100 perscms e i ther for the whole of the year or a part of i t . 
The F.C.Z. situated about 3 kn away t o the south i s another 
s ignif icant source of employnent. About 36 persons front the 
v i l l age are engaged in pudling rickshaw in the c i t y of 
Gorakhpur. 
5.14.10 BIG CUIJriVAT(»^ 
snail sice of holdings appeared to be alnost universal in 
the village. The table 5.16 shows the data of four cultivator 
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families owning nore than 2*5 acres chosen at random sheds interest , 
ing l ight on their land holdings and workforce employed frc»n 
within and without t l ^ family. Xn spite of the fact that they 
had more land than most of the villagezrs* the b ig cult ivators 
yearned of more land^ which they thought they could cult ivate with 
the available equipment and workers* The extent of the ir land 
hon^r i s indicated in the last colonn. 
Table 5,16 t Data Relating t o Big Cultivators in 
Sonbarsa : 1974-75. 
- . ^ ^* No.of adult ^*fS, i fSS"iS" To^ a^l cu l t iva- Additional 
S.No. ^tSSilf worftlng ^ i l l r ^ „ r ^ ted land land needed 
^^^*-t mendDers ^ ^ ^ s (in acres) (in acres) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
41 
40 
14 
8 
15 
12 
8 
5 
1 
1 
-
-
41 
15 
6 .5 
6 
-
20 
15 
10 
5.14.11 SMALL CUlEIVtSOtLa 
The holdings of 10 small cult ivators whose average s ize of 
holding was 0*75 acre were investigated. Among them 8 cult ivators 
had no bullocks at a l l and got the ir land cultivated cm rental 
basis on borrowed pair of bullocks from big cult ivators . It i s 
interesting to note that the majority of families, i . e . , 70 per 
cent worked on other's faxms besides tracking eo their own. 
5.14.12 CROP CAUUIDBll 
As noted earliar, work is not available for labourers within 
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the v i l l age throughout the year. There are periods of rest forced 
on tl^m by the seasonality of agriculture which provides most of 
the Ji^s* Table 5.17 gives the crop calender of s<»nibarsa and 
indicates broadly the period of idleness, which i s as followst 
i ) /ddout one and a half month from inid->January to February 
i i ) i&>out. one and half Bonths from June to Mid-July due to 
rainy season 
i i i ) About one and a half months in inid-8epteii9t>er»0ctcft>er 
between sowing,weeding and harvesting of the paddy 
and sowing of the wheat crop* 
In the above thxree periods the agricultural labourers naturally 
had no work, m addition they reaiain id le for a few days in August•> 
September. It was found that in the off-season most of the agricul-
tural labourers moved towards the to%ms in search of employimsnt. 
Table S.17 t Crop Calender of sonbarsa t 1974-75 
(Standard unit t 2.5 acres for each crop) 
Month Agricultural 
operations 
side l«ibour ~ ^PP««' duration 
recfuired of dead season 
Beginning of Crushing of sugarcane 
January 
Mid-January ^ 
to February --------------------------
March-April 
May 
June to aid-
JUly 
S^^ing of sugarcanei 
harf«8ting of wheat, 
arhar and crushing 
of o i l seeds . 
Threshing of wheat, 
Arhar 
Dead Season 
Dead Seasoci-
1.5 months 
1*5 months 
(C<mtd.) 
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Table 5.17 (Contd.) 
July to Preparatory worK* 
beglnniag e f sovixtQ, transport-
Septeniber ing and weeding of 
the paddy* Jowar, 
Bajra 
?"Sf?St?" ^«» 3ea«»— 1.5 »«.ths 
Harvesting and 
Nov^eoiber- threshing of paddy 
Deceii&>er and sugarcane and 
sawing of i«heat e t c . 
5.15 MANQKlSfSmPUR 
Manokishimpur, a v i l lage under Kauriram Block in Bansgacm 
t e h s i l l i e s 37 km to the south of the c i t y on Gorakhpur-BaxhalganJ 
road. There are no railway f a c i l i t i e s available in the entire 
t e h s i l . A bus station l i e s about 4 kn away from the v i l l a t e to 
the eas t . Bus and taxi f a c i l i t i e s are available throughout the 
day« the la t ter catering to the long-distance passengers. 
5.15.1 ABMh MUD POFUll^ ZON 
Area of the v i l lage was 400 seres and the to ta l population 
1#000. The distribution of population^ according to the occupaticm, 
i s given in the Table Ho. 5.18. 
AS i s evident in the table, aboiit 70 per cent of the popula-
tion were dependent on agricultural a c t i v i t i e s and remaining 30 
per cent cm non-agricultural a c t i v i t i e s . Owner cult ivators 
foriMd 60 per cent of the agricultural population. Agricultural 
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labourers, tenant cultivators are dependent on others. It Is 
s ignif icant to point out that agricultural labourers were 16 
per cent o£ the agricultural population, There were no non-
cult ivat ing owners of land due to the small s iee of the holdings. 
Table S. ie t Distribution of Population According t o 
Occupation in ManOkishunpuc t 1974«75 
S.No. Occupat ions De pendent persons 
1 Agriculture 700 
(a) Owner cult ivators 420 (b) Tenant Cultivators 25 (c) Agricultural Labourers 255 (d) Non-Cultivating Owners 
2 Non-Agriculture 300 
(a) Non-farm production 168 (b) CoBsnezce 48 (c) Transport (d) Miscellaneous 84 
3 Orand tota l 1*000 
5.15.2 LAND UTZLZ8ATX0N AND PRZNCZPAL CROPS 
The tota l area of the v i l l age was 400 acres of which 
only 12 acres were under graeing land« tank, e t c . Total 
cultivated airea thus comeito 388 acres. In kharif crop 
15 acres are not used due t o the area b«lng under water. 
AS shown in the table 5.19 the princi]f«l crops of the 
v i l l a g e are wheat, pa&Ay, Jow&r, bajra and pulses, sugarcane 
cult ivat ion was on lesser acreage as conpared to other 
v i l l a g e s surveyed due to the absence of sugar Industry in 
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the neigli»ouzhciod. Sugarcane was produced for consumption 
in the v i l l a g e . 
Table 5,19 t Principal Crops and the ir iycreags 
in Manokishonpur i 1974-75 
S«No. Crop Acreage 
•II" 11111111 I wiiMUMiiii w i i • M — i i M i w M M M — — • i H M i i i niwiiwiM iiMinn \ m« nm mmmiiMttmmmmtmimmmmmmmiimmmim'mmm. 
1 Paddy 275 
2 Wheat 205 
3 Jowar and Bajra 163 
4 Arhar and oilseeds 148 
5 sugarcane 35 
Notet The to ta l acreage used in different crops 
may exceed the to ta l cultivated area 
because of doiible<-cropping mainly wheat 
and paddy4 
The acreage under paddy and wheat occupied promineant 
places although i t should be reneitoered that a large part of 
t h i s area was used for dOTible<-cropping« Jowar and Bajra 
and Arhar and Oilseeds also exliibited significant acreages. 
5.15.3 DOUBLE CROPPING 
Double cropping in the v i l l a g e was cixnaon practice, 
as the v i l lage was not threatened with periodic f loods. A 
few farmers were growing even three crops a year. Only 15 
acres of land are not used for double cropping due t o the 
area being under water in the Mwiths of July to Septeniber. 
Table 5.20 dwaonstratcsthe above statement. 
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Tetble 5*20 t Lai^ Ut i l i sat ion in Mafibcdcia)mQpurt 
1974-75, 
( l a J>gg6s) 
S.NO* Xtoin iMnA Otiligatioaa 
1 . Total area o£ which 
(a) Cultivated 
(b) Not<<:ultiv6l>iQi 
of which 
(1) Uzider forests , tanks, grasing 
land, houaes, s tree t s , and 
barren land^ etc* 
( i i ) others 
2* Het area sown 
(a) Irrigated 
« 
(b) i^on-irrigated 
3 . Area sown more than once 
4. Area cultiv{&»le but not cultivated 
5. (3) as per cent of (2} 
6. 2(a) as per c^it of (2) 
400 
386 
12 
12 
388 
373 
96.1 
100 
5.15,4 ZRRXGATXQfl 
As shown in table 5.20# the to ta l cropped area xmder 
irrigation in 1974->7S was hundred per cent . Irrigation 
f a c i l i t i e s were available nainly from the rivers and tube-wells 
mostly in private sector. The cost of irrigation from tube-
wells i s high and therefore, the rate of utilifeation of water 
fro» t h i s source i s fa ir ly low. 
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5.15.5 DZSTIlZBUTXO» OF CUZJflVATSD HOLDINGS 
As In Aarlier v i l l age investigatlons^ 2.5 acres £or every 
crop was taken as constituting a standard tinit. The distribution 
of holding by sisse i s given in the table belowt 
Table 5.31 t Distributicm of Holdings by Sis^ in 
Manokishunpur t 1974-75 
S.NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Siee of Holdings 
Below 2.5 acres 
2.5 - 5.00 acres 
5.00 - 7.5 acres 
7.5 - 10.0 acres 
10.0 * 15.0 acres 
15.0 - 20.0 acres 
Above 20 acres 
Total 
Cultivators 
« ^ « 'th^ '^SoJS *'' 
80 
20 
14 
5 
2 
1 
1 
123 
65.04 
16.26 
11.36 
4.06 
1.62 
0.81 
0.81 
100.00 
Hotel Percentages nay not add up to 100 as a result of 
rounding. 
The situation in t h i s v i l l a g e appeared to be s l i gh t ly 
bet ter in coMpariscm to other v i l lages in so far as the 
per cent age of unec<Maonic holdings was a l i t t l e l e s s (65 
per cent) and consequently eeoaamic holdings were in higher 
population. More than 25 per cent of holdings were substantially 
higher than standard uni t . 
5.15.6 HARVISTZNG PIRICX) 
The Months and duration of harvesting of the Main crops 
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in the v i l l a c ^ ^s shown In the fol lowing t a b l e t 
Table 5.22 s Harvesting Period o£ Main crops in 
Manokishunpurt 1974-75 
S.No. Crops Months during Approxiisate which harvested duration 
Paddy 
jowar 
Bajra 
Arhar 
) 
) October - Noveraber 2 months 
) 
Mld-January-Snd o f 0.5 month 
January 
Vfheat ) 
Oi l -seeds and } 
Others ) 
March t o April 2 months 
I t i s obvious that harvest ing season o f wheat, arhar and 
Oiloseeds was SK>re important in that i t was longer as compared 
t o the harvesting season for paddy, e t c . 
5 .15 .7 8SA80NAL M0VS4ENT OF LABOUR 
Wheat and paddy trere the roost important crops and the 
agr i cu l tura l labourers in the v i l l a g e were large in nunbers* 
Most of the labourers did not Inave whole-time work for the 
e n t i r e year within the v i l l a g e . This can be explained by the 
fac t that majority of c u l t i v a t o r s in the v i l l a g e tfere smal l . 
SO they sought employment in the neighbouring v i l l a g e s . l«bout 
200 persons of t h i s v i l l a g e went out for employment for varied 
agr icu l tura l operation during tepteidDer, 0ct€ft>er« March and 
Apri l . As such employment i s usua l ly in the neighbouring 
v i l l a g e they returned t o the v i l l a g e the same evening. Wage 
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paid t o thetn was on an average Rs* 4,00 for male and Rs. 3.50 
for the female workers. During no part of the year outs ide 
labour innigrates t o t h i s v i l l a g e tsor i s s c a r c i t y of labour 
experienced. 
5 ,15 ,8 NON-AGRICUIffURAL SMPLOYMENT 
The pattern of non-agricul tural employment i s r e f l e c t ed 
in the fol lowing f igures which give the nuHtoer of persons engaged 
in some of these occupaticmst 
Table 5.23 t Non-agricultural Smployment in 
d i f f e r e n t occupations in Manokishunpurt 
1974-75 
S.ISo. Occupations NUB^er (5F 
,pers<»ls 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
• 
9 
10 
Weaving 
Rottery 
Trading 
Professions 
Carpentry 
Blacksnithy 
Poultry-farming 
Dairy Farming 
Tai lor ing 
Fishing 
36 
8 
25 
3 
10 
2 
23 
2 
5 
Total 114 
5J5.9 SHALL SCfdM MANUFACTURING 
There was not much manufacturing woxfh speaking about in 
the v i l l a g e . The l a r f s s t nurtser of workers are engaged in 
weaving. Milk bus iness and transportat ion of br icks claimed 
another b i g chunck of wr^xkers. There were a few t a i l o r s , 
carpenters and blacksmiths plying t h e i r t r a d i t i o n a l t rade . 
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5.15.10 BIG CUUnVATORS 
small s ize of holdings appeared t o be alnK»st universal in 
the v i l l a g e . The following data of s ix cult ivator families 
owning more than 2.5 acres chosen at random sheds interesting 
l ight on their land holdings and work force employed from within 
and without the family. Ja spite of the fact that they had more 
land than most of the v i l l ages , the big cult ivators 3r8amed of 
more land. Whey they thought they could cul t ivate with the 
available e<2uipnent and workers. The extent of their land 
hunger i s indicated in the last column. 
Table 5.24 t Data relating to big cult ivators in 
Manokishunpur t 1$74«>75 
S.No. ®i**nt ''**'*^« ^ i 2 ? ^ « ? •**•<! l«»d land needed 
^^^^^ members * S S S ^^ **=^»^ ^^ ^'^^^ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
14 
20 
13 
12 
16 
9 
4 
8 
4 
3 
5 
3 
2 
1 
1 
-
1 
-
45,0 
10.5 
14.5 
10.0 
9 . 0 
7.0 
HM 
-
-
10 
10 
15 
5.15.11 SMAIX CUIffXVATORS 
The cultivated >K>ldings of sisc small cult ivators with an 
average holding of 1.25 acres were investigated. liRong them most 
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of cult ivators had no bullocks at a l l and they got their land 
t i l l e d on rental basis or borrowed the ir pair of bullocks from 
big cul t ivators . Most o£ these families %«orked for others 
besides working on the ir own holding t o sui^lement the ir 
income. 
5.15.13 CBOP CAI£NDBR 
AS noted earl ier , work was not available for labourers 
within the v i l l age thrwighout the year. There are periods of 
rest forced on them by the seasonality of agriculture which 
provides most of the Jobs. The table 5.25 gives the crop 
calender of Hanokishunpur and indicated broadly the period 
idleness, which Is as followst 
i ) /(bout one and a half month from Fdaruary to 
of March. 
i i ) iibout <me and half months from ^ n e t o mid-July due 
to the rainy season. 
i i i ) One and half months from mld«Septead:>er to October, 
between sowing, weeding and harvesting o£ the paddy, Jowar and 
bajra, sowing of the wheat crop. 
Jn the above three periods the agricultural labourers 
naturally had no work. It was found that during the idle season 
quite a few agricultural labourers moved to Gorakhpur c i ty in 
search of acme employment. Most of them wotked as constructi<xi 
workers. Semt vended frui ts , vegetables, e t c . A few of the 
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wozrHers took to carrying loads at the v i l l a g e bus-stop. 
Table 5.25 t Ccop-Calender of Hanokishunpar t 1974-75 
(Standard unit t 2*5 acres for each crop). 
Additional out- Appzxoc.duration 
side labour of 
required 4itid season 
Month Agricultural 
operations 
Hid January 
to 
vn€L of 
January 
February to 
-Kid" 
of March 
Mid March 
to April 
May 
June to mid-
July 
sowing wheat, 
harvesting of 
oilseeds 
Sowing of sugar-
cane, harvesting 
of wheat, crush-
ing of oi lseeds 
Threshing of 
wheat 
Dead Season 1*5 months 
Dead Season 1,5 months 
July-August 
Be^l^ning of 
September 
preparatory work 
sowing, trans-
planting and 
weeding of paddy, jowar, bajra 
Mid-gept ember 
to October Dead Seascm* 1.5 months 
Noveolser-
DeceKber 
Harvesting and 
threshing of 
paddy, Jowar, 
bajra and sowing 
of wheat e t c . 
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5.16 RANTDANDI 
Village Rantdandi ia situated on the bank of ARsni river 
under the block Banagaon of Bansgaon Tehall and lies 13 km 
In the south of city of Gorakhpur on Gorakhpjr-Gola road. The 
busstatlon Is about 5 km away from the village known as Khajnl. 
Bus facilities are availsbXe throughout the day. Thez:e Is no 
railway line not only for the village but for the entire 
tehsll of Bansgaon. 
5.16.1 AREA AHD VOVULfSJm 
Area of the village was 160 acres and the total population 
500 of whom 290 were males and 210 females. The distribution of 
population according to occupation Is In the table belowt 
Table 5.26 t Distribution of population according to 
Occupation In Rantdandl j 1974-75. 
S.No.' Occupations Dependent persons 
Agriculture 390 
(a) Owner cult ivators 335 
(b) tenant cult ivators (c) agricultural labourers 55 (d) noQ-cultlvatlng owners 
Non-agriculture 110 
(a) Non-faxm production 53 
(b) CoMnerce 27 
(c) Transport 15 
(d) Miscellaneous 15 
Grand total 500 
Of the total populatlcm of the village, 7t per cent belong 
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t o agr icu l tura l c l a s s and remaining 22 per cent t o non-agricultura 
Owner c u l t i v a t o r s fonoed about 86 per cent of the t o t a l a g r i c u l -
t u r a l population and agr i cu l tura l labouz«rs were 14 per cent o£ 
the agr icu l tura l populatics}. There were no n o n - c u l t i v a t i n g 
owners nor any tenant c u l t i v a t o r s . 
5 .16 .2 Um* UTZLXZAJION AND PRINCIPAL CROPS 
The t o t a l area o£ the v i l l a g e was 160 acres of which 19 
acres were under grazing land, barren land, orchards, tanks, e t c . 
The t o t a l cu l t i va ted area thus canes t o about 140 acres . There 
was no such land which was c u l t i v a b l e but not c u l t i v a t e d . 
As showin tn the t a b l e below the pr inc ipa l crops of the 
v i l l a g e are wheat, o i l s e e d s and p u l s e s . 
Table 5,27 t Principal Crops and t h e i r acreage 
in Rantdandi t 1974-75 
S.No. Crop Acreage 
1 Paddy 13 
2 Wheat 98 
3 Arhar 10 
4 Jowar<4>aJra 37 
5 Oilseeds and others 16 
I 1 1 1 » « . » . « - » 1 « » » — — i »i » ^ » — » 
Notes The t o t a l acreage used in d i f f e r e n t crops 
nay excectd the t o t a l c u l t i v a t e d area 
because of double-cropping mainly wheat 
and paddy. 
Thus, wheat and o i l s e e d s together with jowar-bajra occupy 
almost the e n t i r e land in the v i l l a g e . Paddy and arhar did not 
accounted for much Imid as f loods in the rainy season regularly 
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destroy ths kharif crops* 
5 .16 .3 DOUBLE CROPPING 
There was not much double cro^ix ig pract i sed in the v i l l a g e 
due t o f loods in the Aumi r iver every year . Only 23 acres o£ 
land itfere used for double cropping. The fo l lowing table g ives 
relevant information about land u t i l i s a t i o n in the v i l l a g e t 
Table 5.26 t Land U t i l i z a t i o n in Rantdandit 1974~75 
S.No. Item Land Utilisation 
Total area o£ which 
(a) Cult ivated 
(b) Not c u l t i v a b l e 
of which 
i ) under forest , tanks^ gracing 
land, house, s t r e e t and barren 
land e t c . 
i i ) Others 
160 acres 
124 
36 
21 
15 
2 Net Area so%m 
(a}Irr igated 
(b )Non~ i rr iga ted 
3 Area sown more than onece 
4 Area c u l t i v a b l e but not c u l t i v a t e d 
5 (3) as percentage of (2) 
6 2 (a) as percentage of (2) 
124 
74 
50 
23 
16.5 
59 .6 
5 . 1 6 . 4 JRKlQPSim 
As shoim in the t a b l e above, 74 acres of land in the v i l l a g e 
was under i r r i g a t i o n while t o t a l cropped area was 124 acres* The 
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• l l l a g e experienced sone d i f f i cu l ty in gett ing water for irr iga-
tion on time fs^n gc^emm^t ti;J&eifeIls, Private tubeirails could 
not be taken advantage of as they charged a high rate for 
irr igat ion, 
5,16.5 DISTRIBOTION OF CULTIVATED HOLDINGSS 
AS mentioned ear l i er 2,5 acres of land in every crops 
constituted a standard unit . The families owning cultivated land 
vere 95 and distribution of holdings by s ize in Rantdandi i s given 
in following table . 
Table 5,29 t Distribtjition of Holdings by s i s e in 
Rantdandi t 1974«>75 
S.ilo, Siee of holdings 
cult ivators 
HitnJber Percentage of the to ta l 
1 Below 2.5 acres 
2 2.5 • 5.00 acres 
3 5.00 * 10.00 acres 
4 10.00 - 15,00 acres 
5 15.00 > 20.00 acres 
6 Above 20 acres 
Total 
70 
18 
5 
2 
73.66 
18.94 
5.26 
2.1 
95 100.00 
Motet Percenters may not add «pto 100 as a result of rcnmdlng, 
Zt seens fron the table that the agricultural holdings of 
th« v i l l age were generally very small and unec<moiiic, »ore than 
73 per C4mt of then being below the standard uni t . About 26 
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per cent of the holdings %iere 2.5 acres or in:>re and about 7 
per cent were 5 acres or more. 
5.16.6 HARVESTING PBRIO) 
The taontha and duration of haxvestlitg of the main crops i s 
sho%m in the table be lows 
7etble 5.30 t Harvesting Period of main crops in 
Rantdandi t 1974U-75 
o M« r««v*« Months during approxiwaie 
8.MO. crop which harvested duration 
1 JLrhar 
Wheat Mid-March t o 3 5 ,^^^g 
Oil-seeds and "^^ 
Others 
2 i7owar*Bajra Second half of 0»S month 
October 
The main harvesting season of wheats arhar, o i lseeds , 
jowar and bajra are more important in view of s ingle cropping 
practised in the v i l l a g e . 
5.16.7 SEASONAL MGV8MSNT OF LABOOR 
As seen earlier*wheat, arhar and oi lseeds are the most 
dominant crop and cult ivat ing labourers in the v i l l age are 
in large nuiftters. Most of t t e labourers did not hacve whole-
time work for the entire year within the v i l l a g e . This can be 
explained by the fact that majority of cult ivators in the v i l l a g e 
were small. Therefore they looked for employment on other's 
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£am. J^out 105 persons of th i s v i l l age went out £or employment 
during ^ l y , August, septeaober, October, Decentber and March-
April, such employmeoit was usually in the neighbouring 
villacH^A* They went every morning and returned the same 
evening, Wages paid to them were on an average Rs. 4.00 for 
men and Rs. 3.50 for vasaeix workers, m no part of the ^e^r 
does the outside labmar immigrated to t h i s v i l l age nor i s 
scarcity of labour experienced. 
5.16,8 NON-AGRXCUl/rURAL EKPLOItMBNT 
As usual the non-agricultural avenues of emploi^oent were 
confined to tradit ional occupations. The following table 
indicates the ncm-agricultural employment in different 
occupations in ftantdandit 
Table 5.31 t Non-Agricultural ffinployment in 
Different Occupations in Rantdandit 
1974-75 
S.No. Occupations ^ ^ s ^ ^ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
lot tery 
Professions 
Carpentery 
Blacksmithy 
Dairy-farming 
B«tbery 
Tailoring 
Trading and others 
Total 
13 
13 
4 
4 
19 
2 
2 
53 
110 
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5.16.9 SMAU. SCALE MANUFACTURZtiG 
There Is not much of manufacturing in the vlllaore. Apart 
from 13 potters and 19 mlllcmen, the most important processing 
act iv i ty i s that of o i l crushing which too i s of seasonal 
character and provides employment to about 9 persons for four 
months in the year. A few workers are employed in making 
wooden furniture outside the v i l l a g e . 
5.16.10 BIG CUMIVAT0R3 
Stibdivision and fragmentaticm of holding was the common 
features of the v i l l age , and t h i s way most of the holdings 
%rere too small to e n ^ l e the ir owners to feed the ir famil ies . 
The following data of four cult ivator families owning more than 
2.5 acres chosen at random sheds interesting l ight on their 
land holdings and worKforce employed from within and without 
the family, in spite of the fact that they had more land,the 
most of the v i l l agers , the b ig cult ivators yearned of more 
land which they thought they could cult ivate with the available 
•<|uipment and workers. The extent of the ir land hunger i s 
indicated in the last column. 
Table 5.32 t Data Relating to Big Cultivators in 
Rantdandi t 1974*75. 
..^ , Htiof adult ' I S H i i i ? * ^ " *o*=«i c u l t i - Additional 
S-No. ti!.*4w working • !2iS!!r^f° rated land land needed 
fa»i iy BWrtbera £ ^ . <ln *cres) (in acres) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
7 
15 
9 
16 
2 
4 
3 
6 
IS 
12 
10 
6 
«» 
10 
15 
20 
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5.16.11 aKALL CUIffXVATORS 
The holdings o£,seven small cult ivators with an average 
holding of 0.75 acres were intensively investigated. All 
seven cult ivators , had no bullocks at a l l and they got the ir 
land t i l l e d on rental basis or in most cases borrowed the pair 
of bullocks from big cul t ivators . Host of these farmers 
worked in other's f ie lds also to supplen^nt the ir inc(»ne. 
5.16.12 CROP CAIBNDBR 
As noted ear l ier , work was not available for labourers 
within the v i l l age throughout the year. There are periods of 
rest forced on th^n by the seascmality of agriculture which 
provides most of the jobs. The table 5.33 gives the crop 
calender of Rantdandi and indicates broadly the period of 
idleness, which i s as followst 
i ) ttro and a half months frcm January to the rniddle 
of March. 
i i ) about two months in June and Jtily due to floods of 
Ammi river. 
i i i ) one and a half months from September to mid October 
between harvesting of paddy, Jowar and bajra and sowing of 
wheat. 
In the aboire three periods agricultural labourers naturally 
had no work, m addition between AUgustoSeptcmber, also the workers 
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experienced days of idleness . 
Xt was f«imd that in **«ff season** q^ite a few a^ricultiaral 
labourers moved towards the Oorakhpur c i t y in search of 
Qtaployment, 
^ ^ l e 5,33 t Orop Calender of Rantdandl t 1974»75 
(Standard unitt2.5 acres for each crop). 
Month Agricultural operations 
MSditional out- Approx.duration 
side leibour of 
required dead season 
January to 
mid-March Dead Season 2.5 months 
Mid of March, Harvesting of wheat, 
April arhar, oi lseeds and 
crushing of oi lseeds 
May 
June & JXily 
August 
SepteBi>er to 
nid-October 
Threshing of wheat, 
arhar. 
Sowing of paddy, jowar, bajra and 
arhar 
Dead Season 
Dead Season 
2 months 
1.5 months 
End of Octo- Harvesting of paddy, 
ber-Novesber Jowar and bajra and 
and DecendQer jpreparing f ie ld for 
wheat and sowing of 
wheat 
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5.17 KHUTBHAR 
Village Khatbhar in tlie Block Bansgaon of B^isgaon t e b s i l 
l i e s 16 km south o£ the c i t y o£ Gorakhpur-^Gola road* The bus 
station i s about 2 kn away £roiR the v i l l a g e . Bus f a c i l i t i e s 
are enrailable throughout the day. There i s no railway l ine 
not only for the v i l lage but for the entire t ehs i l of Bansgaon. 
5.17.1 AREA AND POPULATION 
Area of the v i l lage was 125 acres and the total population 
700. The distribution of population according to occupation 
i s given in the following tablet 
Table 5.34 t Distribution of Population According 
to Occupation in Khutbhar t 1974-75. 
S.No. Occupations Dependent persons 
Agriculture 550 
(a) OWQier cult ivators 275 (b) Tenant cult ivators 50 (c) Agricultural labourers 225 (d) Non-cultivating otmers 
Nen-agriculture 150 
(a) Non-fana production 65 (b) Coanerce 35 
(c) Transport 15 
(d) Miscellaneous 35 
3 Grand Total 700 
As is evident from the table above« 79 par cent of the 
population were dependent on agricultural activities and 
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remaining 21 per cent aa non-agricultural a c t i v i t i e s . Owaer 
cult ivators formed 40 per cecit of the agricultural population. 
Agricultural labourers« tenant cult ivators are dependent on 
others. It i s significant to point out that agricultural 
labourers were 33 per cent of the agricultural population. There 
were no non«>cultivating o%mers of land due to the small s ize 
of toldings. h considerable proportion of the population, v i z . , 
13 per cent were dependent <m non*farm production for the ir 
l ive l ihood. 
5.17,2 LAND miLISiaim AND PRINCIPAL CROPS 
The tota l area of the v i l lage was 125 acres, among them 
30 acres was under gracing land, tanks, gardens, barren land 
e t c . The tota l cultivable area was about 95 acres, of which 25 
acres were not cultivated due t o lack of Irrigation f a c i l i t i e s , 
so, the to ta l cropped area csme to about 70 acres. 
As shown in the table below, the following are the principal 
crops of the v i l lage i 
Table 5.35 t Principal Crops and Their Acreage 
in Khutbhar i 1974-75. 
8 .No. Crop AC reage 
42 
45 
28 
12 
10 
Kotet The to ta l acreage used in different czvps 
May exceed the to ta l cultivated area because 
of double-cropping aainly wheat and paddy. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Paddy 
Wheat 
Arhar 
Oilseeds 
sugarcane 
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Thus wheat occupied about 48 per cent o£ the to ta l cultivated 
area. Arhar In th is area was one o£ the Important crops due 
to climatic conditions. Others were wheat and paddy. 
5,17.3 DOtTBLB CROPPING 
Double cropping was general practice In the v i l l age as It 
was usually free from the ranrages of floods and other natural 
calamities , guilte a few farmers were growing three crops In 
a year. Only IS acres of land were cropped »ace, due to the 
Inadequate f a c i l i t i e s of Irrigation, The following table gives 
relevant Information about land u t l l l e a t l ^ } In the v i l l age t 
Table 5.36 t Ziand Ut i l i sat ion In fChutbhar t 1974-75 
(In Acres) 
S.No. Item Land Utilisation 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Total area 
of which 
(a) Cultivated 
(b) Hot cultivated 
of which 
(1) under forests, tanks, streets, 
houses, graslng and barren land, 
etc. 
(11) Others 
Net area smm 
(a) Irrigated 
(b) Non-lrrlgated 
Area sown aK>re than once 
Area cultivable but not cultivated 
(3) as percentage of (2) 
2(a) as percentage of (2) 
125 
95 
30 
15 
15 
70 
55 
15 
55 
25 
78.5 
7«.5 
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5 . 1 7 . 4 XRRZGATION 
As shown in tbs t a b l e above 55 acres of land in -the y l l l a g e 
was under i r r i g a t i o n whi le t o t a l cropped area was 70 a c r e s . The 
v i l l a g e experienced seme d i f f i c u l t y in g e t t i n g water for irriga> 
ti<»i on t i n e froia cpvernii»nt t u b e - w e l l s . Private tube-wel l s 
could not be taken advantage of as they charged a high rate 
for i r r i g a t i o n . 
5 .17 .5 DlSSUlBVfXm OF CDI/TZVATBD HOIDZNGS 
It was estimated that 2*5 acres of land in every crop would 
c o n s t i t u t e a standard u n i t . The d i s t r i b u t i o n of holding by 
s i z e i s given in the fo l lowing tab le t 
Table 5.37 t D i s t r ibut ion o f !ioldings by S ize in 
rhutbhar i 1974-75 
( in acres ) 
c u l t i v a t o r s 
S.No. s i s e of holdings KURiber Percentage of the t o t a l 
1 Below 2.5 acres 
2 2.5 - 5.00 acres 
3 5 . 0 0 - 7.50 acres 
4 7 ,50-10 .00 acres 
5 10 .00-15 .00 acres 
6 15.00-20.00 acres 
7 Above 20 acres 
85 
29 
10 
4 
3 
64.88 
22.12 
8 .63 
3.05 
2.29 
Total 131 100.00 
Notet Percentages way not add up t o 100 as a resu l t of 
rottBdlBg. 
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As seems from the table 5.ST, the agricultural holdings of 
the v i l l age was generally small and unecmomic* More than 64 
per cent of the holdings being below the standard u n i t s . About 
35 per cent of cult ivators possessed standard un i t s . «bout 6 
per cent of holdings were substantially higher than standard 
uni t . 
5.17.6 HARVESTING FSRIOD 
ing 
The months and duration of harvest of the main crops are 
shotm in the table belowt 
Table 5.38 t Harvesting jE^riod of Main crops in 
Khutbhar » 1974-75. 
<r K^ owtrx. Months during Approximate 
s.MO. <,rops which harvested duration 
1 Paddy October la s t week, Novem- » 25 months 
sugarcane ber to Decenber * montns 
2 Arhar 2nd half of February 
Nheat to 
Oilseeds and April 2.5 months 
others 
It i s obvious that the harvesting season of wheat, arhar, 
oi lseeds was more importaiit in that i t was as compared to the 
harvesting season for i»tddy, e t c . 
5.17.7 SIASONAL MOVEMENT OP LABOUR 
AS seen ear l i er wheat i s thft most dominant crop and c u l t i -
vating labourers in the v i l lage are in large nuabers. There i s 
not enough work for most of the labourers throughout the year 
as majority of cult ivators are small in the sense that they 
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cultivated less than the standard holding. Therefore, they 
looked for enployraent on other's farm, l^out 200 persons of 
th i s v i l lage went out for enoployment during sowing, treedlng, 
harvesting and threshing seasons• such employn^nt was usually 
In the neighbouring v i l l a g e s . They went every morning and 
returned the same evening, {^ges paid to them were on an 
average Rs* 4«50 for men and Rs« 3.50 for wonen workers. Zn 
no part of the year, the outside labour Immlgtates t o t h i s 
v i l l age nor Is scarcity of labour experienced. 
5.17.8 NON-AGRZCUUTURAL EMPLOYMSNT 
The pattern of non-^agrlcultural employment Is reflected In 
the following figures which give the nuniber of persons engaged 
In some of these occupational 
Table 5.39 t NcKn-agricultural Employment in Different 
Occupations In Khutbhar i 1974-75 
8.No. Occupations NUidser of persons 
35 
6 
10 
6 
10 
4 
4 
2 
14 
Total 91 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Pottery 
Professions 
Carpentary 
Blacksmlthy 
Poultry-farming 
Dalry-f arming 
Tailoring 
Fishing 
8hoa Making 
Trading 
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5.17,9 SMALL SCMM MAmJFJWCTURaNG 
Of tha ©any indus t r i es in t he v i l l a g e carpentary aecdanted 
for 10 workers. A large nuniber of persons w^s engaged in pot te ry 
work. There wore 14 t r ade r s engaged in s e l l i n g wood t o the 
nearest market and few engaged in t r anspor t ing b r icks on 
bul lockcar ts* 
5 a ? . 1 0 BIG CUIiTIVArORS 
small s ize of holdings appeared t o be almost un iversa l in 
the v i l l a g e . Tl» following da ta of s i x Cul t iva tors fami l ies owning 
more than 2,5 acres chosen a t random sheds i n t e r e s t i n g l i g h t on 
t h e i r laad holdings and work force ei!q;>loyed froa within and 
without the family. Ih s p i t e of the fac t tha t they had more land 
than most of t h e v i l l a g e r s , the b i g c u l t i v a t o r s yearned of more 
land, which they thought they could c u l t i v a t e with the avai lable 
egui];»Rent and workers, The extent of t h e i r land hunger i s 
indicated in the l a s t column. 
Table 5,40 t Data Relat ing t o Big Cul t iva tors in 
Khutbhar t 19T4-75 
.11 " • ' i i m i i i i i i i i i i i l M r i i i i II jn I Mini I I I I I I I11 I Ill Ill I 
fli*. Of *'<>*®^  ^ « ^ * SS^i i^**^*^* ^<^*al c u l t i - Additional 
S.Mo. ®J** ? ; working **^Si^!f«S; vated land lend needed 
family ^eidaers ^ g ^ * ^ , " (An acres) (in ac t^s ) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
14 
15 
18 
13 
14 
16 
3 
4 
6 
5 
4 
t 
2 
1 
m. 
m. 
mm 
« M 
17 
14.5 
12 
10 
9 
7 
.. 
« 
10 
15 
15 
20 
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5.17.11 SMALL COIfflVATORS 
9 
The holding of/small cultivators^ whose average s ize o£ 
holding was .8 acre were investigated. Anong them 7 cult ivators 
had no bullocks at a l l and got the ir land cultivated on rental 
bas is or borrowed the pair of bullocks fron big cu l t ivators . It 
i s interest ing to note that t l ^ majority of families* i . e . * 
60 per cent worked on other's farms besides working on the ir 
own. 
5.17.12 CHOP CAI^ NDSR 
As noted earl ier work was not available for labourers within 
the v i l l a g e throughout the year. There are periods of rest forced 
on them by the seasonality of agriculture which pr«>vides most of 
the jobs. The table 5.41 gives the crop calender of Khutbhar and 
indicates broadly the period idleness , which i s as followsi 
( i ) about one and a half months fropa January to mid-
February. 
( i i ) about one and a half months from mid-May t o JVine. 
( i i i ) about one and a half months from Septenber to mid-
October betwsen harvesting of paddy and sowing of wheat. 
Ih the above three periods the agricultural labourers 
naturally had no work. It was found that during the id le season 
quite a few agricultural labourers moved to Khajni and 
Gorakhpur c i t y in search of employment. Most of them worked as 
construction workers. Some vended frui ts , vegetables* e t c . A 
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few of them workers took to carrying loads at the v i l l a g e 
bus-stop. 
Table 5.41 t Crop Calender of Khutbhar t 1974-75 
(Standard uni t i2 .5 acres for each crop) 
Additional out* Approx*durati<m 
side labour of 
required dead season 
Month Agricultural operaticms 
January 
t o 
mid.E^xuary 
Dead Season 1,5 months 
2nd half of Sowing of sugarcane, 
february to harvesting of wheat* 
March-April arhar* and crushing 
of o i l seeds . 
May 
Mid-May to 
<3une 
JUly-August 
Threshing of wheat, 
arhar 
Preparatory work, 
sowing, transport-
ing and weeding of 
the paddy 
SepteRft>er 
to 
mid-october 
End of Octo- Harvesting of paddy, 
ber to and sugarcane, thre-
Decenber shing of paddy and 
sowing of wheat, 
e t c . 
Dead Season 
Dead Season 
1,5 months 
1.5 months 
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S. ie JADOUPXPJU 
Jadl4iuplpra i s a viXlacie under Partawal Block in Maharaj-
ganj t e h s i l , l i e s 36 km £rom the c i t y on Gorakhpur-MaharajganJ 
road. The nearest bus station i s 5 kia away, Icnown as Partawal 
market. Motor and bus f a c i l i t i e s are available throughout the 
day* 
5.18.1 ARSA AND POFUXATIQN 
Area of the v i l l age in 1974*75 was 475 acjres and the to ta l 
population 1,500. The distribution of population, according to 
occupation was as presented in the table below. 
Table 5.42 t Distribution of Population According 
to Occupation in Jaddupipra t 1974-75. 
S.No. o c c u p a t i o n s ° * f t o ? « - ^ 
persons 
1 Agriculture 1,120 
(a) Owner cult ivators 750 (b) Tenant cult ivators 
(c) Agricultural labourers 370 (d) Non-cultivating 
2 Non-agriculture 380 
(a) Non-fazn production 210 (b) Comnerce 96 
(c) Transport 50 
(d) Miscellaneous 24 
3 Grand Total 1,500 
1 nivmmmmmmimmm^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm\mmmm,MM<ummu, miiii • iniWii .Mii imii i i i i——M—iwini—w HIUMMIIW • i i w — — « — M M U M — w w >• MMMIIIUMI— m w i w w — 
Of the to ta l peculation, about 75 per cent belonged to 
agricultural occupations and remaining 25 per cent to non-agri-
cultural . Owner cult ivators formed about 50 per cent of the 
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agricultural population, while agricultural labourers consti^ 
tuted 26 per cent of the same. Non-cultivating owners o£ land as 
also tenant cult ivators were conspicuous by their absence. A 
considerable proportion o£ the population* v i « . , 14 per Cent 
werl dependent on non-farm production for their l ivel ihood. 
5.16.2 LAND UTILISATION AND PRZNCXPAL CROPS 
The t o t a l area of the v i l lage was 474 acres, emoag them 
24 acres was under grazing land, tanks* gardens* e t c . The 
total cult ivable area was about 450 acres* of which 20 acres 
were not cultivated due to lack of irrigation f a c i l i t i e s . So* 
the tota l cropped area came to about 424 acres. 
As shown in the following table, the following are the 
principal crops of the v i l lage} 
Table 5.43 t Principal Crops and Their Acreage 
in Jaddupipra s 1974-75, 
3 .No. Crop Acreage 
1 Paddy 265 
2 Wheat 244 
3 sugarcane 54 
4 Oilseeds and pees 45 
5 Arhar 79 
Notes The to ta l acreage used in different 
crops nay exceed the t o t a l cultivated 
area because of doidble-cropping mainly 
wheat and paddy. 
Thus p«ddy occupied about 62 per cent of the tota l caltl< 
vated area. Arhar in th i s area was one of the laqpertant crops 
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due to climatic conditions. Others were wheat, sugarcane, 
oi lseeds and pees. 
5.18.3 DOUBLE CROPPING 
ZTouble cropping was a general practise in the v i l lage 
as i t was usually free from the ravages o£ floods and other 
natural calamities . jit>out 400 acres of land were cropped 
Biore than once. The following table gives relevant infemotion 
about land uti l ization^ irrigated land in the v i l laget 
Table 5.44 i Land Uti l izat ion in Jaddupipra » 1974-75 
<%acre?} , 
Land 
^ u t i l i ga t ion S.No. Item 
1 Total area 474 
of which 
(a) cultivated 450 
(b) Nc*; cultivated 24 
of which 
(i) under forests, tanks, gracing 
land, house, and streets, etc. 24 
(ii) Others 
2 Net area sown 424 
(a) Irrigated 404 
(b) Ncm-irrigated 20 
3 Area sown more than onece 400 
4 Area cultivable but not cult ivated 26 
5 (3) as percentage of (2) 94.3 
6 2(a) as percentage of (2) 95.2 
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5.18.4 ZRRZGAfflON 
As 8ho%m in the table 5.44, 404 acres of land in the 
v i l lage was nnder irrigation while t o t a l cropped area was 
424 acres. The v i l lage experienced some d i f f i cu l ty in getting 
water for irrigation in time from govemcsent tube-wells. 
Private tube-^nells could not be taken advantage of as they 
charge a high, rate <for irr igat ion. 
5.16.5 DZS^ TRIBUTIOH OF OJIiTZVM'BD HQU}XNOS 
It was estimated that 2.5 acres of land in every crop 
would cctistitute a standard uni t . The mtitiber of farm families 
cult ivating their own land was 186 and the distribution of 
holdings by s ize i s given in the following tablet 
Table 5.45 t Distribution of Holdings by s i se in 
Jaddupipra t 1974-75 
S.NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
S i s e of holdings 
Below 2.5 acres 
2 .5 - SJOO acres 
5 . 0 0 - 7.50 acres 
7,So -10 .00 acres 
10.00 -15 .00 acres 
15.00 -20 .00 acres 
Jl3t>ove 20 acres 
Ttotal 
Ruidber 
106 
32 
18 
12 
10 
5 
3 
186 
c u l t i v a t o r s 
Percentage of 
the t o t a l 
58.98 
17.2 
9 .67 
6.44 
4.38 
2.58 
1.6 
100.00 
Notes Percentages may not add up to 100 as a result of 
rounding. 
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It seens from the table that the agricultural holdings 
of the v i l l a g e were generally small and uneconoraic and more 
than 58 per cent of them being below the standard uni t . More 
than 41 per cent of the holdings tiere substantially higher 
than standard uni t . 
5.16.6 HARVESTZNG PERIOD 
The months and duration of harvesting of t l » main crops 
are shown in the table belowt 
Table 5.46 t Harvesting Period of Main Crops in 
Jaddupipra t 1974-75. 
o M« ny^Ys Months during Approacimate 
a.MO. crop which harvested duration 
Paddy Bnd of October to 
beginning of 2*5 months 
January sugarcane 
Arhar 
Wheat March to Oil seeds and 
pees Mid-May 
2.5 months 
Zt i s obvious that the harvesting season of wheat, arhar, 
sugarcane, paddy and oi lseeds , etc. ,was equally ^portant . 
5.18.7 8SAS0NAL HOVSMBNT OF lABOUR 
As seen earl ier , paddy i s the most dominant crop €nd 
cult ivat ing labourers in the v i l l a g e are in large nunbers. 
There i s not enough ifork for most of t ) ^ labourers throughout 
the year as majority of cult ivators are small in the amna* 
they cultivated less than the standard holding. Therefore, 
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they looked for eaaaployment on other's £axm. i4>out 150 persons 
o£ th i s v i l lage went out for e»ploysient during harvesting 
season. Such employment was usually in the neighbouring 
v i l l a g e s . They went every morning and returned the same 
evening, images paid to them were on an average rupees 3.50 
for men an& Rs. S.50 for vcmen %forkers. Ih no part of the 
year* the outside labour immigrates to t h i s v i l l age nor i s 
scarcity of labour experienced. 
5.16.6 NON>AGRXCUI/njRAL EMPLOyMBNT 
The pattern of non-farm employment i s reflected in the 
following figures which give the nueober of persons engaged in 
these occupations. The four dominant groups among them appear 
to be fishing, trading, weaving and dairy-faxrming which together 
account for more than 70 per cent of the non-agricultural workers. 
Table 5.47 t Non-agricultural Anployment in 
Different occupatimis in 
Jaddupipra t 1974-75 
S.No. Occupaticms ^*U!^-f..? 
persons 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Wsaving 
Pottery 
Trading 
profess i(»i8 
Caii>entry 
Black-smithy 
Poultry-farming 
Dairy-farming 
Tai lor ing 
f i s h i n g 
Others 
Total 
15 
10 
70 
10 
12 
9 
6 
15 
4 
100 
28 
279 
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5.18.9 SMALL SCAI£ MAIIUPACTURZNG 
Of the wiyniy industries in the v i l l a g e weaving and black 
smithy accounted for 15 and 9 workers each, A large nuinber of 
persons was engaged in f ishing. There viere 7o traders engaged 
in se l l ing agricultural produce in the nearest market and few 
oagaged in transporting bricks on bullock car t s , i&out 15 
traders are engaged in col lect ing milk and exporting to nearest 
market. About SO persons were employed in big industries, 
l ike F.C.Z., Gorakhpur, Cottcm Cloth Mill , Bonft>ay, on permanent 
b a s i s . 
5.18.10 BIG CUIiTIVATORS 
Small s i ze of holdings appeared to be almost universal 
in the v i l l a g e . The following data of five cult ivator families 
o%ming more than 2.5 acres chosen at random sheds interesting 
l ight on their land holdings and work force employed from 
within and without the family. In sp i te of the fact that they 
had more land than most of the v i l lagers , the big cultivators 
yearned of more land which they thought they could cult ivate 
with the available eguipment and workers. The extent of the ir 
land hanger i s indicated in the las t colunn. 
Table 5.48 t Data Relating to Big Cultivators in 
Jaddupipra f 1974-75 
fii.. rsi: No«o« «Swl* I i 2 f * i S * * ^ " Total c u l t i - Additiooal 
S.NO. f i l t e r working ^ I J i f ^ ^ ? " vated land land needed 
zmxiY »B*>ers b w l s ^^ acres) (in acres) 
1 12 3 3 26 
2 21 4 2 2 4 
(Contd) 
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T«ble 5.48 (Contd.) 
3 
4 
5 
16 
19 
15 
4 
4 
5 
2 
1 
1 
20 
12 
11 
-
10 
15 
5.18.11 SMAU, CUUTIVAIORS 
Similarly six moall cultivators whose average holding 
came to less than 1 acre «fere investigated. Maong them most of 
the cultivators had no bullocks at all and they got their land 
cultivated on rental basis or borrowed the pair of bullocX 
from big cultivators. 
5.18.12 CROP CAUBNDBR 
AS noted ear l ier work was not available for labourers 
within the v i l lage throughout the year. There are periads 
of rest forced on then by the seasonality of agriculture 
which provides most of the jobs. The table below gives the 
crop calender of JUddupipra and indicates broadly the period 
of idleness, which i s as follows. 
( i ) about one and a half laonths frcm 2nd half of January 
to f^ruary . 
( i i ) about two months in June and July due to the rainy 
season. 
( i i i ) about a month in the 2nd half of dapteniber-Bid-
October betwe^i haxvesting of paddy and sewing of wheat. 
2h the above three periods agricultural labourers naturally 
had no worlc. Xn addition between July-August, also the workers 
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axperienced days of ld l«nesa . 
I t was found that in "off season** quite a few agr i cu l tura l 
labourers moved towards the MaharaJ^anj market and Gorakhpur 
c i t y in search of employment!. 
Table 5.49 s Crop Calender of Jaddupipra t 1974«>75 
(standard un i t s 2 .5 acres for each crop) 
Month Agricultural operations 
Additional o u t - Approx, duration 
s ide labour 
rcrcfuired 
of 
dead season 
2nd hal f o f 
January t o 
rebzuary 
March t o 
April 
May 
Sowing and crushing 
of sugarcane, hanrea-
t i n g of wheat,arhar 
and crushing the 
o i l s e e d s . 
Threshing of wheat, 
arhar 
Dead Season 1.5 months 
June t o July Dead Season 2 mcmths 
August t o 
Mid-Saptem-
b e r 
2nd ha l f o f 
Septenber 
t o 
mid->October 
Preparatory work, 
•owing, t r a n s -
planting, weeding 
of paddy, sowing of 
arhar 
Dead Season 1 month 
Mid-October 
t o 
Deceiiber 
Harvest ing of paddy, 
sugarcane and t h r e s h -
laf , sowing of wheat, 
o i l s e e d s , pees , e t c . 
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SECTION I I I 
ESTIMATION OF UNDERSMPIiOmENT IN THE AGRICULTURE 
SECTOR AND ITS IMPACT ON DISTRICT ECONCMY 
5*19 For the est imation of agr i cu l tura l underemployment 
*tte " work-Nonn" method as explained in Chapter i i was used, 
t o get an overa l l picture of underemployment in the s e l e c t e d 
v i l l a g e s . 
5.20 STANDARD HOZDING AND THE PROBISM OF 
ADDITIONAL LAND DESIRED 
Before we give r e s u l t s of our inves t iga t ion , i t may bear 
r e p e t i t i o n t o ta lk b r i e f l y of standard lu>lding. For every 
v i l l a g e inves t iga ted a standard unit of c u l t i v a t e d holding 
has been determined. This holding i s based on the assumption 
that i t would provide f u l l csnployment to an average c u l t i v a t o r 
and h i s family under e x i s t i n g c o n d i t i o n s . On t h i s b a s i s 
"standard holding" for each v i l l a g e was estimated taking in to 
cons iderat ion, i r r i g a t i o n f a c i l i t i e s , cross ing pattern and 
type of s o i l , e t c . As these factors were l a r g e l y the same 
fOlP the e n t i r e aarea, «re have taken 2 .5 acres as the s i z e of 
the standard holding. The data for "Big Cult ivators" was 
presented in the v i l l a g e s tud ie s (vide "Big Cult ivators" in 
each v i l l a g e ) tnd was c o l l e c t e d for about 4 or 5 "Big 
Cult ivators" in each v i l l a g e s . Out of 27 b i g c u l t i v a t o r s who 
were inves t iga ted 21 had holdings greater than t h r i c e the 
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standard uni t and 16 b i g c u l t i v a t o r s had 6 adult working 
members each. This Includes the permanent farm labour 
employed. It seems reasonable t o conclude then that whenever 
fami ly labour was i n s u f f i c i e n t t o meet the labour-requirements 
of the c u l t i v a t o r s , permanent faim labourers were employed. 
This i s supported by the data about 16 of the 18 c u l t i v a t o r s 
who had l e s s than 4 working family menders and therefore 
needed outs ide help for various operations on t h e i r ho ld ings . 
The problem of addi t iona l land des ired hinged on the 
fac t that the c u l t i v a t o r s were both able and prepared t o 
c u l t i v a t e *rlth the e x i s t i n g farm equipment. Our i n v e s t i g a -
t i o n revealed that the c u l t i v a t o r s were quite aware of t h i s 
and therefore t h e i r dcunands for addi t ional land could be 
interpreted as being tempered by t h i s f a c t o r . Such demands fbr 
addi t iona l land can more appropriately be examined with 
reference t o the three c l a s s e s of farmers. 
5 . 2 0 . 1 SHALL CUnriVATORS 
"Small Cultivators'*^ according t o our c l a s s i f i c a t i o n , are 
those having holdings smaller than the standard u n i t . JX\ 
adequacy of holdings, «« have seen, has been a un iversa l 
feature with a l l the v i l l a g e s . Hence i t i s but natural that 
a l l these c u l t i v a t o r s must be in a pos i t i on t o c u l t i v a t e an 
addi t ional piece of land. Out of 50 small farmers inves t iga ted , 
as many as 42, or more than 80 per cent of the t o t a l were. 
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in this sense in need of much additional land though the 
extent of it varied from one cultivator to another. The 
remaining 20 per cent did not desired additional land, not 
because they considered their existing holdings adequate^ but 
because they did not possess or failed to arrange even the 
basic equipment of a cultivator, namely a.pair of working 
bullocks. 
5.20.2 STANDARD CUIfl^ZVATORS 
To complete the picture, the demand of standard farmers 
for additional land may also be cited. Out of 13 "standard 
cultivators'* examined, only 3 or less than 20 per cent desired 
additional land whereas remaining 10 or more than 80 per cent 
indicated that they did not want any additional land as they 
could cultivate only the existing land and no more. 
5 .20 .3 BZO CUX/nVATQRS 
III the case of b i g c u l t i v a t o r s , out of 27 farmers examined 
only 17 or more than 50 per cent of the t o t a l des ired 
additi«nial land. The remaining c u l t i v a t o r s had already lK>ldings 
which were rough Mult iples of standard u n i t s and hence in 
t h e i r case the question of addi t ional land did not a r i s e . 
5 .21 BXTSNT OF AGRICUI/TURAL UMDIRIMPLOyMENT 
5 .21 .1 SMALL CUI/nVATC»S 
Me have e a r l i e r explained that a l l those c u l t i v a t o r s whose 
1S8 
cult ivated lK>ldlngs were smaller than the standard unit 
designated, or those we have cal led "Small Cultivators'*, were 
therefore, underemployed to what extent th i s ph^iomenon 
affected the cult ivators in the selected v i l l a g e s has been 
14 br ie f ly discussed in the account of the respective v i l l a g e s . 
when brought together and viewed as an integral picture, the 
figures becopoe more revealing and meaningful. 
To start with, the problem can be analysed tehs i l -wise . 
The enclosed table furnishes f u l l data on tt»3 distribution of 
"Small cultivators", al<mg with the percentages they form to 
to ta l nunber of cul t ivators . These figures axe presented in 
Table 5.50* 
Corakhpur Tehsil 
The two v i l l ages , Ramghar Urf Chourl and sonbarsa, are 
predominently wheat, paddy and sugarcane g£x>wing and the 
standard holdings are 2*5 acres. 
In regard to the extent of underemployment, the two 
v i l l a g e s present more or l e s s 9 similar pictures. In Ramghar 
Orf Chouri, while 71 per cent of the cult ivators were unemployed 
in disguise or underemployed, the percentage of such small 
farmers in sonbarsa was 77 per cent. This showed that the 
phenomencm penetrated farmers of Sonbarsa a l i t t l e more 
prcHiouncedly. 
Xt i s interesting t o note that of the 300 small farmers 
14 Item 6 in each v i l l a g e study. 
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In Ramghar Urf Chouri. 54 had holdings of Leaa than 1/4 standard 
u n i t 170 between 1/2 and one standaod u n i t and 76 between 3 / 4 
and one standard u n i t . The corresponding f igures for Sonbarsa 
are 12« 65 and 25 
Bansqaon Tehs i l 
m Bansgaon t e h s i l the three v i l l a g e s •> Manoklshxmpur, 
Rantdandi and Khutbhar are predc^ninantly wheat growing although 
in v i l l a g e Rantdandi paddy was a l s o grown due t o a v a i l a b i l i t y 
of fliood water. 
Regarding the ex tent of d i sguised unemployment or under-
^anployment, i t can be seen that the percentage of small c u l t i -
va tors was the highest in t h i s t e h s i l in Rantdandi, being 
73 .68 , while that in Manokishunpur and Khutbhar, i t was 65 
and 64.86 r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
It i s i n t e r e s t i n g t o note that of the GO small farmers in 
Manokishunpur 16 had holdings of l eas than 1/4 standard un i t , 
46 between 1/2 and one standard uni t and 18 b^etween 3 /4 and 
one standard u n i t . The corzesponding f igures for Rantdandi are 
13, 47 and lo and for Khutbhar are 26, 46 and 13. 
Maharajqanj Tehsi l 
V i l l a g e s in t h i s t e h s i l grow more or l e s s the same crop, 
i . e . , wheat, paddy, arhar, sugarcane and o i l s e e d s . In regard 
t o the percentage of small c u l t i v a t o r s , i t can be seen that i t 
was the lowest in Jaddupipra, aiaong a l l the s i x v i l l a g e s 
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Invest igated being as low as 57 per c e n t . 
Xt I s i n t e r e s t i n g t o note that of 106 small farmers in 
Jaddupipra 21 had holdings of l e s s than 1/4 standard unit« 55 
between 1/2 and one standard un i t and 30 between 3 / 4 and one 
standard \ m i t . 
With the above explanation we are now in a pos i t i on t o 
appreciate the problem, as i t manifests i t s e l f in the v i l l a g e s 
under study, in i t s t o t a l i t y , when these f a c t s are assenbled 
together they provide valuable i n s i g h t in t o the problem, 
the d i f fus i cn of d i sguised unemployment or underemployment 
does not fol low the same pattern not only in v i l l a g e s in 
d i f f e r e n t t e h s l l s but a l s o in the v i l l a g e s of the same t e h s i l * 
This f a c t i s very s t r i k i n g l y and pointedly brought about in the 
case of Rantdandl and Khutbhar of Bansgaon t e h s i l . S imilar 
divergence i s a l s o v i s i b l e in the case of Ramghar urf Chourl 
and sonbarsa of GoraXhpur t e h s i l . Both in regard t o proportion 
of farmers af fected by underemployment in general and farmers 
having l e s s than half the normal anployroent as measured by the 
number of c u l t i v a t o r s having l e s s than hal f the standard uni t 
of c u l t i v a t i o n , there were wide var ia t ion amongst the v i l l a g e s 
s tud ied . 
However, for a rough p ic ture , we can c a l c u l a t e the average 
underemployment for each t e h s i l . 
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Table 5 ,51 t Uttderemployinent by Tehs l l t "fflnall 
Cult ivators" : 1974-75 
S.No. Tehs i l 
Percentage Q£ 
c u l t i v a t o r s 
having l e s s 
than normal 
epnployioent 
Percentage o£ 
c u l t i v a t o r s 
having half 
and more than 
half and l e s s 
than normal 
1 Gorakhpur V i l l a ^ s 
2 Bansgaon v i l l a g e s 
3 Maharaj GanJ V i l l a g e s 
72.43 
67.33 
56.98 
42.34 
39.82 
51,70 
A l l V i l l a g e s 65.58 44.62 
Sources On the b a s i s of Table 5 . 5 0 . 
Thus on the whole, roughly about 65 per cent of the farmers 
are af fected by underemployment. More s i g n i f i c a n t than t h i s 
perhaps i s the fac t that as many as 45 per cent c u l t i v a t o r s 
have not been even half of the normal employment* 
5 ,21,2 STANDABD AND BIG CUIfflVATORS 
SO far %*B have confined our d i s c u s s i o n s t o the category 
of "Small CSiltivators". For an over a l l p ic ture , i t would be 
a l s o necessary t o view t h i s group as part of other ca tegor i e s 
of farmers. Table 5.52 i s presented with t h i s purpose. Here 
a l s o , as in the case of "Snail Cult ivators", a great degree 
of divergence in d i s t r i b u t i o n on among v i l l a g e s i s v i s i b l e . 
To take only one or t%ro outstanding instances in the 
Bansgaon t e h s i l while b i g c u l t i v a t o r s were 19 per cent of the 
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total cultivators in Manokishunpur, their percentage in Rant-
dandi was only 7. similarly the variation In percentage 
of by cultivators ranges from 6 in Ramghar Urf Chauri to 14 in 
SOKibars of the Gorakhpur tehsil . Though there are wide varlatlaas 
in Gorakhpur tehsil in the case of standard cultivators, the 
proportions do not follow any uniform trend. 
That once again points to the deficiencies of relying on 
mere averages for visualizing the distribution pattern. The 
folldwing table attempts to arrive at the average proportions 
of each category of cultivators for al l the selected villagest 
Table 5.53 t Distribution of different categories of 
cultivators by Tehsil t 1974-75, 
Average Average Average 
fi fsn Tohflii percentage percentage percentage 
e.wo. lensxx ^^ ^^^^ ^^ standard of big 
Cultivators Cultivators Cultivators 
1 Gorakhpur Villages 
2 Bansgaon Villages 
3 Maharajganj Villages 
Villages 65.58 18.61 15.78 
sourceI On the basis of Table 5.52. 
On the basis of our definition, therefore, these figures 
can ismediately be translated in terms of employment. While 
about 66 per cent of cultivators %fere affected by underemployment, 
the remaining about 34 per cent were fully employed. In the 
72.43 
67.33 
56.98 
19.45 
19.19 
17.20 
8.10 
13.46 
25.80 
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category of the l a t t e r again, about 19 per cent had employment 
j u s t e<^al t o the normal f u l l employment l e v e l . 
Another general trend was revealed by increasixtg percentage 
of small c u l t i v a t o r s as vfe pass frooa Maharajganu t o Bansgaon 
and then t o Gorakhpur t e h s i l s . Xt increased front 59 per cent 
in Maharaganj t o 67 per cent in Bansgaon and then t o 72 
per cent in Gorakhpur t e h s i l s . 
However, what i s more important, the extent of the 
phenomenon i s c er ta in ly qui te large in a l l the t e h s i l s . 
5.22 JNTENSITY OP UNDEREMPl£r»4ENT 
We have t i l l now been able t o indicate i s only general terms 
the ex tent t o which the phenomenon of underemployment or 
d i sguised unemployment a f f e c t s the c u l t i v a t o r s . For a c l o s e r 
a n a l y s i s , i t would be e s s e n t i a l t o a s s e s s the "intensity** of 
underemployment of c u l t i v a t o r s . As we have explained the 
d e f i n i t i o n of standard holding, i t would be deduced that 
fami l i e s holding land below the standard holding were under-
employed. As the tab le 5 .54 presents the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of 
f a m i l i e s according t o land holding of individual f ami l i e s 
obtained frc»n the v i l l a g e records of the respect ive v i l l a g e s . 
I t c l e a r l y reveals that out of 1,090 c u l t i v a t i n g households, 
743 family households were below the standard holding land. 
The remaining 347 fami l i e s holdings were above the standard 
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ho ld ings . In other words 68 per cent fami l i e s are under-
employed and the remaining are £u l ly employed. 
The i n t e n s i t y o£ t h e i r underemployment i s a function of 
t l ^ proportion of the s i z e of the land they hold t o the s i z e 
of the standard holding. For instance, the i n t e n s i t y of 
underemployment of that group of land holders who had land 
"below one fourth" the standard holdings or 0.675 an an 
average s i m i l a r l y the i n t e n s i t i e s of underemplo^^nent of other 
below standard holding groups can be ca lcu la ted t o be 0.25 
and 0.125 re spec t ive ly according t o t h e i r range of ho ld ings . 
The d isguised \meroployment of t h e i r respect ive v i l l a g e s are 
ca lcu la ted by the number of households of each v i l l a g e 
mul t ip l i ed by the i n t e n s i t i e s of t h e i r respect ive ranges* 
i . e . , 0 .675, 0*25 and 0*125. The i n t e n s i t y of underemployment 
of d i f f eren t groups and the t o t a l of each v i l l a g e i s given in 
t a b l e 5 . 5 5 . 
I t has been observed that 743 fami l i e s which are c la s sed 
as underanployed f a m i l i e s , have t o submit on work which can 
keep o i l y 490 fami l ies f u l l y employed. Thus the percentage of 
d i sguised unemployment was 34.05 per c e n t . This cAearly reveals 
that surplus agr icu l tura l labour familes were 253 or 34.05 
per cent as against the In tens i ty of employment of 65.95 
per cent in the sunple v i l l a g e s . 
5.23 MEASUREMENT OP SEASONAL UNSMPLOyMENT OP CUKTIVATORS 
We have so far d iscussed na^aitude and i n t e n s i t y of 
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underemployment, m t h i s stibsectlon the other aspect • 
seasonal unemployment i s taken up for cons iderat ion . 
The extent of seasonal unemployment of c u l t i v a t o r s i s 
sought t o be assessed on the b a s i s of t h e usual work, seasons 
in the v i l l a g e s concexned. Personal d i scuss ion with the 
c u l t i v a t o r s and v i l l a g e o f f i c i a l s , as a l s o the crop^calender 
of the v i l l a g e went & long way in g i v i n g a f a i r l y correct idea 
of the magnitude of seasonal unemployn^nt. 
As we know,there are two components of seasonal unemploy-
ment: (1) unemployment during the "off season** or "dead 
season" and (2) the "intermittent seasonal unemployment". Here 
we ta lk of only "off-season" unemployment because the intermittent 
seasonal unemployment by i t s very nature i s very b r i e f and i n -
s i g n i f i c a n t . 
Demarcating t h i s component of seasonal unemployment has 
an addi t iona l s ign i f i cance from the employment point of v iew, 
m a way i t can be argued that the farmer during t h i s period 
i s not "tied «p* t o h i s farm? nor i s he b id ing h i s time t o 
s t a r t any part icu lar operation, as , for instance , wait ing for 
rains t o commence sowing. It i s in t h i s sense that i t can be 
said that the c u l t i v a t o r during t h i s period i s as "free" as 
a landless labourer t o take up any other employment. 
In the crop calender of each v i l l a g e , both the t iming of 
the "off season" and i t s duration with reference t o the main 
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crop had been Indicated. For a contprehenslve view, these dal;a 
are brought toge t t^r and presented in the tab le 5 , 5 6 . 
However roughly estimated these f igures of duration of 
"Off season" might be, certa in general c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s are 
c l e a r l y d i s c e m a b l e from the tab le and they can be b r i e f l y 
summed up. 
The f i r s t obvious c h a r a c t e r i s t i c i s the duration of t h i s 
season of no work. Even in Gorakhpwr t e h s i l v i l l a g e s , w h i c h show 
the shor tes t o f f season i t extends t o about 4 months on an 
average. Then as we imve t o Bansgaon t e h s i l v i l l a g e s , the 
average period extends t o from 4*5 t o 6 months and aagain in 
MaharajganJ t e h s i l from 4 t o S months. 
This var ia t ion in duration of "dead season" i s evidenced 
not merely between v i l l a g e s of two d i f f erent t e h s i l s but a l s o 
between v i l l a g e s belonginfif t o the same t e h s i l . Specia l fac tors 
l i k e p o s s i b i l i t y of taking a second crop, e t c , are mainly 
responsible for t h i s d i f ference in the extent of "off-season" 
in the v i l l a g e s of the same t e h s i l . 
On the whole, we can say that the i n t e n s i t y of employment 
was the h ighest in August, Koveacber, Deceaber and March t o May 
during 1974-75. On the other hand, scane touched a low p i t c h 
during the remaining s i x months. The lowest i n t e n s i t y was in 
the months of July, Septeitber and October in 1974-75 which *iere 
s lack months so far as agr icu l tura l s e c t o r employment was 
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considered. The high I n t e n s i t y was obviously due t o the major 
a g r i c u l t u r a l a c t i v i t y concentrated in the production of "Icharif 
crops". 
I t against the rural back groud, current a v a i l a b i l i t y for 
ga infu l work i s accepted as the d e f i n i t i o n for purposes of 
i n d i c a t i n g seasonal unenploynent, <mly the off season can be 
regarded as a period when c u l t i v a t o r s are ava i lab le for outs ide 
employ&tent, 
5 .24 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In t h i s way, ve conclude that in Gorakhpur d i s t r i c t 
there i s heavy psessure of population on land. The agr icu l tura l 
economy i s unable t o provide continuous work throughout the 
year . The slack agr icu l tura l season frecjuently extends nearly 
f i v e t o s i x months. The growth of population, the pace at which 
the agr icu l tura l a c t i v i t i e s are developing within and outs ide 
the rural eccmomy and resort by the owners of land t o personal 
c u l t i v a t i o n , have tended t o increase the s t r a i n s of poverty 
of c u l t i v a t o r s with marginal holdings and landless a g r i c u l t u r a l 
workers. 
Chapter VI 
SUMMARY AND CC»ICLUSIC»S 
6.1 SDMMAJRY 
The present study on ^Agricultxural underemploytaent In 
Uttar Pradesh s 1961*74'* seeks t o analyse In d e t a i l the prbblan 
of agr icu l tura l underemployinent or d i sgu i sed iinemployment in 
Uttar Pradesh wi th s p e c i a l reference t o Oorakhpur D i s t r i c t 
for the period 1961-74. It examines the hypothesis that 
relat ive backwardness of agriculture in Uttar Pradesh during 
the period under review i s mainly on account of the presence 
of severe underemployment in the sector. This agricultural 
underemployment appears t o be the result of factors l ike 
supply of labour, limited opportunities of eii^loyment« lack of 
development in agricultural sector, seasonal fluctuations, 
cropping pattern and inadequate use of high yielding v a r i e t i e s . 
Of the ttro methods of measuring underemployment in 
agriculture, v i z . , woxk-noroa method and time-norm method, we 
have used mainly the former, the l a t t e r has been used to 
estimate seasonal unemployment. For data needs we have relied 
both on primary and secondary sources. 
Chapter 2ZI i s cozxsezned with the agricultural under-
employment in developing economies. I t appears from the 
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(^•tailed study of the problem that the unemployment and under-
msjpl&yment ex i s t in almost a l l developing economies including 
India in varying degrees and £orm. I t seems that the agri-
cultural sector in developing economies^ by and lasrge^ serves 
as a refuge to their surplus population without a corresponding 
increase in output. Hotiever* the approach of the developnental 
models with the ir implicit employment policy aiming at trans-
ferring workers from agricultural sector t o the non-agricul-
tural may not wholly solve the problem in view of i t s magnitude. 
Chapter XV discusses agricultural underranployment in 
Uttar Pradesh as a whole. Uttar Pradesh^being the largest 
State of 3todia in terms of population and standing fourth in 
terms of area# engaged nearly 86 per cent of the rural workers 
«rither as cultivators or as agricultural labourers according 
to the Census of 1971• It was found that nearly 73 per cent 
of the twtal farmers own l e s s than 5 acres of land. Xn fact 
more thaa two-thirds of the rural workers are self-waployed 
(or own account) workers or unpaid family iiorkers. Improved 
performance of agriculture in Uttar Pradesh in the period 
under review has changed deivelopment and the capabi l i t i e s of 
the economy as a whole over the coming years. Xn spite of t h i s 
there i s a serious agricultural unemployment and under-
enqployment conditions prevailing in uttar Pradesh. I t has been 
deteriorating in the s tate from one plan to another. Planned 
development has failed In achieving any of the most cherished 
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oibJectlves« The oumber of unamployed and underemployed people 
has Incceased during the plan period. This chapter a lso 
contains a review of the empirical studies on agricultural 
underemployment in Uttar Pradesh, which tend to support the 
presence of surplus labour in i t s agricultural sector. 
Chapter V i s concerned with under®Bplo5tnent in agriculture 
in the oorakhpur Dis tr ic t . According to t l « 1971 Census» 92 
per cent of population depended on agriculture for t h e i r 
l i v ing in the d i s t r i c t . There has been very l i t t l e increase 
in agricultural production over years. To verify the extent 
and intensi ty of underemployn^nt a f i e ld survey was conducted 
of the s ix selected v i l l ages of Oorakhpur D i s t r i c t . 
It has been rightly remarked that "wage-paid emplo^^nent" 
in agriculture i s intermittent and seasonal and i s d irect ly 
influenced by the fazm techniques, small s i s e of holdings and 
intens i ty of cult ivat ion. 
The methods adopted for the measurement of the intens i ty 
of underemployment and seasonal unemployment in the agricultural 
sector of Gorakhpur d i s t r i c t and the estimates of the under-
employment are only rough measures indicative of the tendency 
of growing underemployment. 
The percentage of agricultural underemployment in 
Qoxakhs^r d i s t r i c t as revealed by v i l l a g e surreys was 34.05 
and the intensity of employment 65.95 per cent and the seasonal 
unemployment extended nearly f ive t o s ix months in a given year. 
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The growth of population, the pace at which agricultural 
activities are developing within the rural economy and 
resort by the owners of land to personal cultivation, have 
tended to increase the strains of poverty of cultivators 
with marginal holdings and landless agricultural workers. 
6,2 cmcwsiotis 
f#e may now mention our main conclusionst 
(1) The higher percentage of underemployment in the agri-
cultural sector of 0ttar Pradesh is indicative of absence of 
alternative employment opportunities particularly of a non-
agricultural nature in the rural areas and the Icmg slack 
period. 
(2} It appears that an important aspect of underemployment 
is the seasonal unonplopoent between the slack and harvest period 
of tine to which those engaged in agriculture are subject. 
(3) Further, possibility of worsening the situation with 
continued groifth of population in future is a threat to the 
economic development of the State. Any scheme of economic 
development of the State has per force to be agriculture-
oriented so that a majority of population may reap the 
benefits of economic prosperity. 
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APPENDIX TABUB A.XXZIZ 
S ta t i s t i c s of Land Uti l izat ion (Pzojectlon) 
Gorakhpur Distr ict » 1960-61 to 1973-74 
(in hectares) 
I t e m 1960-61 1965-66 1968-69 1970-71 1973-74 
1 Geographical area 628,166 628,166 628,166 628,166 628,166 
2 Forest 56,630 57,270 56,896 56,996 56,996 
^ blf'lLdT'^ '^''"^*^''^" 3-529 4,697 4,320 4,392 4,392 
* ? ^ cuit' ivSiSS*^' ^ ' 2 9 4 49,560 48,929 51,535 52,035 
5 Cultivable waste land 15,553 12,806 11,700 10,946 8,946 
^ ^ S S r i a S d ^ * " " ^ ^ ^ ^27 570 414 306 306 
7 Area under trees« gardens 
S^crop^^ar^''^''*^^*^ ^ '^" 3^2 25,367 15,256 17,141 17,250 
8 Current fallows 1,943 8,776 9,940 11,298 9,298 
9 Other fallows 12,932 6,709 10,092 6,672 4,672 
10 Not cropped area 472,427 472,413 472,449 475,227 474,351 
157,139 169,271 164,064 169,273 216,451 
12 Net irrigated area 163,695 186,324 187,693 198,158 300,902 
13 Total Irrigated area 174,528 199,834 201,203 211,668 346,202 
Souccet Draft Fifth Five Year Plan, Gorakhpur negicxi, 1973. 
11 Area sowed nore 
than once 
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